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Summary
This thesis concerns application specific 3D head tracking. The purpose is to
improve motion correction in position emission tomography (PET) brain imag-
ing through development of markerless tracking. Currently, motion correction
strategies are based on either the PET data itself or tracking devices relying on
markers. Data-driven motion correction is problematic due to the physiological
dynamics. Marker-based tracking is potentially unreliable, and it is extremely
hard to validate when the tracking information is correct. The motion esti-
mation is essential for proper motion correction of the PET images. Incorrect
motion correction can in the worst cases result in wrong diagnosis or treatment.
The evolution of a markerless custom-made structured light 3D surface tracking
system is presented. The system is targeted at state-of-the-art high resolution
dedicated brain PET scanners with a resolution of a few millimeters. State-
of-the-art hardware and software solutions are integrated into an operational
device. This novel system is tested against a commercial tracking system popu-
lar in PET brain imaging. Testing and demonstrations are carried out in clinical
settings.
A compact markerless tracking system was developed with an accuracy suffi-
cient for PET imaging (< 0.1 degrees and < 0.3 mm). Furthermore, the first
non-visible structured light system using Pico DLP technology was used. In a
proof-of-principle study with two human PET scans, the system was demon-
strated to improve PET image quality significantly. The results were similar to
motion correction using an integrated commercial marker-based system. Fur-
thermore, phantom studies were performed supporting the system’s abilities for
PET motion correction.
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Resume´
Denne afhandling omhandler applikationsspecifik 3D hoved tracking. Form˚alet
er at forbedre bevægelseskorrektion i position emissions tomografi (PET) hjerne-
scanning. Det er opn˚aet gennem udvikling af et tracking system uden brug
af markører. Nuværende bevægelseskorrektions-strategier er baseret p˚a en-
ten: selve PET-dataene eller eksterne tracking-systemer, som er afhængig af
markører. Data-dreven bevægelseskorrektion er problematisk p˚a grund af den
fysiologiske dynamik. Markør-baseret tracking er potentielt up˚alidelig. Derud-
over er det er svært at validere, hvorn˚ar trackingen eventuelt har fejlet. Nøjagtig
bestemmelsen af hovedets position er essentiel for korrekt bevægelseskorrektion
af PET billederne. Forkert bevægelseskorrektion kan i værste tilfælde resultere
i fejlagtig diagnose eller behandling.
De forskellige stadier i udviklingen af et markørløst struktureret lys 3D over-
flade tracking-system er præsenteret. Systemet er rettet mod en state-of-the-art
dedikeret hjerne PET-scanner med en rummelig opløsning p˚a kun f˚a millimeter.
State-of-the-art hardware og software løsninger er integreret i en operationel
enhed. Dette nye system er testet mod et kommercielt tracking-system, som er
populært i PET hjernescanning. Test og demonstrationer er udført i kliniske
omgivelser.
Et kompakt tracking-system uden brug af markører blev udviklet med en nøjag-
tighed tilstrækkelig til PET-scanning (< 0,1 grader og < 0,3 mm). Dette system
var det første struktureret lys system ved brug af ikke-synligt lys, som anvender
Pico DLP-teknologi. Det blev vist at systemet forbedrede PET billedkvaliteten
væsentligt gennem et proof-of-principle studie inkluderende to PET-scanninger
af en forsøgsperson, samt flere fantom-studier. Resultaterne var sammenlignelige
med bevægelseskorrektionen ved hjælp af et integreret kommercielt markør-
baseret system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Position emission tomography (PET) is a medical imaging modality with in-
creasing importance in clinical and research settings. In the last decades PET
methodology has improved considerably due to comprehensive developments in
radiochemistry and advanced scanner technology. This progress has made PET
a powerful functional image modality.
PET has been explored as a source for imaging biomarkers and has become a su-
perior tool in oncology for diagnosis, treatment planning, and follow-up. PET is
also widely used for studies of pathophysiology and research. In neurology PET
imaging enables in vivo visualization of cerebral blood flow, brain metabolism,
and neuroreceptor binding. PET acquisition times range from 20 minutes to
several hours. Because of the prolonged acquisition times, patient motion dur-
ing scanning is inevitable. Patient motion during scanning will result in blurred
and erroneous PET images when not corrected for. Head motion during the
brain PET imaging acquisition degrades the PET image and destroys dynamic
PET analysis. In worst case scenarios it can lead to fatally wrong diagnoses.
Motion correction (MC) in PET brain imaging has been extensively investi-
gated. In general, suggested methods assume precise registered motion of the
head during the scan. The Polaris Vicra system from Northern Digital Inc.
(NDI, Waterloo, Canada) is a popular choice to record head motion during
PET scanning. However, the problem with this system and other proposed sys-
tems is that they rely on markers attached to the head. In practice it is difficult
to obtain a stable stiff coupling between the marker(s) and the patient head.
Therefore this attachment is a major problem leading to incorrectly registered
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motion of the head and thus erroneous motion-compensated PET reconstruc-
tion.
Motion-induced image degeneration increases with improved scanner resolution.
Thus head motion is especially harmful for high resolution scanners. The dedi-
cated PET brain scanner the high resolution research tomograph (HRRT) from
Siemens has a resolution down to 1.4 mm. The subject of this PhD project
is to improve 3D head tracking for MC in PET brain imaging. A new system
was developed for the HRRT PET scanner and prof-of-principal subsequently
obtained.
1.1 Objectives
The overall objective of this thesis was to improve motion correction strategies
in medical imaging in general through the development of markerless surface
tracking. The concept was to demonstrate the proof-of-principle on the HRRT
dedicated brain PET scanner with potential adaptation for other scanners and
imaging modalities.
The aims of this PhD project were, 1) evaluate the need for an alternative
to existing state-of-the-art tracking systems in PET brain imaging; 2) design
and construct a markerless 3D head tracking system targeted for the HRRT
brain PET scanner with a challenging narrow bore hole geometry; 3) validate
the tracking performance of the developed system against a commercial tracking
system; and 4) integrate the developed system with a PET scanner and evaluate
its ability for motion correction in PET brain imaging.
1.2 Scientific contributions and thesis overview
The scientific contributions of this PhD project are collected in the following
five main papers upon which the thesis is written.
A O.V. Olesen, C. Svarer, M. Sibomana, S.H. Keller, S. Holm, J.A. Jensen,
F. Andersen, and L. Højgaard. A Moveable Phantom Design for Quanti-
tative Evaluation of Motion Correction Studies on High Resolution PET
Scanners. IEEE Transactions on Nuclear Science, 2010.
B O.V. Olesen, M.R. Jørgensen, R.R. Paulsen, L. Højgaard, B. Roed, and
R. Larsen. Structured Light 3D Tracking System for Measuring Motions
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in PET Brain Imaging. Proceedings of SPIE, The International Society
for Optical Engineering, 2010.
C O.V. Olesen, R.R. Paulsen, L. Højgaard, B. Roed, and R. Larsen. Motion
Tracking for Medical Imaging: A Non-Visible Structured Light Tracking
Approach. IEEE Transactions on Medical Imaging, 2011.
D O.V. Olesen, R.R. Paulsen, R.R. Jensen, S.H. Keller, M. Sibomana, L.
Højgaard, B. Roed, and R. Larsen. 3D Surface Realignment Tracking
for Medical Imaging: A Phantom Study with PET Motion Correction.
Image-based Geometric Modeling and Mesh Generation by Springer, E.
Yongjie Zhang.
E O.V. Olesen, J.M. Sullivan, T. Mulnix, R.R. Paulsen, L. Højgaard, B.
Roed, R.E. Carson, E.D. Morris, and R. Larsen. List-mode PET mo-
tion correction using markerless head tracking: proof-of-concept in human
studies.
Paper A, paper B, paper C are published, paper D has been accepted for publi-
cation in a Springer book chapter, and paper E has been submitted for journal
publication. The original paper forms are presented in Appendices A–E and a
list is found on page vii including additional work during the PhD study period.
Paper A describes how the commercial tracking system, Polaris Vicra from NDI,
was implemented on the HRRT PET scanner at Rigshospitalet and used with
the multiple acquisition frames (MAF) motion correction. The novelty of this
paper was a motion-controlled PET brain phantom, developed to evaluate MC
strategies in PET imaging. It was used to investigate the sources of errors related
to the integrated setup of the Polaris system and the HRRT PET scanner.
The study showed that the MC based on the Polaris system is accurate on
phantoms where the Polaris registration tool is fastened to the phantom by metal
screws. Furthermore, the study showed that the accuracy of the tracking system
has a significant impact on the MC result compared to the other investigated
sources of errors, including the accuracy of the geometric calibration between
the tracking system and the PET scanner.
We concluded that the uncertainty of the registration tool attachment to the
heads of patients renders the system inadequate for head-pose estimation for
human subjects in a clinical environment. This was supported by practical
experience on human PET scans with the Polaris tracking system.
In paper B we demonstrate a new markerless tracking approach based on multi-
ple structured light (SL) surface scans. The surface scanning is based on input
from two cameras and on the state-of-the-art Pico DLP projector technology.
4 Introduction
The tracking principle was presented in [111] and paper C. Here it is shown how
the SL system was tested against the Polaris system with comparable results.
The SL system was modified to use non-visible light to avoid discomfort to the
patient, as is also presented in paper C.
In order to apply the developed system with MC in PET brain imaging, a certain
frame rate of image capture was required. The system was further improved
to handle on-the-fly image capture with post tracking estimation, now named
Tracoline. In paper D the Tracoline system was demonstrated with the HRRT
PET scanner on a custom phantom design. The concept was similar to paper A,
substituting the commercially available Polaris system with the Tracoline. An
additional scientific contribution was a novel method for geometric calibration
between the PET scanner and the Tracoline system.
The main question is: can the Tracoline system be used for precise human head
tracking during PET acquisition with improved PET results? This is shown in
paper E, based on an advanced list-mode MC reconstruction algorithm. Two
human scans and one phantom scan with simultaneous Tracoline and Polaris
trackings are included in this study. Data were acquired during a research
stay at the Yale PET Center with Professor R. E. Carson and his group, who
routinely use the list-mode event-by-event MC reconstruction MOLAR.
Thesis overview: The thesis includes an initial background part (Chapters 1–
8) and a scientific contribution part (Appendices A–F). The background chap-
ters introduce the reader to the main topics and methods in relation to motion
correction in PET brain imaging, and to the basis of stereo vision for head
tracking. Chapter 2 addresses motion in PET imaging and the related prob-
lems. Chapter 3 gives a brief introduction to PET and the special HRRT PET
scanner. Chapter 4 contains a short review of MC in PET brain imaging, in-
cluding more details of the MC methods applied in the later paper Appendices.
An overview of state-of-the-art motion tracking methods for medical imaging,
in particular PET brain imaging, is given in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 outlines
alternative tracking methodologies and introduces the methods applied. The
final background Chapter familiarizes the reader with the Tracoline system.
A thesis conclusion is found in Chapter 8, before the five Appendices presenting
the scientific papers introduced above. Two final appendices concern an impor-
tant safety aspect related to irradiation of human eyes. Appendix F is a technical
report elaborating on the optical system characteristics and Appendix G is a
system certification from an external company.
Chapter 2
Motion Induced Image
Degeneration
There is a possibility of serious error on a PET brain image, if no correction
is made for a patient’s head movements. Head movements are a major cause
of degradation of image quality for some scans, especially during long acquisi-
tion time, which can take up to hours. Head movements can also cause fatal
distortions of a functional analysis due to artifacts or wrongly detected signals
in the region-of-interest (ROI). Events, which have been registered outside the
ROI might have occurred inside it, or vice versa.
A patient’s movements, even if only a few millimeters, have a blurring effect on
PET brain images on a regular, 0.5–1 cm spatial resolution, PET scanner [58].
The blurring effect increases with the acquisition time and the magnitude of
movements. The most important consideration here is that with increasing
scanner resolution this problem becomes even more serious. Thus a patient’s
movements end up counteracting the technological advances of a high resolution
scanner. Therefore, motion correction must be done, if there is to be a benefit
from the modern technology represented by the HRRT PET scanner.
In Fig. 2.1 the problem arising due to motion during high resolution PET brain
scanning is illustrated. The images show a comparison of the image performance
between a conventional PET scanner (bottom) and the HRRT scanner (top),
with both scans performed on the same day on the same patient consecutively
of the two types of scanners at Rigshospitalet. The image shows the same three
slices of the same brain.
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On the HRRT images it is possible to distinguish between gray and white matter
in contrast to the images from the conventional PET scanner. If motions occur
during the data acquisition, the resulting images get blurred and HRRT images
end up looking like the images from a low resolution scanner. Motion correction
or complete fixation of the head is necessary to utilize the high resolution of the
HRRT PET scanner.
Figure 2.1: Comparison of the HRRT PET brain scanner (Top) and the GE
Advance scanner (bottom). The images show three different slices of the same
brain of static 18F-fluoro-deoxy-glucose (FDG) scans.
Motion correction for the HRRT PET scanner has been a major issue since the
first installation of the current version in 2002 1 [22, 129, 132]. Not only has
the improved scanner resolution increased the demand for motion correction,
but the protocols of the PET studies have also become increasingly complex
and the demand for motion correction has increased. Electro encephalograms
(EEG) are often monitored during neurological PET imaging for diagnosis of
epilepsy. Studies of patients with neurological or physiological diseases such
as Parkinson and Alzheimer’s disease studies [62, 151] are increasing. Patients
often have direct involuntary motion because of their disease or due to pain and
discomfort during the long scan acquisition. Furthermore, the scan subjects are
often asked to perform tasks during a PET study, e.g. motor response (visually
or by mind), or even smoking cigarettes during the PET scan as in paper E.
This means that the scanner subjects are moving to a greater extent during the
PET acquisition.
Another recently reported motivation for motion correction is scatter estimation
error due to misalignment between transmission (TX) and emission scans (EM),
causing wrong quantification of the PET events [7]. This study is a simulation
based on a patient case experienced in an HRRT PET study with 11C-verapamil
1Two prototypes were installed in Cologne (1999) and Amsterdam (2001).
7from Amsterdam. The study showed false reduced uptake in some brain regions
and the artifacts increase with the motion.
Motion correction is crucial for dynamic PET imaging where the radiotracer
distribution is tracked over time. Motion destroys the true radiotracer distri-
bution, leading to incorrect ROI analysis. Figure 2.2 shows two examples of
time-activity-curves (TACs) from 11C-raclopride scans presented in paper E.
The TACs are for the small putamen ROIs of the brain. The blue curves repre-
sent results for a reconstruction without MC, whereas the red and green curves
represent results from motion-corrected reconstructions. Clearly, ROI analy-
sis based on the non-motion-corrected reconstruction causes an incorrect TAC
curve. The observed motions of the inspected ROIs were in these cases up to 2
cm. The latter case is mainly caused by motion between the TX and EM scan
of approximately 1.5–2.5 cm.
Figure 2.2: Time-activity curves for the left putamen from two 11C-raclopride
HRRT scans [paper E]. The scans were reconstructed with three reconstruction
methods: without MC (no MC), with MC based on motion information regis-
tered with the developed Tracoline system (TCL MC), and, with MC based on
motion information from the Polaris system (POL MC).
Time consuming head restraint methods have been suggested using a ther-
moplastic mask known from radiotherapy [67], a band-strap, and a vacuum
bag [109]. However these do not eliminate the motion problem [58,140]. More-
over, head restraints are inconvenient and uncomfortable for many patients, and
they are limiting for some research studies e.g. the smoking study in paper E.
In a study in Turku, Finland, 49 patients were scanned using the thermoplastic
mask and the position of the head was tracked with an external tracking device
reporting significant motion despite head restraints 2.
2Jussi Hirvonen, Turku, Presentation at the HRRT user meeting in Turku may 26, 2008.
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2.1 Head and brain motions
There are pre-dominantly three kinds of head motion seen during PET scan-
ning; long drift motion, frequent short motions around a mean position and
occasional quick movements. Different amplitudes of the three motion patterns
are usually represented in all scans. Long drift motion occurs when the pa-
tients are relaxing after being placed in the scanner and also if they fall asleep
during scanning. Long drift motions are in general rotational motions side-
wise or nodding. Frequent short motions around a mean position are related
to periodic motions such as respiratory motion and neurotic motion patterns.
Occasional quick movements especially occur when the patient is distracted by
noise, thoughts or neurotically related incidents. A typical cause is interaction
with the personnel, such as if the technologist is talking to the patient. It can
also be caused by motion of the legs that mainly results in transaxial translation.
The blurring effect of the motion depends on the type of motion and the ampli-
tude of the motion with respect to the ROI and the time period of investigation.
A short peak motion during a long time frame of 20 min is much less significant
than a short peak motion during a few-second frame. In contrast a long drift
motion of several minutes is highly degenerating for a long time frame, while
less crucial for a short time frame. The effect of the motion is also dependent
on the ROI. The sensitivity towards motion increases with decreasing size of the
ROI. Furthermore, the motion effect is influenced by the location of the ROI,
particularly for rotary motions. The effect of rotary motion increases with the
distance to the axis of rotation. Rotary motions are often around a point of
contact between the patient head and the couch. This means ROIs peripheral
to this point, such as the frontal lope, degenerate to a greater extent than ROIs
in the back of the head. Obviously, the effect of translatory motion is uniformly
distributed over the whole brain.
The magnitude of the motion is up to 2–3 cm and it has been shown that
significant motion between the TX and EM scan for the HRRT PET scanner
often occurs. The mentioned motion patterns are based on observations from
registered motion with an external tracking system during more than 50 scans
on the HRRT PET scanner at Rigshospitalet and are supported in the literature
[34,45,65,109].
Our aim is to correct for the movements of the brain. Therefore it is the move-
ments of the brain that should be registered. These can be very difficult to
observe directly using optical devices. Therefore, we consider the brain to be
fixed to the skull as a rigid body, unchanging in shape and structure during
scanning.
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Non-rigid motion of the brain, i.e. brain shift, is a significant problem in in-
tracranial surgery. The cause of brain shift during surgery has been investigated
and can be in the order of centimeters [105,136]. The brain shift is mainly asso-
ciated with gravity, loss of fluid and deformation of any tumors. It is in general
assumed that brain shift is limited during a PET scan with no external interven-
tion on the brain [45, 65, 102, 122]. However, both circulatory and respiratory
systems cause motions within the brain, although they are considered to be
smaller than the scanner resolution.
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Chapter 3
Positron Emission
Tomography and the High
Resolution Research
Tomograph
This chapter is an introduction to nuclear PET imaging and includes physics
related to PET and the basics of a PET scanner. It presupposes some funda-
mental knowledge of quantum and radiation physics. The advanced HRRT PET
scanner is the foundation for the contributed studies and it is briefly described
at the end of this chapter.
3.1 Conventional PET
The basis of conventional PET is, as the name suggests, the emission of positrons
from the nucleus of radioactive atoms. The existence of the positron was pos-
tulated in 1928 by Paul AM Dirac and the positron was proved to exist in 1932
by Carl Anderson. Both of them received the Nobel Prize in physics for their
discoveries. The first positron scanner was introduced in the 1950s. It was a
brain tumor ”scanner” with only two detectors at the Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston. The positron-emitting isotope used was 13As [11, p. 13].
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of a brain PET scan. The patient is injected with
a positron-emitting tracer. After annihilation, two photons are emitted and
detected in a ring of multiple small detectors.
In the 1960s a NaI multicrystal position detector, built as a ring, was developed
at Brookhaven National Laboratory with a resulting spatial image resolution of
approximately 2 cm. The primary isotope was 14Cu [163]. Many isotopes and
detectors have been developed since, but the ring structure is still a basic part
of the design of the PET scanners today.
A PET scanner deviates from computed tomography (CT) imaging by detecting
events inside the patients and not detecting transmissions through the patients.
A patient is injected with a radiotracer. The radiotracer consists of an organic
substitute, e.g. a glucose molecule, which is labeled by a positron-emitting
isotope, also referred to as a radionuclide. In oncology 18F-fluoro-deoxy-glucose
(FDG) is the most often used radiotracer. A positron is emitted from the
radionuclide and annihilates with a nearby electron, creating two photons. The
two photons are emitted in opposite directions at an angle of 180o, which the
PET scanner detects in coincidence (Fig. 3.1). Coincidence means that the two
photons reach two detectors within a time window of 4–12 ns and the event is
registered as a true decay event.
A line between two detectors in coincidence, along which an annihilation has
occurred, is called a line-of-response (LOR). The location of a single annihila-
tion event along a LOR is unknown. However, when the acquisition of a large
number of coincidence events are summed for each LOR and sorted into parallel
projections, an image reflecting the tracer distribution inside the patient can be
obtained [143, p. 14–6].
Depending on the biochemical structure of the radiotracer, it accumulates in
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certain cells inside the patient. Cancer cells have a high glucose uptake, thus
a glucose-like tracer primarily accumulates in tumors and organs with a high
glucose uptake, like the brain or liver.
3.1.1 Radiation physics
Annihilation radiation happens subsequent to the position emission from the
nucleus. A positron is an antimatter equivalent of an electron. It is a positively
charged particle with the same mass as an electron. It emits from the nucleus of
an atom due to radioactive decay. A positron is only emitted from the nucleus
as a secondary action to a nuclear reaction, in which a neutrino is created. A
neutrino, ν, results from the conversion of a proton into a neutron. The general
equation of positron decay is described as
A
ZX → AZ−1Y + 01 β+ + ν +Q , (3.1)
where Q is energy. A proton-rich mother atom, X, loses a proton to achieve
stability (daughter atom, Y ,). The positive charge of the proton is carried
away from the nucleus with a positron, β+ [125, p. 342–343]. In Fig. 3.2 the
annihilation radiation is sketched. In this case 189 F is the proton-rich mother
nucleus, which emits a positron and becomes a stable 188 O isotope. The positron
annihilates outside the atom and two photons are emitted in opposite directions
with energies of 511 keV.
Figure 3.2: β+ decay of an 18F nucleus with following annihilation.
Certain factors limit the resolution of a PET scanner: one is annihilation outside
the atoms, another is uncertainty of the radiation angle of the photons due to
scattering, as elaborated in the next subsection. The consequence is reduced
image sensitivity and increased radioactive dose for the patients. The path of
a positron in matter is random because of elastic and inelastic collisions with
anatomic electrons and nuclei. A high-energy positron has a greater possibility
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of many collisions, before it finally comes to rest. Clearly this means that it also
has a greater possibility of traveling longer, e.g. the mean range in water of a
common PET isotope 18F is 0.6 mm. [11, p. 21–23].
Scatter of photons and attenuation
Unfortunately, only 35% of the annihilation reactions in water are estimated to
have zero momentum, causing the two photons to radiate at an angle of exactly
180o to each other. This means that only a minor part of the annihilation events
are true events on a LOR.
The type of light scattering depends on photon energy and absorber material.
Compton scattering dominates in tissue with photon energies lower than 2 MeV,
which is the case in PET (511 keV). Compton scattering is a photon that is
ionizing an atom by interacting with a loosely bound orbital electron. The
electron is ejected from the atom and the photon is scattered in an angle that
is related to its energy loss.
Whenever a photon interacts with matter, it loses energy and the possibility of
a given interaction is described by the cross section, σ [cm2/atom], of the given
reaction. The total atomic cross section is given by the sum of all atomic cross
sections for all kinds of reactions. On a macroscopic level, the mass attenuation
coefficient, µ [cm2/g], is used. The intensity, I(x), of a parallel photon beam
decreases exponentially with the distance, x, in a homogenous medium. An
inhomogeneous medium can be divided into homogenous layers of thickness dx′,
in which the intensity is reduced by dI and -dI/I = µdx′, thus the intensity is
given as
I(x) = I(0)e−
∫ x
0
µdx′ , (3.2)
where I(0) is the intensity of the incoming photon beam. Attenuation1 depends
on the photon energy, the electron density, the atom number of the absorber,
and of course the travel length [125, p. 236-237], [11, p. 24–27].
This means that a large portion of the annihilated photons do not reach the
detectors and the signal is lost due to attenuation inside the patient. The mass
attenuation coefficient for water and tissue is ∼0.1 cm2/g and the half-value
layer is ∼7 cm. This mean that only 1/4 of a beam sent through a 14 cm wide
head will get out on the other side.
Coincidence events
The detected coincidence events can be true, random, or scatter coincidence
events. True coincidence events are the ones that represent pairs of annihilation
photons that have not been interacting with tissue. Random and scatter coinci-
dence events interfere with the true signal; they do not represent an annihilation
1Attenuation is the sum of scatter and absorbtion.
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event on a line between two detectors. A random event is two detected pho-
tons from two different annihilation interactions, which cannot be distinguished
from true coincidences, however the number of random events can be estimated
on the basis of the count rate. A scatter coincidence event is detection of two
photons of which one or both have undergone interaction with matter, so that
the direction has changed and the photons have lost energy. Interfering scatter
events are limited by elimination of photons with energies less than a certain en-
ergy. Only around 5% of the annihilation radiation from a point source without
attenuation is detected, which is a measure of the scanner sensitivity. [11, p. 37,
41–42, 95–96].
The number of true counts has to be high to reproduce the tracer distribution;
on the other hand the patient dose should be as low as possible. The number
of true counts is normally > 107 counts for a static brain scan. Here the noise
effective count rate (NECR) is important; if the noise level is too high, the
information of the image gets lost. NECR is expressed by true, T , random, R,
and scatter, S, count rate
NECR =
T
1 + S/T + kR/T
. (3.3)
k is either 1 or 2 depending on how the random events are corrected. The count
rates or the sensitivity of the system to true, random, and scatter coincidence
events are functions of: (1) Activity: number of positron annihilation events
per second. (2) Geometry sensitivity: the fraction of annihilation photons pairs
that reaches the detectors. (3) The fraction of scatter and random photons that
reaches the detectors, and (4) detector efficiency: the probability that a photon
that reaches the detector is detected. Thus, the NECR is a function of scanner
design and patient characteristics (e.g. scatter distribution and dose).
Scatter and true coincidence events increase linearly with the activity, but ran-
dom coincidence events increase by the activity squared. In Fig. 3.3 the yellow
curve increases twice as fast as the two other curves. The curves bend when
the yellow curve reaches about 5 M counts, because the scanner system cannot
handle more than 5 M counts, which is also the case for the HRRT.
There is an optimum of NECR, so even if the injected patient dose is ignored,
the image quality will not be improved by just increasing the dose. In clinical
practice a dose of 200–500 MBq 18F-FDG is used (4–5 MBq/kg) [68].
In summary, the isotope annihilates outside the nucleus, thus the registered
event does not represent the exact position of the tracer. The possible length of
the travel before annihilation depends on the energy of the isotope. There is an
optimum for the injected patient dose, which influences the spatial resolution. If
the dose is too low there will not be sufficient data for statistics calculations and
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Figure 3.3: Counts per second (cps) as a function of the total activity. NEC is
the Noise Effective Counts. On the figure scatter is included in the true curve.
At low activities the random events have no effect, so the fraction of scatter is
the distance between the red and green curves at low activities [68].
the image will not represent the true tracer distribution. On the other hand,
if the dose is too high the noise increases, which also has a negative impact on
the resolution. The efficiency of the detectors, how good the detectors are at
registering an event, the sensitivity of the geometry, and the path of the FOV
that is covered by the detectors, are also important for the scanner performance.
Reconstruction parameters such as matrix size, filter, and use of modeled point-
spread-function (PSF) also influence the spatial image resolution.
3.1.2 Scanner physics
Emitted photons are converted to electric signals by a scintillator detection
system consisting of scintillators coupled to photomultipliers. The most com-
mon and reliable technique couples solid scintillators to photomultiplier tubes
(PMT).
A photon deposits its energy in the scintillator that generates a gleam (scintil-
lation), which is transformed to an electric signal and amplified by the PMT.
The scintillator used in PET is a solid crystal where the atoms get excited by
particles with energies around 511 keV. Excitation of an atom leaves a hole in
the electron configuration, and a free electron fills out this ’hole’ in the valence
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band, and electromagnetic radiation corresponding to the binding energy is
radiated. The number of light photons is approximately proportional to the
energy deposited in the crystal, thus the intensity of the scintillator light is a
measure of the absorbed photon energy.
3.2 The High Resolution Research Tomograph
The high resolution research tomograph (HRRT) PET scanner is a state-of-
the-art dedicated brain PET scanner and therefore this scanner is used for our
proof-of-principle experiments. The image quality of the HRRT represents PET
scanners of the future. If motion estimation and motion correction can be shown
valuable with the HRRT scanner, it will also be valuable for future scanners with
their presumably improved resolution.
The design of the HRRT PET scanner is special in three ways; (1) the scintil-
lators consist of two layers of crystals, (2) the number of crystals is 5–10 times
higher than for conventional PET2, and (3) the detector panels are placed in an
octagonal geometry (Fig. 3.4(a)). The octagonal geometry is due to the eight
detector panels or detector heads. The design of the detector panels is based on
a quadrant-sharing design, so the detectors cannot be placed in a ring.
This design is made to improve the detector efficiency and thereby the spatial
resolution. One-to-one coupling, where each scintillator crystal is coupled with
an individual PMT was used until 1985. The theoretical minimal spatial resolu-
tion with one-to-one coupling is equal to the dimension of the PMTs. To improve
the spatial resolution, different couplings have been tried. The quadrant-sharing
design of the HRRT PET scanner is illustrated in Fig. 3.4(b). Each detector
panel is made of 9×13 crystal blocks and 10×14 PMTs. A crystal block has
8×8 crystals in each layer with dimensions 2.1 mm×2.1 mm×10 mm. This gives
119,808 crystals totally in the gantry. The two layers of scintillator material are
LSOfast and LYSOslow. Between the crystal blocks and the PMTs there is a
glass plate to gate the light. The position of the interaction is determined by a
weighted sum of the individual PMT signals [30].
The small distance between the detector panels of 35 cm provides high sensitiv-
ity. Shortening the length of the LORs minimizes the uncertainty of where the
events have occurred, improving the spatial resolution. Similarly, the estimate
of the event location is improved with the modern time-of-flight (TOF) recon-
struction. The principle in TOF is to limit the event location to a part of the
LOR length based on the time of detection between the two affected detectors.
2GE Advance PET scanner has 12,096 crystals.
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Figure 3.4: Left: The HRRT at Rigshospitalet without front cover. Right:
sketch of a detector panel with 9×13 2-layer crystal blocks and 10×14 PMTs.
Right: principle of the quadrant sharing design of the detector blocks.
3.3 PET reconstruction
Basically, two kinds of methods for reconstruction exist: analytical by the
filtered-back-projection (FBP) and iterative reconstruction (IR). Analytical re-
construction calculates the tracer distribution directly from the measured co-
incidences. In contrast, iterative reconstruction methods guess at tracer dis-
tributions that are iteratively compared to measured data and updated. FBP
is a classic and standard algorithm of tomography. It has an easy control of
the spatial resolution and noise correlation. This makes it applicable to quan-
titative image analysis. Iterative methods are less sensitive to the geometry of
the detectors (e.g. gaps between the detectors) and non-uniform resolution for
the detectors. In this way iterative methods have improved the image qual-
ity. [11, p. 63, 71].
There is a variety of IR methods using different cost functions, data models and
image models. The two most common methods are the maximum-likelihood
expectation maximization (MLEM) and the ordered subset expectation maxi-
mization (OSEM). For this project the OSEM 3D reconstruction is used with
resolution modeling, which improves the resolution. It uses a simple PSF model
that is the same for all the pixels in the FOV and thus it is only a parameter in
the OSEM reconstruction [154] and [26].
Figure 3.5 shows a diagram of the OSEM reconstruction with indication by
numbers of the corrections prior to the final reconstructed image. The OSEM
input is multiple sinograms of rebinned 3D data. Hereunder four correction
simograms and the prompt sinogram from the EM list-mode 3. The sinograms
3Every detected event is listed with the time and a pair of detectors represented by coor-
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are mapped into a geometric representation of the scanner referred to as the
system matrix. The iterative modeling is then applied onto the system matrix
represented as the largest red box in Fig. 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Diagram of the 3D OSEM reconstruction used for the HRRT at
Rigshospitalet. Norm is the normalization. Each number symbolizes a correc-
tion operation.
The corrections within the reconstruction scheme are numbered from 1 to 8 and
described below including: (1) normalization, (2) attenuation, (3) scatter, (4)
randoms, (5) dead time, (6) radioactive decay, (7) calibration and (8) motion
correction. The first four correction operations are done within the OSEM re-
construction from the input sinograms. The next three corrections are done
dinates.
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on the reconstructed image [30, 85]. The last one in red represents post re-
construction MC with possible repositioning of the µ-map prior to the OSEM
reconstruction. The µ-map is a map of attenuation coefficients of the scan sub-
ject obtained from the TX scan acquired prior or after the EM acquisition. More
advanced MC methods are applied before the IR reconstruction or incorporated
within the system matrix of the IR reconstruction model. State-of-the-art MC
methods are described in Chapter 4.
Normalization correction - Normalization correction is a compensation of
the difference in the efficiency of the LORs. The variation is due to different
crystal efficiencies, PMT gains, and positions of the LORs in the FOV. The
correction on the HRRT is achieved directly by scans of a homogenous line
source to expose each LOR of the same amount of activity [85, p. 74].
Attenuation correction - As mentioned, the photons are attenuated inside
the patient. Usually the loss of signal is re-established applying Eq. (3.2) using a
µ-map that maps the attenuation coefficient in the FOV. The µ-map is obtained
from a TX scan and forward projected into a sinogram [86].
Scatter correction - Scatter events are included in the sinograms, since they
cannot be measured. Scatter is minimized anyway by selection of an energy
window.
Randoms correction - Random events are minimized using a small time win-
dow for coincidence. However, completely avoiding the effect of random events
is impossible. The random event rate can be estimated from a measure of the
single event rate or by measuring a delayed signal using a delayed coincidence
event window. The estimated/measured number of random events for each de-
tector pair is subtracted directly or in a separate sinogram [85].
Dead time correction - Dead time is the time an event takes to be processed,
in which new events cannot be detected. Dead time comes both from the dead
time of the detector blocks and from the electronics. If photons hit a detector in
its dead period the dead time increases. The raw data is corrected for the loss
of signal using models calculating the loss of counts of the individual detector
pairs expressed by single events [11, p. 116–120].
Radioactive decay correction - During a scan the activity, At, of the ra-
dionuclide decays exponentially with time, t:
At = A0e
−λt , (3.4)
where A0 is the activity at t = 0s. The loss of signal depends on the decay
constant, λ, and the acquisition time.
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Dividing a scan into i frames of time intervals, ∆ti the mean tracer activity
within a frame, Ai, can be corrected by multiplying a decay factor as
A0 =
∆tiλe
λti
1− e−λ∆tiAi , (3.5)
where A0 is the activity at the time of injection and ti is the start time of frame
i. It is assumed that the tracer distribution is stable within the time interval
∆ti [85].
Calibration - The calibration consists of adjusting the efficiency of the detec-
tors. Sometimes it is included in the normalization term so the normalization
reflects the calibration of the detector sensitivities and the geometry of the LOR,
i.e. the angle of the incoming photon (LOR-detector angle) and detector-block
position (also detector layer for multiple-layer detector scanners such as the
HRRT scanner).
3.4 Dynamic PET and 4D reconstruction
In dynamic PET studies, the activity change of the injected radiotracer is mea-
sured through sequential time frames. The images of the radiotracer distribution
are reconstructed and used with an adequate pharmacokinetic model to estimate
the physiological parameters of interest.
The parameters can be tissue perfusion, blood volume, metabolic rates, receptor
densities, receptor occupancies, and gene expression rate that have applicable
objectives as physiological functionalities or dys-functionalities, or metabolic
processes e.g. pharmaceutical behavior.
Most widely used are compartmental modeling techniques applied with TACs
extracted from the independently reconstructed image frames. The TACs are
extracted from ROIs or from each voxel leading to parametric images.
The parametric images describe the distribution of the physiological parameters
and they are obtained indirectly from the PET images in a two-step procedure
for the standard 3D imaging. First, the detected events are binned into corre-
sponding sinograms of time frames and reconstructed independently. Second,
voxel-based TACs of the time-framed PET images are estimated and applied to
a pharmacokinetic model [21].
Advanced 4D PET reconstructions are used for research purposes and increas-
ingly for clinical imaging. They receive increasing attention in the literature,
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not the least in relation to the motion correction discussion. The 4D recon-
struction methods are differentiated by not reconstructing the time frames in-
dependently. An example of one class of method is the direct parametric images
reconstruction, in which the pharmacokinetic model is incorporated in the iter-
ative reconstruction process. The first methods were developed by Snyder [149]
and Lange and Carson [90] in the 1980s. Recent surveys of direct parametric
image reconstructions for PET imaging are given in [161] and [133].
Basically, 4D reconstructions use information from multiple time frames in or-
der to optimize the voxel-by-voxel kinetic analysis. The potential advantages of
4D reconstruction are reduced computation time, improved statistical analysis
increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, improved temporal resolution, and thereby
the capability to render the dynamic leading to better description of the physi-
ological parameters [21,133].
As the name suggests, dynamic imaging deals with time-varying intensities re-
flecting the radiotracer distribution over time. Motion during data acquisition
has the same influence on moving image intensities as a function of time. Thus
it is crucial to be able to distinguish between these two aspects. The optimal
solution to the subject’s motion in PET brain imaging is the use of an external
tracking system that returns the head pose and the time of the detected events
independently of the PET images.
Chapter 4
Motion Correction
Motion correction (MC) of the PET data requires information about the motion
to correct for. So a complete motion strategy involves motion tracking (MT)
and motion correction (MC) as sketched in Fig. 4.1. This chapter focuses on
MC of the PET data (orange), while the next chapter considers the MT part
(green). State-of-the-art MC methods are described in this chapter, followed by
elaboration of the methods adopted and applied in this project, including the
multiple acquisition frames (MAF) MC and the LOR-based motion correction
MOLAR reconstruction. The MAF and MOLAR methods are applied in pa-
per A, paper D, and paper E to demonstrate the use of external tracking for
PET brain imaging as well as the integration of the tracking systems with the
HRRT PET scanner.
An obvious classification of the MC methods is based on the domain or level
within the reconstruction the MC is applied. However, many MC strategies
performed during the reconstruction can be associated with more domains and
are difficult to label. For example if the LORs are corrected to coordinates in
the LOR domain whereas the normalization is modeled in the image domain.
Figure 3.5 from the reconstruction Section 3.3 demonstrates the complexity of
all the input to the iterative OESM process with supplementary calibration and
dead time correction afterwards. Thus the motion correction is often applied
in several domains. In the following we distinguish between MC within the
reconstruction, referred to as LOR/sinogram domain approaches and MC of
the images after the reconstruction, referred to as image-domain approaches
(Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Motion tracking (MT) can be data-driven or estimated with an
external tracking system (green boxes). This motion information is used as
input for motion correction (MC) of the PET data, either post reconstruction
or within the reconstruction referred to as image-domain or LOR/Sinogram-
domain respectively (orange boxes). External MT can be used for all kinds of
motion corrections, while data-driven MT has insufficient time-resolution for
LOR-based MC.
4.1 State-of-the-art: motion correction in PET
brain imaging
A wide range of MC algorithms have been proposed over the last two decades for
PET imaging, of which brain imaging constitutes the largest share [14,16,22,45,
89,100,123,127,130,137,167]. This is explained by an increased interest in brain
imaging and perhaps more likely the simplification of the motion problem with
respect to the brain. Hence the MC methods are often demonstrated on the
brain and then adopted for non-linear cardiac and respiratory motion [89,137].
It is accepted to consider the brain and skull as one immobilized body, static
in shape and structure, so head motion represents rigid body transformation of
the brain. Thus intracranial movements during the scan are ignored.
Image-domain MC occurs post reconstruction. One method is the image co-
registration, where the EM frames are reconstructed independently and re-
positioned to a reference position. This method was proposed by Picard and
Thompson [123] referred to as the multiple acquisition frames (MAF) method
and is described in more detail in the next section. The MAF method has since
been evaluated on phantoms and human studies and has shown to improve the
PET studies compared to no MC [35,45,109,121]. The MAF method is widely
used nowadays because of its simplicity, despite its limitations [35, 109]. The
MAF method assumes that the normalization is unchanged and suffers from
lack of correction of intra-frame motion. In addition, if iterative reconstruction
is applied, short time frames can be problematic since they can converge toward
a bias [17].
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An alternative post reconstruction MC method involves deconvolution tech-
niques of the image frames with mathematical operators expressing the mea-
sured motion [39, 100]. The approach is to reduce the motion-induced image
blur. However, the deconvolution process may enhance the noise of the PET
images as described in [132].
LOR-based MC corrects the individual LORs into the position as if no motion
had occurred [14,16,22,29,44,100]. List-mode correction has a theoretical poten-
tial of accurately correcting for all kinds of motion. The cited LOR MC studies
above concluded on two weaknesses of the LOR reposition method, which re-
sulted in artifacts on the corrected images. The two weaknesses were described
in [158] and [157]. First, the scatter distribution changes after the realignment,
and second some of the data cannot be used, because some events are now out
of FOV after realignment. These missing events reduce the signal and thereby
the NECR and also introduce artifact if the missing events are not compensated
for.
These problems are more significant on the HRRT scanner with an orthogonal
scanner geometry resulting in gaps and thereby increasing the ratio of events
exiting the FOV or events entering the FOV due to motion. Rahmim and
colleagues also developed a method to incorporate these fictive motion-induced
events in the reconstruction of the HRRT scanner [132].
In addition, especially in recent years, MC of the normalization or sensitivity
factor has caused much discussion in the literature due to complexity from
motion [10,130,138].
A reasonable amount of counts is needed for proper normalization estimation of
all individual detector efficiencies. In theory, the normalization should account
for all possible directions and times. This is especially a problem for scanners
with many detectors, like the HRRT, and with expected number of LORs less
than one on average for all the possible 4.5·109 detector pairs.
An early approach to overcome the normalization problem was to use the nor-
malization of the repositioned detector pairs and not the detectors actually
affected [100], introducing image artifacts [14]. Later on different approaches
have been suggested to model or simplify the normalization [10,130,138].
In general LOR MC is used for pseudo-LOR MC in the sense that correc-
tion of all individual LORs is a computation-heavy task, basically impractical
few years ago [22]. Often the LOR are rebinned into subsets of small time
duration [102, 130], and [69] or spatial subsets where neighboring LOR are
grouped [14] and corrected within histogram space or the system matrix. Hong
and Reader showed that histogram-based MC is much more time-consuming
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than list-mode-based MC [69].
An LOR rebinning approach with time-bins defined by a motion threshold has
been applied for correction within the system matrix [130] and for 4D reconstruc-
tion with the use of a time-varying normalization approach [162]. The use of a
motion threshold is similar to the ones suggested for the MAF method [45,123],
[109]. A motion threshold is not a well-defined measure, since the influence on
a specific ROI varies with the distance from the origo and should be used with
caution.
Nowadays, with still increasing computational power and improving scanner
technologies, 4D reconstruction with incorporation of MC for all LORs is having
increasing impact and seems to be the dynamic reconstruction of the future [133,
135].
4.1.1 Multiple acquisition frames
The MAF method is often used for MC comparison studies [78,102] and proof-
of-principle studies where MC is only a sub-method of a larger MC strategy, as is
the case for paper A, paper D, and also in [83,109]. In paper A and paper D the
MAF method is used to demonstrate integrated PET acquisition and external
tracking recorded with the Polaris Vicra and the Tracoline system.
The MAF method uses multiple frames, partitioned according to movement
magnitude, such that the intraframe movement is below some threshold. Frames
are reconstructed independently and aligned according to dynamic registered
motion during the PET scan [123] (Fig. 4.2).
List-mode data are divided into frames after a given threshold of movement.
The TX scan cannot be divided into frames as the radiation source moves as a
function of time, thus this method assumes that there are no movements dur-
ing the TX scan. This is not only the case for the MAF method, but for all
correction schemes with the HRRT PET scanner. Before the individual EM
time frames (An) are reconstructed, the µ-map (Aµn) is rotated to the position
of the head at the given EM frame (Fig. 4.2). There are two ways of aligning
the µ-map, either the TX image can be rotated and used in the reconstruction,
or the detectors can be ”moved” before the TX scan is reconstructed. In this
way the scanner is conceptually moved instead of the patient. When the EM
images are reconstructed, using the different aligned µ-maps, the EM images
are rotated into a chosen reference frame [45, 64, 121]. In [109] we proposed
to carefully select the reference position in order to reduce the number of re-
constructions, including problematic short frame reconstructions. If a central
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position is chosen as the reference the number of detected motions might be
reduced, resulting in fewer frame reconstructions and reducing the computation
time and interpolation errors.
Figure 4.2: Schematic drawing of the MAF MC procedure. Repositioning of the
µ-maps (Aµi) before reconstruction and realignment of the individual frames
(Ai) to a reference position.
Assuming the exact 3D head position is known, the reconstructed images are
repositioned by 3D rigid transformation as elaborated in paper A. Mesh grids
of the original image coordinates are transformed into the reference position.
The original images are then interpolated from the rotated coordinates into the
original coordinates to avoid empty pixels. In paper A and paper D tri-linear
interpolation is applied.
4.1.2 MOLAR
The motion-compensation OSEM list-mode algorithm for resolution-recovery
reconstruction named MOLAR is specially designed for the HRRT PET scan-
ner [22]. This MC method was used as the basis in paper E to evaluate the
performance of the Tracoline tracking system for rigid MC in PET brain imag-
ing.
MOLAR is a list-mode event-by-event MC algorithm developed to achieve the
highest possible spatial scanner resolution permitted by the computation time
permits. A few approximations to perfect solutions were made to make the
algorithm practically usable. The most significant approximation is related to
the global sensitivity term including the normalization.
The MOLAR reconstruction is designed to work with the Polaris Vicra tracking
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system and assumes the head motion is perfectly registered and transformed
into the scanner coordinate system. The LORs are rebinned into time-bins
corresponding to the sampling rate of the Polaris system (50 ms).
The MC is performed on the LORs following modeling within the system matrix
possible for iterative reconstructions. The system matrix presents the geometry
of the scanner and expresses each voxel as the radial and axial voxel-to-LOR
distance. LORs are mapped into the system matrix on the basis of the motion
input from the Polaris system. The geometry of the LOR is defined by motion
input, while the associated voxel contribution along the corrected LOR is mo-
deled by the iterative OSEM algorithm, as briefly described in Section 3.3. This
modeling occurs iteratively within the system matrix, including the expected
normalization, random, and scatter factors [22]. The attenuation is fixed from
a backward mapping of the data to the TX scan position. Normalization and
randoms estimates are related to the actual detectors involved in each coinci-
dence.
The LOR sampling differs from frame to frame, hence the normalization is vary-
ing over time. This makes computation of the global sensitivity term intractable.
The global sensitivity term is related to the attenuation and the normalization
of the PET events with respect to space and time [22,130].
In the MOLAR algorithm the normalization is modeled based on a selection of
detector LORs accounting for motion [10,138]. An unique algorithm normaliza-
tion term is calculated for each frame based on the motion data.
Rahmim et al. [130, 132] simplify the global sensitivity term by pre-correction
for the attenuation and model the motion in the system-matrix domain.
4.2 Motion correction strategies at HRRT scan-
ner sites
There are seventeen HRRT PET installations worldwide. The majority are used
for research purposes exclusively (Fig. 4.3). At Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen the
HRRT scanner is used for research subjects and patients.
The MOLAR MC algorithm was the first MC method developed for the HRRT
and also the only MC strategy with external MT implemented for many years.
In recent years, several of the seventeen sites with an HRRT installation have
published MC-related work on the HRRT due to the fact that the MC is needed
to utilize the high resolution of the scanner [22,27,35,39,78,83,109,130,145,162].
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Figure 4.3: There are eighteen HRRT PET scanners worldwide, of which seven-
teen are considered as a custom HRRT sites. The remaining scanner is located
at Siemens, Knoxville.
MOLAR has been implemented at the National Institute of Health (NIH) and
the Yale PET center by Carson and colleagues for research purposes and it
is routinely used. The University of British Columbia, Vancouver and McGill
University, Montreal have also now demonstrated MC methods beyond MC in
the image-domain [130,162].
The HRRT User Community has provided MC software for the HRRT sites,
including the MAF method integrated with selected motion input, either 1)
data-driven automated image registration (AIR), or 2) External MT motion
input with the Polaris Vicra system as example. The software provided was
partly based on the presented implementation of the Polaris system with the
HRRT PET scanner at Rigshospitalet in paper A. The software was tested
in [83] and [109].
Most implemented MC strategies at the HRRT sites use the Polaris Vicra sys-
tem combined with data-driven MT (AIR implemented in user software or cus-
tomized versions). It has repeatedly been reported at users’ meetings that this
marker-based system potentially causes incorrectly registered head motion due
to the uncertainty of the marker attachment to the head. It is difficult and
basically impractical to validate if the MT with the Polaris system is correct
using the data itself or the image data.
Danielle and colleagues have suggested making a quality control (QC) of the
registered motion by comparison of motion registered using AIR and Polaris [35].
This QC approach can limit the use of incorrect motion input for the MC but
it does not solve the problem.
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Chapter 5
Motion Tracking
This chapter concerns the first part of a motion compensation strategy in PET
brain imaging. How can motions be registered? Previously suggested motion
tracking (MT) methods are briefly described in this chapter, including a more
detailed description of the popular Polaris Vicra system.
5.1 State-of-the-art: motion tracking in PET
brain imaging
Accurate head motion registration during the PET acquisition is essential for
correct MC in PET brain imaging. Basically, two classes of methods have been
proposed; 1) motion estimated from the image data itself, referred to as a data-
driven approach, and 2) external MT obtained from other technologies using
alternative hardware devices (Fig. 4.1 in Chapter 4).
In data-driven methods the list-mode EM acquisition is rebinned into time
frames, as known from dynamic PET studies. A pose is obtained from each
time frame, representing a head motion during the time frame. In general,
pre-defined framing based on the dynamic study protocols is used. Several met-
hods exist to obtain the motion between reconstructed image frames based on
image co-registration [74, 77, 97, 120, 148, 153, 168]. These methods are widely
used for co-registration of multi-image modalities such as PET to magnetic reso-
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nance imaging (MRI) image registration. Mutual information (MI) [97,153] and
automated image registration (AIR) are popular [169] methods in PET brain
imaging.
Data-driven MT prior to image reconstruction has been suggested [41, 59, 145].
These techniques have not really had any impact due to the substantial amount
of data statistics required, which are not present in PET with a low EM event
rate. In order to utilize MC methods beyond image-domain approaches, motion
capture of higher time-resolution is required; a time-resolution that is better
than what is possible with image-driven MT methods.
This means that, along with the MC method developed for PET imaging, ex-
ternal MT methods have also been developed. Basically, the proposed methods
register an object that is assumed to be fixed to the patient’s head. An early
approach was stereoscopical detectors that register a rigid body with three light
emitting diodes (LEDs) attached to the patient’s head [55]. Along with the MAF
method, a stereo camera system capturing motion of three LEDs attached di-
rectly to the patient’s head was developed assuming a rigid constellation [122].
A stereo camera system registering a self-encoded patterns was developed for
for MRI [42]. A single camera system for narrow scanner geometries viewing a
3D solid tool with markers was presented in [103]. The mentioned systems were
customized and only demonstrated on few studies.
Similar commercial systems are also available and commonly used in functional
MRI (fMRI), SPECT, and PET brain imaging [12, 93, 100, 170]. These sys-
tems archive stereographic perspectives from multiple cameras of an optical
target attached to the patient. A commercial stereo camera system registering
a checkerboard pattern has been demonstrated on awake animal PET stud-
ies [88]. The preferred systems in PET brain imaging are Polaris systems from
Northern Digital Ins. (NDI) [93], of which the Vicra model with a small view
angle is generally used for narrow scanner geometries [22,39,116,130].
Markerless MT systems have been recommended several times and mentioned
as an obvious solution to avoid time-consuming and failure-based attachments
of marker objects to the patient’s head or animals [6,38,72,87,96,106]. None of
these demonstrate motion correction in PET imaging. It is non-trivial to achieve
accurate and robust markerless tracking and this remains to be developed and
demonstrated in medical brain imaging.
A revolutionary methodology with simultaneous MRI and PET acquisitions has
recently been presented for human scanning [31]. One advantage of this im-
age multimodality is the opportunity to incorporate MRI sequences for motion
estimation within the PET reconstruction [23,160].
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5.1.1 Advantages of external MT over data-driven MT
The suggested MC methods for PET brain imaging assume precise motion
measurement of the head. In the previous chapter we distinguished between
LOR/sinogram MC and image-domain MC (Fig. 4.1). For the latter, data-
driven MT methods can be applied assuming insignificant variation of the ra-
diotracer distribution. This is of course extremely critical in dynamic PET
imaging, since the time-varying tracer distribution is exactly the aspect of in-
terest. A major advantage of external MT is that the motion is estimated
independently of the EM data.
A second important advantage of external MT over data-driven MT is the much
higher time resolution. LOR-based MC reconstructions require information of
the head pose with a time resolution adequate to capture motion of approxi-
mately 50–200 ms. Accurate pose estimation during such small time samples
is impossible to achieve from the EM events themselves due to insufficient sta-
tistical basis stemming from low count rates. Thus an external MT system is
required for LOR-based MC.
5.1.2 The Polaris Vicra system
The Polaris Vicra is an optical real-time tracking system. The Polaris system
includes two main components; a sensor and a set of rigid tools. The position
sensor registers 1–6 tools at a time and returns the position(s) and orientation(s)
in quaternions. In Fig. 5.1 the position sensor is placed behind the HRRT
facing the patient tunnel. There are two kinds of tools - passive or active.
The active tool consists of infrared (IR) light sources, unlike the passive one.
The passive one only reflects IR light and has a simple setup compared to the
active, preferable in PET imaging. A passive tool consists of 3–6 spherical retro-
reflective markers. The maximum tracking frequency in passive mode is 20 Hz,
which is more than sufficient to capture human motion during PET acquisition.
The position sensor provides an IR source for passive markers, collects their data,
calculates their pose and sends the results to a host computer. The position
sensor consists of two charge coupled devices (CCDs), each surrounded by an
illuminator ring of infrared light emitting diodes with centre wavelengths of 880
nm. When infrared light reaches the markers, some of the light is reflected back
into the position sensors. The CCDs detect the intensity and pattern of the
light, and by pattern recognition and triangulation techniques the Polaris Vicra
system returns the 3D position and orientation of the tool. The tracking is done
simultaneously with a 3D root mean square (RMS) accuracy of the translation
of 0.25 mm [4].
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Figure 5.1: The Polaris position sensor placed behind the HRRT’s patient tunnel
and the scanner bed is in the front of the HRRT.
As default the position is measured relative to the center of the position sensor,
although it is possible to define one of the tools as the reference point. There
are some advantages in using a reference tool fixed on the HRRT. It makes the
system more flexible and stable, because the position sensor does not have to be
placed at the same spot for each measurement, nor does it even have to be at
exactly the same position during a scan, (although this is preferable). Therefore
the position sensor can be removed between scans without any extra calibration.
5.1.3 Discussion
The major disadvantage with the Polaris system for PET brain imaging is how
to firmly fix the tracking tool to a patient’s head? It will always be a source
of error and precise head motion estimation is crucial for MC in PET brain
imaging. Many different approaches to overcome the problem have been tried.
Examples are shown in Fig. 5.2. The one that is most widely used and perhaps
also the one with most success is a cap with additional fixation using straps and
bandages as demonstrated on the image to the right. This approach has been
used at the Yale PET Center with success in many research studies. However, it
is an impractical solution for clinical use. Further in research studies it is often
impossible to prove that the attachment did not fail, which could be significant
for the study conclusion.
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Figure 5.2: Different tool attachments. A) Goggles used in Turku PET Center,
Finland. B) Cap applied in Manchester, UK (however they have disapproved
the approach and test goggles now). C) Our suggested hygienic method used at
Rigshospitalet (but with many flaws). D) The method applied at the Yale PET
Center, New Haven, USA.
A second problem with the Polaris system for PET imaging is the time synchro-
nization. The system does not provide a gated signal for time-synchronization
with other hardware devices. The Polaris does not return a time related to the
tracking frames, it only reports the poses related to a frame number. The file
creation time of the tracked poses is often used as time reference.
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Chapter 6
Alternative Tracking
Methodologies
The next two chapters are an introduction to the developed Tracoline system.
This chapter discusses alternative head tracking methodologies for PET brain
imaging.
6.1 Requirements
A head motion tracking system needs to satisfy multiple technical and clinical
requirements, if it is to be applied with PET scanners in clinical settings. The
clinical requirements are regardless of the MC method applied, in contrast to
the technical ones. In order to be used for hospitals the tracking needs to be:
1. Time-saving
2. Easy to use
3. Comfortable for the patients
4. Hygienic
5. Reliable
Diagnosis and treatments have to be based on valid foundations. Thus a reliable
MT is crucial, irrespective of the MC method used. A tracking system must
have an easy interface with the PET scanner and it must also be sturdy and
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stable to be part of the daily routine in the hospital. Further, it must not be
uncomfortable, since an uncomfortable patient will introduce movements which,
even though correctable on the images, are counter-productive for both patient’s
well-being and image quality. Finally, the hygienic conditions of hospital use
have to be fulfilled. It must not be a source of infection. Items in contact with
patients must be washable or disposable.
The technical requirements are:
1. Sub-millimeter precision
2. Suitable sample frequency
3. Suitable measuring volume
4. Small viewing angle
5. No interference with the PET acquisition
6. 3D real-time registration (preferable)
The accuracy of the tracking system has to be better than the spatial resolution
of the PET scanner, otherwise the MC will increase the blur instead of reducing
it. The sample frequency has to be at least twice as high as the head motion
frequency in order to avoid aliasing, according to the Nyquist criterion. However,
this is only a consideration for continuing motion during the scanning. A few
high-frequency motions are generally not important due to the low number of
EM events in a short time frame [93].
The field-of-view of the tracking system has to cover the expected measuring
volume of the patients. The geometry of the HRRT scanner is especially chal-
lenging for integration of an external MT, since the patient tunnel is narrow and
limits the viewing angle of a potential registration sensor. Figure 6.1 shows a
side-view drawing of the HRRT geometry, the suggested position for the track-
ing device illustrates the limited field-of-view. Optimally, the registration of
the positions should be estimated simultaneously and stored with the list-mode
data, so the MC reconstruction can be processed immediately. The workflow is
highly important for modern medical scanners.
6.2 Alternative tracking methods
Multiple tracking solutions exist based on different methodologies, e.g. mag-
netic [66, 128], optical [46, 93], radio-frequency [9], global positioning sys-
tem (GPS) [37], accelerometers and gyroscopes [71, 95], and camera-vision-
system [20]. Several surveys of computer vision systems have been published, a
few elaborate ones are given in [47,101,126].
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Figure 6.1: Drawing of the HRRT scanner to scale. Two tracking devices are
pointing at the patient’s face region demonstrating the limited view.
In order to satisfy the requirements in Section 6.1, a tracking system should
not include any markers attached to the patient. Hence the technologies listed
above are limited to vision systems, including time-of-flight (TOF) cameras.
These systems have the advantage of being without object attachments.
The TOF camera technology is an optical-camera-sensoring technology. From a
single camera, 3D information is obtained of a scene with a high frame rate nec-
essary for tracking. Amplitude-modulated light is sent towards a scene and the
reflected patterns are captured by a CCD sensor. The phase-shift of the emitted
light and the incoming light reflects the depth of the scene [91]. The absolute
accuracy of the depth measure is typically less than one centimeter [107] 1. Thus
this technology is problematic for pose tracking in PET brain imaging, due to
the required tracking accuracy of sub-millimeter.
Multiple camera views is a second way to obtain 3D information without using
markers. The problem with pure camera systems is to find robust and accurate
correspondence between the camera perspectives. In general, feature points are
identified in the different images followed by a procedure matching the extracted
features. Scale-invariant features (SIFT) extraction is a popular method for au-
tomatic feature extraction. To each feature a SIFT descriptor is assigned like a
”fingerprint”. The descriptors are used to solve the matching problem between
extracted feature points in different image planes [94]. To solve the ambigui-
1A leading company of TOF cameras, MESA Imaging AG, Zu¨rich, Switzerland claim an
absolute accuracy of ±10 mm for the SwissRangerTM SR4000 camera.
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ties, camera-based tracking systems often use passive or active markers that can
be identified on the video stream. Such video-based systems are commercially
available and widely used for motion tracking within medical imaging and radio-
therapy (e.g. RPMTM system, Varian Medical Systems Inc., Palo Alto, USA,
MicronTracker, Claron Technology Inc., Toronto, CA, and systems from Vicon,
Oxford, UK,) [88, 119]. Optical systems such as the Polaris Vicra similarly use
CCD sensors to capture light reflectance of markers.
Unique matching of feature points without the use of markers can be obtained
by replacing one camera with a light source. The light source represents a view
perspective as the camera but the light can be recognized in the other image-
plane(s), resulting in more robust 3D measurements [80].
Multiple surface scanning systems exist with varying types of light sources, cam-
eras, and principles of reconstruction [24]. Over the last decades , some of the
methods have been commercialized (i.e. systems from: GFMesstechnik GmbH,
Teltow, Germany, 3shape, Copenhagen, DK, Canfield, Fairfield, USA, 3dMD,
Guildford, UK, L-1 identity solution, Billerica, USA, and visionRT, London,
UK). These are examples of companies providing surface scanners for face re-
construction. The methodology has rapidly improved over the last few years,
reaching an acquisition speed which now makes surface tracking possible. Re-
cently, visionRT presented systems for gated CT and radiotherapy treatment.
Microsoft Corporation has also recently launched the popular Kinect gaming
platform. This is an imaging system demonstrated for human tracking in [146].
The system uses structured light to create a depth map explained in Section 6.3.
Surface scanner systems are highly application-specific and existing systems do
not fulfill all the requirements for PET brain tracking with respect to: geometry,
speed, optics, accuracy, and robustness.
Surface scanners using structured light have improved significantly with the de-
velopment of digital light processing (DLP) [43]. This technology was developed
in 1987 and has since improved displays and projectors considerably. The tech-
nology is based on digital micro-mirror devices (DMD) consisting of an array of
micro-mirrors with one or a few mirrors representing each pixel of the display.
The mirrors are switchable between two discrete angular positions with illumi-
nation ’on’ and ’off’. Graduation of pixel intensities is achieved by integrating
over a time period [15]. The first hand-held Pico projector was commercialized
in 2008, just before the beginning of this project. The miniaturized design and
the improved DLP image quality regarding sharpness and contrast made surface
scanning possible in PET brain imaging. However, the Pico projectors available
use visible light incompatible with head tacking during PET scans. It would
be uncomfortable for the patients to have light projected onto their face during
long PET acquisition.
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During this project the first Pico projector was re-engineered to use invisible
(short-wave infrared) light [112].
6.3 Structured light 3D surface imaging
3D imaging covers techniques that reflect the true psychical world, e.g. the
well-known medical imaging modalities PET, MRI, SPECT, and CT. These
techniques reconstruct the physical body in volumetric image arrays. Alterna-
tively, 3D surface imaging represents 3D point coordinates on a surface in 3D
space. A depth map is another 3D representation, also used in surface imaging.
A depth map is described as a function of a two-dimensional space, e.g. from a
view point or a plane.
Structured light 3D surface imaging is a class of methods where the surface is
reconstructed using a light source and a sensor. The principle is demonstrated
in Fig. 6.2. An active illumination source modulates a pattern of spatial vari-
ation onto a scene. An image sensor projects the irradiated scene onto a 2D
image plane (e.g. camera, CCD chip). Information on the 3D surface is ob-
tained from the distortion of the illuminated pattern, assuming a known model
between the illumination source and sensor, referred to as system calibration.
In Fig. 6.2 a point on the target is denoted Q and the corresponding points
in the two perspective image planes are given as qc and qp for a camera and a
projector respectively. The 3D coordinates for Q can be obtained from simple
triangulation.
Several kinds of illumination patterns have been suggested to achieve correspon-
dence between the illumination plane and the sensor image plane in order to
get 3D point coordinates of the irradiated surface. One method is the projec-
tion of a sequence of patterns that binary codes the illumination plane that
is recognized in the image plane with black and white stripes. This method
is highly robust but requires many patterns. Instead of only binary codes, a
number of gray-scale values can be utilized; referred to as a Gray code [8] [141].
Furthermore, colors can be incorporated in the coding to increase the number
of code levels. In Fig. 6.2, a rainbow pattern is used for illustration. Each color
is uniquely related to a line position of the illumination plane [49]. Fast met-
hods to incorporate more patterns into one-projection utilizing the RGB colors
were proposed by Huang [73] and Geng [50, 51]. Different structures such as
stripes, grids, dots, pseudo-random segments, and combinations are explored in
the literature. A comprehensive survey of existing methods is found in [48].
A structured light 3D surface system is highly application-specific, depending on
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Figure 6.2: The principle of structured light systems. A light source is illumi-
nating a rainbow pattern onto an object (box) and a camera is capturing the
scene. Note how the projected pattern is distorted when it interferes with the
object.
the required accuracy, spatial resolution, speed, robustness, and optical scene.
To be used for motion tracking, a suitable speed is required and therefore a
minimum of patterns is preferred. Fast methods with only one pattern to ob-
tain a 3D surface are possible from most of the coding principals listed above.
However, this is at the expense of accuracy and robustness.
For face tracking in medical imaging the optical scene is challenging due to the
surface properties of the skin, the limited view, and the restriction of the illumi-
nation which cannot be visible. The use of wavelengths above the visible region
reduces the sensitivity of CCD cameras, resulting in reduced image contrast.
Basically, methods relying on discrimination of the pixel intensities are inappro-
priate. This is also supported by the properties of the skin, which reduce the
contrast since light scattering is prevalent on a semi-transparent surface such as
the skin [159]. In addition the skin is inhomogeneous due to moles, hair, scars,
etc. Hence the method has to be robust against color and contrast variations.
6.4 Phase-shift interferometry
Phase shift interferometry (PSI) is a technique from optical metrology adopted
for structured light 3D surface imaging to archive correspondence between image
perspectives using phase-shifted cosine-patterns [19, 142]. The advantages of
this method are that; (1) it is robust toward intensity variation between the
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fringes and along the fringes. (2) Theoretically, it is possible to gain sub-pixel
resolution due to the fundamentally analogue cosine function. (3) It is a fast
method, considering it as a robust method; only three patterns are needed to
obtain a surface.
Phase-shift interferometry and fringes projection are frequently mentioned in
relation to the use of cosine-patterns and also stripe-patterns, for structured
light imaging.
In conventional interferometry, fringe projection is obtained from optical inter-
ference between light beams resulting in a static interference pattern referred to
as interference fringe.
Figure 6.3: Principal of phase-shift interferometry. Two coherent light sources
(S1, S2) with same intensity and same center phase but shifted creating an
interference fringe that is seen on a projection surface. This illustration shows
particularly the cosine interference fringe from two planar wavefronts. P is the
fringe spacing corresponding to the spatial frequency.
The intensity distribution of an interference fringe is visible on a surface when-
ever stationarity of the two beams occurs. This means that the relative phase
between the two wavefronts is constant. A stable interference fringe of a cosine
pattern is achieved from two coherent light sources producing planar wavefronts
with a constant phase-shift as illustrated in Fig. 6.3 [19] 2. The intensity distri-
bution across a surface from an interference fringe I(x, y) can be captured by
a camera referred to as an interferogram (Fig. 6.3). In PSI the intensity of the
2Incoherent light sources such as white light can generate interference fringes if a static
field is achieved. However, with less expression of the wavefront, resulting in fringe pattern of
bright and dark regions, which is why, stripe-patterns is also referred to as fringes projection.
In principle, phase and amplitude modeling of the light beams can result in a wide range of
fringe patterns.
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interferogram is measured while varying the phase difference between the two
incident waves creating exact information of the surface. In Fig. 6.4 an interfer-
ogram is captured by a camera. The axis of depth is defined by the camera and
the angle between the fringe projection and the camera is α. f(x, y) is the hight
of the surface. P is the fringe spacing and is given as a function of the angle and
wavelength of the two incident beams of equal intensity I0. The spatial phase
modulation function ψ(x, y) is then:
ψ(x, y) =
f(x, y) sinα
P
(6.1)
The interferogram from the camera view can be expressed by the spatial phase
modulation function as
I(x, y) = 2I0
[
1 + cos
(
2pix
P
+ ψ(x, y)
)]
(6.2)
Figure 6.4: A camera is capturing an interferogram from a fringe projection
source.
A shape change of the surface is described by the change of the spatial phase
modulation function equals a phase ϕ(x, y) (ϕ(x, y) = ψ1(x, y) − ψ2(x, y) ).
Hence a relative phase-shift between an object and a reference beam is equivalent
to the height of the object [144,150,156].
A light projector can simulate a given interference fringe such as two planar
waves by simple projection of a cosine-pattern. Thus a light projector can sub-
stitute advanced optical laser systems in conjunction with an interferometer3
for surface imaging [73]. The advantages of light projectors over optical inter-
ferometers are the flexibility of pattern modulation and control of the projection
3An interferometer generates interference fringes projection by, for example, splitting the
incident beam and generating a phase difference via differentiating the propagation lengths of
the two beams.
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rate. Optical interferometers can produce highly coherent interference fringes
with analogue interferograms, while light projectors digitalize the pattern. How-
ever, the DLP technology has improved the light projection considerably for this
purpose.
The three-stage method [28] with projection of phase-shifted cosine-patterns
is widely used to achieve depth information and correspondence between the
projector and camera images [43, 73, 171]. The captured interferogram in the
camera space (uc, vc) can be derived from Eq.(6.2) and is given as a function
of three unknown parameters; the average intensity background Iav(uc, vc), the
spatial intensity modulation Imod(uc, vc), and the phase ϕ(uc, vc):
I(uc, vc) = Iav(uc, vc) + Imod(uc, vc) cos [ϕ(uc, vc) + s] (6.3)
where s is a phase-shift. The phase that describes the depth of the object can be
found from projection of three uniformly phase-shifted cosine-patterns I(up, vp)
, i.e.
I(up, vp) = a
[
1 + cos
(
2pi
P
up + s
)]
+ b, and s =
[
2pi
3 0 − 2pi3
]
(6.4)
where (up, vp) refers to the projection image plane, a is the amplitude, and b
is the bias of the cosine function. The phase can then be obtained from three
phase-shifted cosine interferograms solving Eq. (6.3) with respect to the phase:
ϕ(uc, vc) = tan
−1
(√
3
I1(uc, vc)− I3(uc, vc)
2I2(uc, vc)− I1(uc, vc)− I3(uc, vc)
)
(6.5)
The phase directly gives a depth-map of the projected surface, which can be con-
verted into a distance measure from a calibration object with known geometry.
However a phase-unwrap is required to achieve unique correspondence between
phases and heights due to a 2pi angular period of radians. The unwrapping
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.5 for the undistorted projected pattern (left)
and the distorted pattern captured in the camera (right). The periods along
the first dimension of the angular phase are added to a multiple of 2pi archiving
a unique depth-map ϕ′(uc, vc).
The depth-map can be converted to 3D point coordinates from correspondence
between the projection image plane and the camera image plane given a cali-
brated system. The image plane correspondence is in principle the depth-map
from the distorted and un-distorted fringe patterns demonstrated by profiles in
Fig. 6.5 last row.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic procedure of the three-stage method to obtain correspon-
dence between a projection plane and a camera image plane.
Chapter 7
”Tracoline” - A Surface
Tracking System
The Tracoline system is an outcome of this PhD project. The system is a
surface scanner that is capable of capturing projected patterns with a frame
rate of 30 fps with two cameras. This is utilized to generate 3D point clouds
of a moving surface and thereby track the motion of the surface. This chapter
describes the principles of the system not elaborated in the papers presented in
the appendices.
7.1 Hardware components and control
The main component of the Tracoline system is a DLP Pico Development Kit
from Texas Instrumentation. This product is a compact DLP Pico projector
made for custom-engineered systems and products. The Kit was delivered with
interface to enterprise volume management system (EVMS) that recognizes a
small number of systems excluding windows PCs (version 2.0 is capable of this).
The DLP Pico development kit was chosen due to its flexibility. It has a syn-
chronization signal output which is used for camera synchronization and the
design also made it possible to change the light sources. GFMesstechnik GmbH
also started incorporating the DLP Pico Development Kit into their product
line and made a GFM Pico Developer Kit available that includes a small Linux
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EVMS control board and application programmers interface (API) for window
PC and source code to control the DLP Pico projector. The GFM control board
was built into the Tracoline system.
Tracoline is based on DLP technology from Texas Instruments and uses phase-
shift interferometry (PSI) to archive correspondence between camera and pro-
jector similar to the GFMesstechnik surface scanning products (i.g. PRIMOS,
FaceSCAN 3D, and MicroCAD) [43].
However, Tracoline is special with the use of near infrared (NIR) light and is
the first and only surface scanner with Pico DLP technology using non-visible
light. The original LEDs of the Pico projector have been replaced with a near
infrared emitting diode (NIRED). The characteristics of the Pico projector with
the in-built NIRED are described in the technical report in Appendix F. For this
prototype the NIRED is cooled by a fan mounted above the Pico projector 1.
Figure 7.1 shows a diagram of the Tracoline system in the gray box with the
DLP Pico projector centrally located.
Timing: Two FLEA2 cameras from Point Grey Research (PGR) are triggered
via a synchronization signal output from the control board at the beginning of a
new projected pattern. The signal is directed from the DLP Pico projector. The
captured images are time-stamped using embedded image time stamps based on
the firewire clock running at 8000 Hz (an IEEE 1394 cycle timer) [75]. It is the
recommended time-stamp mechanism for PGR cameras. Timing is important
for a tracking system, especially for synchronization with other hardware devices
such as a PET scanner.
System control: The PGR cameras are firewire connected to a host PC used
for data storage and running the system control program. The system control
program is developed in C++ and is based on PGR and GFM APIs to run
the cameras and Pico projector, respectively. The system control program was
made by Michael K. Rasmussen in a sub-project to this PhD project [134].
An important part of running the Tracoline system in tracking mode is error
detection. A projected pattern also has to be captured, stored, and used for
pose estimation. For example if the images cannot be written to disk fast
enough, the images within the camera buffer start getting overwritten. The
error detection occurs at two steps; 1) the internal cameras’ counters are checked
for discontinuities. 2) Time between a newly captured image and the previous
image is constantly checked against the projection frame rate.
The communication within the system control program is indicated with black
1the in-build of the NIRED was done by an external company.
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lines in Fig. 7.1, whereas the hardware components and connections are in red.
The blue part represents the possessing of the raw image data referred to as the
calculator. This could be built-in to the Tracoline system. However, during the
development process it has been post-processed as shown on the camera line to
the left in Fig. 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Diagram of the Tracoline system (inside the gray box) and its inter-
nal and external communication paths. Red components represent hardware.
The blue part represents the processing of the pose estimation from the raw
images.
7.2 Positioning and processing of raw image
data
The system is preliminarily designed for the HRRT scanner and the only possible
position for an SL system is in the front as seen in Fig. 6.1 due to the long
post-patient tunnel. We have chosen the upper face region as target, especially
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around the bridge of the noise. In this region curvatures are dominant and
facial movements are limited, rendering it optimal for surface alignment. Two
cameras are preferred to accommodate the challenging viewing angle inside the
scanner tunnel which introduces occlusions, mainly from the patient’s nose.
The tracking output is based on surface-to-surface alignments of point clouds of
the face region. The point clouds are obtained from PSI by fringes projection
of cosine-patterns using the three stage method described in Section 6.4. The
cameras and projector are internally calibrated using the perspective pinhole
model to achieve two sets of point clouds in 3D coordinates.
In paper B we present an initial procedure, considering the projector as a pseudo-
camera, warping captured images onto the projector image plane [172]. Then
using the popular method from [173] with projections from a set of 2D planes
often used for stereo camera calibration. Later, the calibration procedure was
optimized to determine the intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters from
the model in [173] directly without inaccurate image warping. The optimized
procedure is based on projection of a grid of feature points onto a plane at
different views expanding the FOV captured by the cameras.
The further pose estimation from the 3D face surfaces is elaborated in paper C.
7.3 Integration of external motion tracking with
PET motion correction
External MT in PET brain imaging has to be integrated with the PET scanner
in order to be applied for motion correction [45, 123]. An MT system has to
be installed physically at the scanner without interfering with other equipment
and personnel around the scanner. The scanner rooms are well stocked with
equipment and there are many activities around the scanner during operation.
A small mobile MT device is a must. Further, the system has to be synchronized
with the PET scanner with respect to time and geometry.
A complete PET brain motion correction scheme with incorporation of an exter-
nal MT is seen in Fig. 7.2. The scheme is threefold; initialization, data acquisi-
tion, and data processing. The red boxes are a special case using the Tracoline
system to visualize the geometrical calibration procedure and the pose esti-
mation principle. The initialization involves synchronizations with the HRRT
scanner and is elaborated below. The blue part of Fig. 7.2 represents the simul-
taneous head tracking and PET scanning. The collected data are post processed
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(green part). The PET image reconstruction is created incorporating the motion
information demonstrated with repositioning of LORs.
Figure 7.2: Motion correction scheme with incorporation of external tracking
information. Blue part: initialization involves time and geometric synchroniza-
tions of the MT system and the PET scanner. Red part: Head motion recorded
during the PET acquisition. Green part: PET reconstruction incorporating the
motion information. The result is motion-corrected PET image-frames seen at
the bottom. The highlighted red boxes represent operations related to the Traco-
line system. (1) Upper box shows how the geometric calibration/synchronization
is obtained, (2) Lower box shows the pipeline of the head pose estimation ac-
quired from the raw-video stream.
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Geometric calibration: The papers presented D and E involve integration
of the Tracoline system at the HRRT scanner at Rigshospitalet and the Yale
PET center, respectively. In the proposed calibration method, the affine trans-
formation matrix is found from correspondence between the TX image volume
and the reference surface of the Tracoline system. In Fig. 7.2 the scan subject
is a mannequin head. However the same principle was used in paper E on hu-
man scans. The method is described further in paper D and E. An alternative
method was demonstrated in [84]. In this approach surfaces from the TX image
volume and the Tracoline system are aligned by an iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm [166].
Time synchronization: The Tracoline system returns the embedded time-
stamp from the firewire clock relative to the first tracking frame after initializa-
tion of the system. At this first tracking frame, the local time of the host PC
is also returned. Thus synchronizing other hardware devised with the host PC
is a proper solution. It should be noted that it is not recommended to use the
absolute time of the host PC, since it is often unstable and less accurate [79] 2.
It is possible and more precise to synchronize external devices with the Tracoline
system via the synchronization signal output from the control board, as visual-
ized in Fig. 7.2. The first solution was used for this project. In PET scans with
minor high frequency motion, time-synchronization within a second is adequate
in conjunction with the relative low rate of the EM data collection. However it is
not preferable, since sudden motion is often seen in human brain PET. Accurate
time-synchronization is not an issue for MC methods post-reconstruction.
Incorporation of tracking information: The PET image frames or LORs
have to be repositioned in the same coordinate system used for the external
tracking. Alternatively, the tracking information must be transformed into the
HRRT coordinate system. In principal, it is the same; a resulting final transfor-
mation that corrects the PET data at a given time into a reference position. It is
a combination of four transformations. In Euclidean space using homogeneous
coordinates, a rigid transformation is described by multiplication of a 4×4 ma-
trix consisting of rotation and translation parts. A sequential transformation is
a matrix multiplication. Thus the complete transformation Atotal sequence is a
multiplication of four sub transformations:
Atotal = AalignArefA(t)
−1A−1align, (7.1)
where Aalign is the geometric calibration transformation, and Aref and A(t)
are output transformations from the tracking system at the reference position
and at a given time, respectively. Irrespective of whether an image-based or an
2Synchronization of PCs against a timeserver (e.g. network time protocol (NTP)) might
for example not be stable since clock drift occurs depending on timeserver, lag time on the
internet and constrains of the operation system.
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LOR-based motion correction algorithm is applied, the correction to a reference
position is a sequence of transformations, as further described in paper A and
paper E. The rotation can also be applied using quaternion representation. In
the papers presented in the appendices, the Euler angles are used due to simple
matrix operations in Eq. (7.1).
7.4 Safety certification
The Tracoline system is a customized development with in-built optics. The
combined near infrared emitting diode (NIRED) and the Pico projector is a
customized combination.
A risk assessment and classification is to be done with the final product and not
the individual components. The built-in components are characterized by the
producers. However, the characteristics change when integrated.
A safety certification has to be completed before the system can be applied
for human face surface reconstruction. The Tracoline system has to comply
with the laser standard (IEC-60825) [3] from the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC). The maximum permissible exposure (MPE) and accessible
emission limit (AEL) for a class 1 laser are:
MPE = 639± 81W/m2 and AEL = 25± 3mW
The system has been characterized through a series of experiments as described
in a technical report found in Appendix F. A third party has reproduced the
results presented in the technical rapport and certificated the system. The cer-
tification document is in Appendix G. The documented maximum exposure and
emission for the Tracoline system are 3.02 ±44 W/m2 and 6.43 mW, respec-
tively. These values are much lower than the limits for a class 1 laser. Thus the
Tracoline system can be applied for face measurements without exposing the
eyes or skin to any hazard.
7.5 PET studies
A substantial contribution of this project is a method and a prototype for collec-
tion of PET data with simultaneous external MT(s). Prior to data collection the
external MT systems have been integrated with the PET scanners by mounting
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the system on the PET scanners, a geometric calibration procedure, and timing
synchronization protocols.
Data presented in paper A and paper D of phantoms were acquired on the
HRRT PET scanner at Rigshospitalet. Additionally, six HRRT PET scans of
patients with simultaneous Tracoline tracking have been obtained at Rigshospi-
talet during the development period.
Data on a human volunteer and phantom presented in paper E were acquired
during a stay at the Yale PET center with Professor R. E. Carson and his
group. At the Yale PET center, advanced list-mode MC was available. List-
mode MC is a more challenging mode to test a tracking system in PET brain
imaging, in contrast to the MAF method which is the only method available at
Rigshospitalet.
An additional four HRRT PET scans of volunteers with simultaneous Tracoline
and Polaris tracking have been obtained at the Yale PET center. However, these
studies were not reconstructed with the Tracoline motion input, since they were
incorrect due to interference from the Polaris system.
Chapter 8
Conclusion
The main novelty of this project was the demonstration of a markerless tracking
system with an accuracy improving the quality of PET brain images. During
the project a markerless tracking system was designed, constructed, tested, and
integrated with a PET brain scanner.
Head motion is a significant problem in functional brain imaging. Many com-
mercial head tracking systems exist and are widely used for research purposes.
However, they rely on markers attached to the patient’s head, resulting in po-
tentially unreliable head tracking.
Markerless head tracking is of high interest and several research groups have
suggested using markerless tracking. Markerless tracking is nontrivial for PET
brain application due to the requirements of precise and robust pose estimation.
Thus markerless head tracking has not previously been demonstrated with PET
acquisition.
The design was made for the HRRT PET scanner representing scanners with
narrow geometries. An accurate structured light 3D surface imaging method-
ology was preferred for the application. The design of the system was based
on state-of-the-art hardware components, further improved for the application.
A miniaturized DLP projector was modified to use near infrared light, and the
cameras and optics were adjusted for the challenging field-of-view. The design
was based on two cameras to limit the risk of occlusion causing lack of pose
estimation. The Tracoline system can handle occlusion of one of the cameras
and still capture the motion.
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To accommodate the need for fast and accurate tracking, digitalized phase-
shift interferometry was chosen for generation of 3D point clouds and surfaces.
Pose estimation was based on state-of-the-art surface-to-surface alignment. The
root-mean-square (RMS) distance of the resulting alignment was in the sub-
millimeter range for both phantom and human surface scans (mean of the RMS
point distances between the aligned 3D point cloud and the reference surface).
The accuracy of the Tracoline system was tested against a rotary stage and
mechanical measured translations. The motions measured were compared to
the results of a commercial tracking system popular in PET brain imaging.
The two tracking systems had similar accuracy tracking a rigid object. Rotary
and translatory accuracies were measured to RMS errors of 0.09 degrees for
±20 degrees axial rotations, and RMS errors of 0.26 mm for ±25 mm axial
translations.
The optics of the Tracoline system were characterized and documented safe for
face tracking in described settings.
The Tracoline system was integrated into two HRRT scanner sites (Rigshospi-
talet and the Yale PET center) and significant improvement of motion correction
was shown on phantom studies. PET motion correction based on the Tracoline
was shown to be similar to motion correction based on an integrated tracking
system, both on phantom and human studies.
Tomographic scanners with integrated motion tracking systems do not exist.
Yet, such a scanner system has the potential of directly associating a motion
descriptor to a registered PET line-of-response. Furthermore, building a track-
ing system into the tomographic scanner optimizes two important aspects: pre-
cision and automatization. Time synchronization and geometric calibration can
be improved and automated.
Appendix A
A Moveable Phantom Design
for Quantitative Evaluation of
Motion Correction Studies on
High Resolution PET
Scanners
Oline V. Olesen, Claus Svarer, Merence Sibomana, Sune H. Keller, Søren
Holm, Jørgen A. Jensen, Flemming Andersen, and Liselotte Højgaard
Abstract
Head movements during brain imaging using high resolution positron emission
tomography (PET) impair the image quality which, along with the improve-
ment of the spatial resolution of PET scanners in general, raises the importance
of motion correction. Here we present a new design for an automatic, move-
able, mechanical PET phantom to simulate patients’ head movements while
being scanned. This can be used for evaluating motion correction methods. A
low-cost phantom controlled by a rotary stage motor was built and tested for
axial rotations of 1◦–10◦ with the multiple acquisition frame (MAF) method.
The phantom is able to perform stepwise and continuous axial rotations with
sub-millimeter accuracy, and the movements are repeatable. The scans were
acquired on the High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT) dedicated brain
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scanner. The scans were reconstructed with the new 3D ordered subset ex-
pectation maximization algorithm with modeling of the point spread function
(3DOSEM-PSF), and they were corrected for motions based on external track-
ing information using the Polaris Vicra realtime stereo motion-tracking system.
The new automatic, moveable phantom has a robust design and is a poten-
tial quality assessment tool for development and evaluation of future motion
correction methods.
A.1 Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging has changed the impact and stan-
dards of nuclear medicine. In the last decade PET image quality has improved
considerably and comprehensive use of radiochemistry with new advanced PET
technology has further developed the methodology. Patient motion lowers im-
age quality, especially for high resolution PET scanners. The High Resolution
Research Tomograph (HRRT, Siemens) is a brain dedicated scanner, with a res-
olution down to 1.4 mm when using a new 3D ordered subset expectation maxi-
mization (OSEM) reconstruction algorithm with resolution modeling [115]. This
method incorporates a spatially invariant point spread function (PSF) [26,154].
The three main kinds of head motion relevant for PET scans are: long drift
motion, frequent short motions around a mean position, and occasional quick
movements. The most common kind of head motion is long drift motion, occur-
ring when patients are relaxing. Significant motions are observed when patients
move their heads up and down or sideways (leading to rotations around the
transaxial or body axes) or when they move their legs (leading to axial trans-
lation of the head) [34, 140]. If there is no correction for patient head motions,
they degrade image quality, especially during long acquisitions. They can also
cause distortions of functional analysis due to artifacts from inaccurate attenu-
ation and scatter correction or wrongly detected signals in a region of interest
(ROI). Head motions of only a few millimeters have a blurring effect on PET
brain images taken on a conventional PET scanner with a spatial resolution of
0.5–1.0 cm [58]. This ”blurring effect” increases with improving scanner resolu-
tion and thus head motions can counteract the technological advances of these
high resolution scanners.
To remove the blurring and distortions from head motions, different approaches
to motion correction using tracking information have been suggested. These in-
clude multiple acquisition frames (MAF) involving repositioning reconstructed
frames [45, 123], post-reconstruction image based deconvolution of overall mo-
tion [39], incorporation of the overall measured motion within the system matrix
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of the reconstruction algorithm [131,137], and motion correction of individually
detected events [16, 100, 167], with the addition of motion based normalization
correction [14] or modification of the system matrix [22, 132]. Combinations
of methods where sinograms are corrected within each frame, after which the
frames are repositioned have also been reported [102]. These correction methods
are in general evaluated using a regular phantom such as a multi-line-source,
hot-spot or 3D Hoffman phantom or a mathematical phantom, where move-
ments are computer simulated and/or performed manually.
In this paper we present our design, implementation, and evaluation of a newly
developed phantom with coiled tubes filled with radiotracer. The phantom can
simulate the most common movements of a patient’s head during scans and more
importantly, the simulated movements are repeatable. A repeatable mechanical
phantom setup makes it possible not only to compare different correction met-
hods, but also to evaluate the source of errors of any correction method and the
benefits of a correction method for a given scan protocol or type of motion.
Our hypothesis is that the optimal choice of motion correction method depends
on the type of motion and this hypothesis has motivated the design of the
phantom. The phantom can create ground truth motion of a highly complex,
brain-like structure and it can enable future evaluation of when and how to
correct for patient motions in PET brain imaging.
The aim of this study was therefore to develop and test a new mechanical,
moveable PET phantom as a tool for future improvement of motion correction
in PET scanners.
A.2 Materials and Methods
A.2.1 PET
All scans were performed on an HRRT dedicated brain PET scanner [165] and
all images were reconstructed using the new 3D-OSEM PSF reconstruction al-
gorithm [26, 154], improving the resolution of the HRRT scanner down to 1.4
mm [115].
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A.2.2 Motion Tracking
An optical 3D motion tracking system, Polaris Vicra (Northern Digital Inc.),
was used to register movements during the scans. The system uses a rigid
tracking tool with 3–6 markers, and the system measures the orientation and
position of the tool using a quaternion representation. A position registered
by the Polaris must correspond to a known position in the HRRT in order to
reposition a given line of response (LOR) or frame correctly. This means that
the transformation between the coordinate system of the HRRT image frame
and the coordinate system of the Polaris tracker coordinate system has to be
established (Fig. A.1). Alignment between the tracker coordinate system and
the image frame only needs to be estimated once, if the Polaris sensor is fixed
and does not move over time relative to the gantry. If the Polaris is not fixed,
a reference tool fixed to the gantry has to be used. We have used a customized
reference tool placed inside the back end of the tunnel close to the patient tool
(Fig. A.2(a)). The Polaris output was set to give the position and orientation of
the patient tool relative to the reference tool, assuming the reference tool was
fixed to the HRRT gantry [45, 129]. This means that the origin of the tracker
coordinate system was the position of the reference tool in contrast to what
is shown in Fig. A.1, where the origin is at the sensor (default setting). The
advantages of using a reference tool are that you can move the Polaris sensor
and have free access to the scanner subject from the back of the scanner, e.g.
when tubes or devices are put through the back end of the tunnel. Moreover,
you can move the sensor between scans, and in theory during a scan, although
this is not recommended. Moving the sensor before a new scan can be necessary
as the sensor does not always ’see’ the patient tool in every position.
Using a reference tool, the measured alignment refers to the 3D rigid transfor-
mation that transforms the reference tool into the image frame (transformation
between the tracker coordinate system and the image frame).
In [45] and [129] the alignment is obtained using paired emission (EM) scans and
Polaris trackings of a point source or a line source placed relative to a tracking
tool. We preferred to use transmission (TX) scans in order to avoid handling
radioactive material. We used paired high statistics transmission (TX) scans
and Polaris trackings of the patient tool to have direct point correspondence
between the tracker coordinate system and the image frame [14].
The alignment transformation was determined by eight such paired measure-
ments of TX scans and Polaris trackings of the patient tool with four markers.
The 3D rigid transformation between the two coordinate systems was found by
identifying the same set of points (the markers of the tool) and then using the
closed-form loop solution to estimate the absolute transformation [129]. An au-
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Figure A.1: Polaris Vicra sensor on a tripod behind the HRRT PET scanner.
The two coordinate systems are indicated. Note that the image frame by con-
vention is left-handed (we have reversed its y-direction to get two right handed
coordinate systems).
tomatic routine developed for this purpose was used to identify the markers on
the TX images. The algorithm used the center of mass assuming that the top of
the screw was located in the center of the spherical marker and that the tool was
placed in a transaxial image plane. Prior knowledge of the markers’ positions
relative to each other was used to improve the estimated marker position. The
TX scans of the patient tool were obtained with high statistics to improve the
image quality.
A.2.3 Phantom Design
A moveable phantom was designed to simulate head movements during PET
scans. Figure A.3 shows a diagram of the phantom; a photograph of the phantom
assembly is shown in Fig. A.4. The body of the phantom is an acrylic plastic
cylinder (D = 180 mm, L = 165 mm) in which two 152 cm long connector tubes
(LPDCT160, Medrad Performance) were coiled up and fixed by glue to create a
complex 3D structure (volume 5 ml). The inner diameter of the tubes was only
1.5 mm to create small details for the high resolution scanner. The connector
tubes represent a brain and could be filled with e.g. an 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose
(FDG) solution. The connector tubes were rigid to avoid bending that could
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Figure A.2: Back (a) and front (b) view of the phantom setup inside the HRRT
scanner. The markers used by the Polaris Vicra tracking system for both the
reference tool and the patient tool placed by the phantom are clearly seen as
the bright white spots in panel (a).
block off the tracer flow.
The axis of rotation was positioned in the center of the cylinder. Three carbon
pipes (D = 6 mm, L = 370 mm) were fixed on a metal mounting plate at each
end. The carbon pipes were placed with a triangular geometry with a distance
of 70 mm between the pipes to stabilize the axis of rotation. One of the mount-
ing plates was fixed to a rotary motor (NR360S/M, Thorlabs) connected to a
controller (BSC102, Thorlabs) and a computer. The stage controller software
(ATPUser Utility software) programmed the stage to rotate stepwise or contin-
uously with a given velocity and acceleration. The opposite mounting plate was
connected to a combi-ball bearing (RAKB-16, Sanisteel) by a 142 mm long axis
at the center in the opposite direction of the carbon pipes. The phantom could
rotate around the axis and move back and forward without friction within the
combi-ball bearing, as indicated in Fig. A.4. Thus, using the motor stage the
phantom could make well controlled movements to simulate sideways rotation
of a patient’s head around the axial axis, and by moving the scanner bed hor-
izontally the phantom could translate along the axial axis, the type of motion
seen in human PET scans when subjects move their legs. Stepwise or continu-
ous slow movements could be simulated with a resolution of 1 arcsec and a max
velocity of 15◦/s.
Eight-mm thick perspex plates with holes for the carbon pipes and with inlets
and outlets for the radioactive solution were placed at the top and bottom of
the cylinder. A screw mounting was fitted at the end of the axis of rotation
to fasten the Polaris tracking tool. In Fig. A.2 the complete phantom setup
is shown inside the HRRT scanner. The two tubes could be filled to simulate
different activity in grey and white matter in the brain. The end of the phantom
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Figure A.3: Side view drawing of the moveable phantom in place inside a small
field of view PET scanner.
with the ball bearing was placed inside the back of the patient tunnel and the
end with the motor was placed on the scanner bed. Only the cylinder was
located inside the field-of-view (FOV) and this part of the phantom was made
of materials with low attenuation to eliminate the need for attenuation and
scatter correction. Although the phantom design is simple, it has a detailed 3D
structure. All equipment is available on the market and the phantom was built
in collaboration with the Mechanical Workshop at Rigshospitalet.
A.2.4 Phantom Experiments
One 11-minute stationary EM scan of the phantom was obtained and recon-
structed in frames of 60 s using the 3D-OSEM-PSF (16 subsets and 10 iter-
ations) algorithm assuming no attenuation. Eight EM scans of the phantom
with an acquisition time of 15 minutes each were performed while the stage was
moving the phantom and the Polaris system was registering the motion. The
rotary stage was programmed to rotate the phantom by 10 degrees in steps of
1 degree with a dwell time of 60 s at each stationary position. The stage was
used to achieve identical motion for all 8 scans. The tubes of the phantom were
filled with an 18F-FDG solution. The activity within the tubes was 10–15 MBq
during all scans.
The EM list-mode data were divided into frames based on the eleven positions
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Figure A.4: Side view of the moveable phantom with the tracking tool fixed at
the end of the rotation axis. The blue arrows indicate the rotational and trans-
lational motions the phantom is able to perform with the combi-ball bearing.
registered by the Polaris system and reconstructed. The frames were reposi-
tioned to a reference position using the external tracking information and the
previously obtained alignment transformation. This is referred to as the MAF
motion correction method. The reference position in each of the eight scans was
chosen as the first frame (at 0 degrees) of that specific scan. The images were
transformed into the tracker coordinate system, where they were repositioned
into the reference position and finally transformed back to the image frame of
the HRRT (Fig. A.5). The method is described mathematically as follows.
The PET image is a grid of points which is either in the image frame (x, y, z)
or the tracker coordinate system (x¯, y¯, z¯) expressed in homogenous coordinates.
Thus a fourth dimension is introduced in the vector and matrix representations
in order make it possible to use simple matrix calculations for the subsequent
transformations in projection space. This is common in 3D transformation
mathematics. For simplicity, we consider the patient tool to be a point P . The
Polaris system returns the orientation R and translation T of the tool in the
tracker coordinate system. The translation matrix can be calculated as
T =

1 0 0 Tx
0 1 0 Ty
0 0 1 Tz
0 0 0 1
 (A.1)
and the Polaris system returns the rotation or orientation of the tool as a unit
quaternion q, which can be thought of as an extended complex number with
three imaginary parts
q = qw + iqx + jqy + kqz. (A.2)
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The quaternions can be converted to the Euclidian rotation matrix as
R =

q2w + q
2
x − q2y − q2z 2(qxqy − qwqz) 2(qxqz + qwqy) 0
2(qxqy + qwqz) q
2
w − q2x + q2y − q2z 2(qyqz − qwqx) 0
2(qxqz − qwqy) 2(qzqy + qwqx) q2w − q2x − q2y + q2z 0
0 0 0 1
 (A.3)
The common Euclidian rigid transformation matrix can then be calculated as
A = RT. (A.4)
The output of the Polaris is the transformation that moves the reference
tool/origin O into the position of the patient tool
P ′(x¯, y¯, z¯) = ArefO(x¯, y¯, z¯) (A.5)
P (x¯, y¯, z¯) = AoutO(x¯, y¯, z¯) (A.6)
where Aref and Aout are the recorded transformations of the patient tool at
the reference position P ′ (frame 1) and a ”new” position P (frames 2–11).
Correction of the ”new” point into the reference position is performed in the
tracker coordinate system by combining (A.5) and (A.5) (as illustrated within
the big box in Fig. A.5.)
P ′(x¯, y¯, z¯) = ArefA−1outP (x¯, y¯, z¯). (A.7)
The alignment transformation Aalign (Sec. A.2.2) is used to transform the points
between the tracker coordinate system and the image frame (first and last trans-
formation steps in Fig. A.5.)
P ′(x, y, z) = AalignP ′(x¯, y¯, z¯) (A.8)
P (x, y, z) = AalignP (x¯, y¯, z¯) (A.9)
Inserting (A.8) and (A.9) into (A.7) gives the correction between a ”new” point
and the reference point in the image frame
P ′(x, y, z) = AalignArefA−1outA
−1
alignP (x, y, z), (A.10)
and therefore also between a ”new” acquired image (frames 2–11) and the ref-
erence image (frame 1). Thus the point transformation can be transferred to a
transformation of a whole grid of points, assuming the patient tool is fixed to
the skull and the brain is a rigid body. The corrected grid (reference grid) of
the PET image is
[ x′n y
′
n z
′
n 1 ]
T = AalignArefA
−1
outA
−1
align[ xn yn zn 1 ]
T (A.11)
where n is the voxel index of the PET image. Every coordinate in the rotated
image is moved into the corrected grid (reference grid). Thus Fig. A.5 should
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be read from right to left to get the corrected image matching the PET image
coordinate system. The images were resampled to the discrete corrected grid of
coordinates using trilinear interpolation.
Unfortunately, the Polaris system was not set to give the transformation of the
patient tool relative to the reference tool during two of the scans (scan 7 and
scan 8). Nevertheless all eight trackings were used. The transformations of the
patient tool relative to the position of the reference tool were obtained in track
7 and track 8, similar to what is done in the Polaris system itself. The recorded
inverse transformations of the reference tool were multiplied by the recorded
transformations of the patient tool. The calculation of the motion correction
is the same, irrespective of whether or not a reference tool is used, and the
accuracy of the Polaris system should be the same.
Figure A.5: Sketch of the repositioning of a reconstructed image to a reference
position using external tracking information. The scheme involves two coor-
dinate systems and four sub-transformations. The point P is the patient tool
fixed to the subject.
A.2.5 Similarity Analysis of the Phantom
The effect of motion correction in the phantom experiments was quantified by
calculating a percentage overlap (POL) [40, 155], i.e., a volume-based overlap
between an initial reference frame image and a later non-corrected or corrected
image. As the inner diameter of the tubes (1.5 mm) was approximately the
same size as the spatial resolution in the HRRT images, the threshold value of
the POL calculation was adjusted to obtain two continuous tubes on the images.
The number of voxels used in the calculation was set to a value corresponding
to a tube diameter equal to 2.5 times the measured inner diameter of the tubes.
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It was observed that for tube diameters less than 2.5 times the actual measured
diameter, the coiled tubes were not continuous on the images. The number of
voxels representing the tubes was therefore calculated as
N = 2pi(2.5r)2l, (A.12)
where r and l are the radius and length of each tube, and N is the number of
threshold voxels. The threshold value was set such that the number of voxels
with intensity higher than the threshold value was equal to N , so each image
includes N voxels representing the tubes. The threshold was estimated individ-
ually in each image using an iterative procedure.
The POL between two thresholded images a and b of the phantom was calculated
as the number of overlapping voxels v(a, b) relative to the estimated number of
voxels within the tubes as follows
POL(a, b) =
v(a, b)
N
. (A.13)
A.2.6 Simulation
Movements of the phantom were simulated to estimate the sources of errors
and evaluate the POL as a quantitative measure. Additionally, a lookup table
for converting the POL measure into an mm-displacement of the phantom was
obtained by the simulation. One frame of the phantom was rotated around and
translated along the principal axes in steps of either 1 degree or 1 mm up to 10
degrees rotation or 10 mm translation. At each position, the POL between the
frame and the moved frame (non-corrected) or the inverse transformed frame
(corrected) was calculated. Thus the corrected frames represent the forward
transformation into a moved position, followed by the inverse transformation
back to the initial reference position.
A.2.7 Cross Test
The measurements by the Polaris may not accurately represent the actual mo-
tion. To validate this possible lack of accuracy of the measurements and the
repeatability of the phantom’s motions, we conducted a cross test. The preci-
sion of the tracked motion and the precision of the performed motion were cross
tested by calculating the POL of the scans using tracking information recorded
during other scans. The frames with 10 degree rotation were considered for this
test.
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Data were expressed as mean ± standard deviation (SD). Two-sided ANOVA
analysis was used to test significance within groups between factors.
A.2.8 Tracking Test
The tracked angle of the ten-degree rotation of the phantom was estimated
in order to test the repeatability of the Polaris tracking (motivated by our
preliminary cross test results). The recorded positions of the patient tool were
fit to the rotation plane by a principal component analysis (PCA). The points
were then fit to a circle from which the angle was estimated without further
determination of the accuracy.
A.3 Results
Figure A.4 shows an image of the complete phantom and Fig. A.6 shows 3D PET
EM images of the phantom before and after motion correction of rotation. The
images are summed over frames 2–11 (1–10 degree rotations). Figure A.6(a) and
Fig. A.6(b) show the sum image before and after correction respectively. The
phantom in the reference position at 0 degrees (frame 1) is seen in Fig. A.6(c),
and in Fig. A.6(d) the reference image is plotted on top of the corrected summed
frames. The POLs between the reference image and the non-corrected and
corrected images at 10 degrees (frame 11) are 15% and 76%, respectively.
A.3.1 Simulation
The simulation results for the misaligned phantom are seen in Figs. A.7(a)
and A.7(b). The POL was calculated between a reference image of the phan-
tom and the same image moved around or along the principal axes. The POL
decreases linearly by approximately 20% per millimeter translation up to 4 mm
displacement and approximately 13% per degree rotation up to 5 degrees.
The POL is reduced to 77–72% when the image of the phantom is misaligned
with a reference position by as little as 1 mm. This should be noted for the
later conversion of POLs into millimeter misalignment of the phantom in the
next section. A misalignment of 0.5 mm corresponds to a POL of 86–89% as
indicated by the blue lines in Fig. A.7(a).
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Figure A.6: 3D surface plot of the PET EM images of the phantom. (a) Summed
images blurred over 10 degrees axial rotation. (b) Summed images at 1–10
degrees of the corrected frames. (c) Reference frame at 0 degrees. (d) The
corrected summed images plotted on top of the reference frame.
Figure A.7: POL as a function of simulated movements along (a) or around (b)
the three principal axes (x: left/right, y: anterior/posterior, z: axial axis). The
blue lines indicate an error of 11%, corresponding to a maximal misalignment
of 0.5 mm of the phantom.
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A.3.2 Phantom Experiments
The experimental results of the phantom moved by the rotary stage motor in
steps of 1 degree are shown in Fig. A.8. The POL is shown as a function of the
axial rotation before and after the images are repositioned into the reference
positions at 0 degrees. The eight scans are shown as blue curves. The curves
of the non-corrected images are the same within a POL of 2% and go down to
15.2% ±0.26% at 10 degrees rotation. This result proves the high repeatability
of the motion of the phantom and shows the stability of the phantom design.
Figure A.8: POL as a function of axial rotation before and after the images are
motion corrected. Blue curves represent the eight experiments. The two black
curves represent simulation results where the lower one is the same as Rz in
Fig. A.7(b), and the top one is the result of a forward motion transformation
followed by the inverse transformation of a reference frame.
The POLs of the motion corrected images from the experimental studies are all
significantly improved compared to the non-corrected images. The POLs of the
corrected images decrease with motion magnitude. At 10 degrees the POLs of
the corrected images are 63–85% (71% ±9.2%). Comparing this result with the
simulated translation results (Fig. A.7(a)) a POL of 63–85% corresponds to an
average misalignment of the phantom of less than 2 mm (1 mm ∼ 77–72%).
The POLs of the corrected images are not 100% due to the statistics in the
measurements, interpolation errors, tracking errors, and POL estimation errors.
The POLs of the simulated movements of an axial rotation are included in
Fig. A.8 as they match the motion of the experiments. The sources of errors are
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estimated by comparing the simulation of a non-corrected and corrected image
respectively with the experimental results. The error due to noise is estimated
from the non-corrected images (lower curves in Fig. A.8). The POLs of the non-
corrected images are 1–5% lower than the simulated result, which represents
the statistical difference and noise between the PET scans. This is because,
in the simulation the POL is calculated between a frame and the same frame
rotated, while in contrast in the experiments the POL is calculated between
frames with different PET acquisitions. Thus the difference calculated between
the two cases is the statistical difference and represents the noise of the PET
images. The POL between the full 11-minute stationary scan and the images of
the same scan divided into eleven one-minute frames was 96.6% ±0.13%. This
result supports the finding that the error due to statistical differences is around
3.4%. The error due to the difference between scans (including small differences
of the phantom’s position) is not represented in this result as it was included in
the above noise estimate of 1–5%.
The interpolation error of the motion correction method is represented by the
POL of the simulated corrected images, which is constant at 93.7% ±0.31%
for rotations > 1 degree, as seen in the top black curve of Fig. A.8. That
we get a value of 93.7% and not 100% is due to the two interpolations of the
simulation. In the simulation a frame is rotated forth and back resulting in
two interpolations, whereas in the experiments there is only one interpolation
per corrected movement. Thus the interpolation error within the experiments
is assumed to be less than 6%.
Altogether the interpolation error, noise errors, and also the uncertainty of the
POL estimation represent a POL of at most 11%, a value indicated by a blue
horizontal line in Fig. A.7(a), corresponding to a misalignment of 0.5 mm of the
phantom indicated by the blue vertical line in Fig. A.7(a). Hence, correction of
movements less than 0.5 mm would not improve the POL.
A.3.3 Cross Test
The results of the cross test are listed in Table A.1 where the POL is shown for
all possible combinations of scans and trackings. Table A.1 lists the POL for a
corrected movement of 10 degrees with the scans along the rows and the applied
trackings along the columns (Track 1 represents the tracking recorded during
scan 1 and so forth). The variation within a column represents the variation be-
tween the scans, including the performed motion, noise, and interpolation error.
The variation along a row represents the variation of the registered motion. The
variation between trackings (last column) is approximately seven times higher
than the variation of the bottom row and this shows that the stage is more
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consistent in placing the phantom, compared to actual Polaris measurements.
The POL is significantly different when a tracking from another scan is used
(Two-sided ANOVA, p < 10−15 ) and moreover the highest POL is not the POL
using the tracking recorded during the actual scan (POL of the diagonal) except
for scan 8 (row 8). For all experiments the best result is obtained using track
8 in the frame repositioning and similarly the poorest result is obtained using
track 3 (Table A.1).
Table A.1: The table shows POL [%] for a corrected movement of 10 degrees
rotation in the eight experiments. The columns list the POL of the different
scans using the same tracking within the frame repositioning. The rows list the
POL using different trackings within the frame repositioning recorded during the
eight scans (Track 1–Track 8). The diagonal shows the POL using the tracking
recorded during the actual scanning. The last column lists the mean (µ) ±SD
[%] of the POL using the same tracking on different scans. The last row lists
the mean (µ) ±SD [%] of the POL using different trackings on the same scan.
It is seen that the variation between trackings is almost seven times higher than
the variation between scans.
A.3.4 Tracking Test
Table A.2 lists the tracked motion during the scans at the 10 degrees position.
The tracked motions were measured to 9.3–10.6 degrees, which is within 1–7%
of the performed motion. This suggests that the relatively high variation of the
POL of the corrected images (as seen in Fig. A.8 and from the cross test in
Table A.1) could be explained by the low accuracy of the tracking.
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Table A.2: Estimation of the tracked motion of ten degrees during the eight
rotation scans of the phantom. Motion = tracked motion in degrees. Deviation
= percentage deviation of the performed motion of 10 degrees rotation.
A.4 Discussion
The resolution of PET scanners for clinical use is improving rapidly towards
the 1–2 mm resolution achievable with the HRRT research brain scanner. This
development makes the issue of brain motion correction relevant, not only for
the more exotic high resolution research tomographs, but also for clinical PET
scanners. A robust and practical approach to motion correction is therefore
relevant.
This study describes a new moveable phantom that can be used for testing mo-
tion corrections in data sets acquired from modern high resolution PET scan-
ners. The phantom was tested applying frame repositioning motion correction
using a Polaris Vicra system as an external tracking system for measuring mo-
tions. The new phantom was developed to simulate a patient’s head movements
during scanning. A novel design with coiled tubes filled with radiotracer was
used to represent the human brain. So far, only non-moveable phantoms have
been used and, in contrast to the new mechanical phantom described here, they
cannot simulate long drift motions or make accurately repeatable movements.
Our phantom can perform computer-controlled movements and has a stable
mechanical design. The phantom can simulate slow continuous movements and
rapid gradual movements around and along the axial axis during scans.
The design of the phantom was stable. Simulation of axial rotation of a complex
3D structure was highly reproducible. The percentage overlap of eight scans
performed over three days was within 2% before the images were corrected for
motions (Fig. A.8).
One of the aims of the phantom was to be able to make reproducible motions,
for example to evaluate sources of errors of a correction method. Assuming
the performed motion is exactly the same for all scans, the variation along the
rows in the cross test (Table A.1) is only due to the uncertainty of the tracking
system. The assumption is that the repeated motions can also be validated
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from the cross test itself by looking at the low variation of any one of the
trackings applied to the different scans (SD of the last row in Table A.1). This
measured SD of 1–2% was expected due to noise and interpolation errors. Thus
the performed motion is highly repeatable. The SD of the POL between the
trackings was 10−12% (last column of Table A.1), that is seven times higher than
the SD of the POL between the scans, demonstrating that the high variation
of POLs of the corrected images (Fig. A.8 blue top curves) is mainly due to
the uncertainty of the tracking. The results of the recorded rotations during
the eight scans (Table A.2) support the notion that the tracking is a significant
source of error. The recorded rotations deviated by 1–7% of the performed
rotation of ten degrees. Two of the trackings (Track 7 and Track 8) were not
recorded automatically relative to the reference tool. They were calculated in the
same way as in the Polaris software after recording, but they could potentially
be slightly different. An obvious speculation is whether it may be better not
to use a reference tool, since the POLs of scan 7 and scan 8 were the best
results (Table A.1). However an additional scan 0 that was excluded from
the results due to different activities in the two tubes of the phantom, gave
POLs of 79–85% (track 0 used on scans 1–8) with the reference tool being used.
Therefore we cannot conclude that tracking without the reference tool gives
better results. It seems that the POL improves with track number, independent
of scans when looking at Table A.1. Since the first track recorded, track 0,
gave better POLs than tracks 1–6, we find that there is no correlation between
tracking performance and time.
We have introduced a volume-based analysis method for the phantom studies.
The sensitivity of the method was demonstrated to be high in all directions as
the POL decreases, with approximately 20% per mm and approximately 13%
per degree (up to 4 mm and 5 degrees, Fig. A.7(a) and Fig. A.7(b)). The
high sensitivity, especially to small movements, is very useful in at least three
ways: a) for comparing the performance of different correction methods, b)
when evaluating sources of errors of a correction method, and c) in evaluating
which kinds of movements to correct for.
The MAF correction method has been demonstrated to work well on an ECAT
Exact HR+ PET scanner with a Polaris Vicra tracking system using both a
3D Hoffman brain phantom and patient data [64]. That study showed the
visual effect of the MAF correction, but here we present a quantitative analysis
on a high resolution scanner. The quantitative analysis of the MAF motion
correction on the HRRT with our phantom design using the Polaris Vicra system
showed that the frame repositioning motion correction method improves the
image quality when correcting for rotations of 1 degree or higher (Fig. A.8 blue
curves). The POL was improved in all cases, yielding a misalignment of less
than 2 mm of the corrected images, of which approximately 0.5 mm was due to
noise and interpolation errors.
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The results of the motion correction were dependent on the accuracy of the
registered motions, which was demonstrated by the reduced variation of POLs
using the same tracking output on all the scans (using any of the tracking
outputs as seen in Table A.1). The POL was correlated with the tracking
independently of the scan. The best results were the POLs obtained applying
track 8 and the poorest results were the ones applying track 3. It was expected
that the best results would be the diagonal of Table A.1, where the POLs were
based on trackings recorded during the actual scans. Our results indicate that
the variation is mainly caused by the uncertainty of the Polaris tracking and
support the repeatability of the phantom setup. The tracking tool was fixed on
the phantom with different orientations over the scans and the tracking accuracy
differed within the tracking volume, which explains the variation of our results.
This signifies that the registered head movements vary depending on where the
tool is located on the head.
Our study quantified the effect of the sources of errors on the motion correction
results and the accuracy of the tracking system. The repeatability and sensitiv-
ity of the phantom design showed that the POLs of the non-corrected images
were within a range of 2% for movements of 1–10 degrees (Fig. A.8), thus the
phantom design and POL analysis are useful for quantitative studies of move-
ment artifacts. The phantom can simulate fast and slow movements of different
sizes with high repeatability. Repeatability is necessary to a) evaluate the ef-
fects of motion correction on different scan protocols, and b) to evaluate the
effects of the different sources of errors in order to improve individual correction
methods.
A.4.1 Limitations, Challenges and Future Perspectives
The images of the phantom were not corrected for scatter and attenuation be-
cause the phantom was designed with material of low attenuation. This was
chosen to limit the sources of error within the reconstruction. However, this
also means that the reconstruction and correction method will differ from scans
on patients. The MAF method would include repositioning of the attenuation
map before the EM scans were reconstructed. Therefore the threshold of when
to correct for motions of the phantom may not directly be transferred to patient
studies.
Our phantom simulates the majority of general patient motions, though the
phantom is not a true reflection of e.g. the movements of a patient with Parkin-
son’s disease. However, our phantom is a reliable tool for online 3D measurement
of precisely known movements.
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The choice of frame repositioning, sinogram, or event-based motion correction
in PET have been generally discussed, however it has not yet been shown which
correction scheme should be used for a given scan protocol or motion in PET
brain imaging. In theory motion should be corrected for within the listmode
data but in practice this is not trivial, and some assumptions will be needed,
e.g. with respect to the normalization.
In terms of deciding when and how to correct for movement, one approach is
to make a very intelligent thresholding depending on: a) number of movements
within a frame, b) kind of movement, c) size of movement, d) type of scan
protocol, and e) region of interest. The phantom will be used for such studies
in the future.
A.5 Conclusion
A moveable phantom with a novel design was developed to simulate axial ro-
tation and axial translation of the head during PET scanning. The phantom
was stable and its setup and use with the HRRT was reproducible. The phan-
tom is useful for measuring movement artifacts in high resolution scanners, here
represented by the HRRT, and the design is a low-cost ”do-it-yourself” model.
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Structured Light 3D Tracking
System for Measuring
Motions in PET Brain
Imaging
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Højgaard, Bjarne Roed, and Rasmus Larsen
Abstract
Patient motion during scanning deteriorates image quality, especially for high
resolution PET scanners. A new proposal for a 3D head tracking system for mo-
tion correction in high resolution PET brain imaging is set up and demonstrated.
A prototype tracking system based on structured light with a DLP projector and
a CCD camera is set up on a model of the high resolution research tomograph
(HRRT). Methods to reconstruct 3D point clouds of simple surfaces based on
phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) are demonstrated. The projector and cam-
era are calibrated using a simple stereo vision procedure where the projector
is treated as a camera. Additionally, the surface reconstructions are corrected
for the non-linear projector output prior to image capture. The results are con-
vincing and a first step toward a fully automated tracking system for measuring
head motions in PET imaging.
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B.1 Introduction
Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging has changed the impact and stan-
dards of nuclear medicine. In the last decade PET image quality has improved
considerably and comprehensive use of radiochemistry with new advanced PET
technology has further developed the methodology. Patient motion lowers im-
age quality, especially for high resolution PET scanners. The High Resolution
Research Tomograph (HRRT, Siemens) is a brain-dedicated scanner, with a
resolution down to 1.4 mm shown in [115] when reconstructing using a new
3D ordered subset expectation maximization (OSEM) reconstruction algorithm
with resolution modeling. This method incorporates a spatially invariant point
spread function (PSF) [26, 154]. If no corrections for patient head motion are
performed, head motions lead to degradation of image quality especially during
long acquisitions [58]. This degradation increases with increasing scanner reso-
lution and thus head motions end up counteracting the technological advances
of high resolution scanners.
Figure B.1: New tracking approach setup on the HRRT PET scanner at Rigshos-
pitalet, Copenhagen, Denmark. The tracking system is mounted at the top of
the HRRT gantry pointing at a volunteer’s face.
Due to the low count rate and resulting low contrast information of the patient
motion is assumed known for most of the suggested motion correction methods
in PET imaging [39,123,132,167]. An optical real-time motion tracking system
has been preferred (Polaris System, Northern Digital Inc.) [93]. This system
registers a rigid tracking tool with 3–6 infrared reflecting markers. The tracking
tool is fixed to the Patient’s head using different types of band-aid, helmets,
wet-caps, or goggles. It has been reported that, using fixation, these methods
can cause artifacts on the PET images [64]. Furthermore, experience shows
that it is difficult to use markers in clinical settings. Experience also shows
that marker based tracking system has problems registering the markers in the
narrow scanner geometry and the accuracy of the system affects the motion
correction results.
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The purpose of our research is to develop a new 3D head tracking system that:
(1) does not need any markers; (2) fits to the narrow geometry of the HRRT
PET scanner; and (3) can potentially be built into future PET scanners. This
paper focuses on describing a new tracking setup for PET brain imaging like
the one shown in Fig. B.1.
An obvious choice would be a stereo vision system with two or more cameras
operating fully automatically and does not need any markers. However these
systems often use relative complex algorithms which are non-suitable for a real
time tracking system. Moreover the spatial resolution of a stereo vision system
without markers could potentially be improved using structured light. The
problem in a stereo vision system is to find the correspondence between the
image planes of the cameras, and this is simpler when using a projector. The
projector generates feature points or lines in one image plane which are matched
with e.g. lines on the captured images from one or more cameras in order to
obtain correspondence.
Different approaches to projected patterns have been suggested in order to solve
the correspondence problem. Generally, systems have preferred to use recon-
struction methods based on line-shifting, where the correspondence between
the projector and camera(s) is binary coded. This is referred to as Gray cod-
ing. Every line of the projector is coded with a given sequence of e.g. black and
white colors within a number of projected patterns. This method is very robust;
however, it is slow due to the large number of patterns needed. Phase-shifting
interferometry (PSI) has become a competitive alternative with the new DLP
projector technology [43]. The method utilizes the colors which are related to
the frequencies of a cosine function, since this can be considered as an analogue
function theoretically it is possible to achieve sub-pixel resolution. In contrast
to Gray coding, PSI is a fast method where as few as three patterns are needed
per surface reconstruction which can be captured in one image using the three
RGB color channels in a color camera [73]. Our system is to be used for highly
accurate real time tracking and therefore it is based on PSI. One problem of
using the colors of the patterns is, of course, that the output of the projector is
non-linear. We apply a correction on the projected patterns.
The main challenge of PSI is the phase unwrapping, meaning how to distinguish
between discontinuities of the phase image. The modular phase with a 2pi
modulus results in discontinuities of the phase image. These should be removed
in the phase unwrapping, whereas discontinuities that are due to edges and
structure of the object should not be removed. For objects with simple surfaces,
phase unwrapping using simple one-dimensional path integration works very
well [76]. However it is not a robust method for objects with sharp edges.
Several more robust methods in two dimensions have been suggested. Normally
these methods are classified into two groups: path-following algorithms and
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path-independent algorithms. In two dimensions the paths for unwrapping are
multi dimensional and for path-following algorithms aspects such as cut and cost
for a given path are considered [54]. The path-independent algorithms include
for example information on the singularity point’s neighborhood [52] or larger
regions [63].
B.1.1 System Requirements
The tracking system has to satisfy a number of technical and clinical require-
ments: (1) The registration of the position must be estimated simultaneously, so
the detected PET event, known as a line-of-response (LOR), can be repositioned
before the PET image reconstruction; (2) The tracking volume has to cover the
region of the possible head motion in the HRRT scanner; (3) The system has to
fit the narrow geometry of the PET scanner; (4) The accuracy of the tracking
system has to be much smaller than the spatial resolution of the PET scanner
(in the order of a tenth of a millimeter) otherwise the motion correction will
increase the noise instead of reducing it; (5) The system must not interfere with
the PET acquisition; (6) The sample frequency has to be a least twice as high as
the head motions to avoid aliasing, according to the Nyquist criterion. However,
due to the relatively low count rate in PET, a tracking frequency of 10–20 Hz
should be adequate [93]. The clinical requirements are at least as important
as the technical requirements. To be a part of clinical routines the tracking
system must be: (1) Simple to use where a full automatic system is preferable;
(2) The tracking system must have an easy interface with the PET scanner;
(3) It must also be robust and have a flexible design to be a part of the daily
routine; (4) The system must be comfortable for the patients, since an uncom-
fortable patient will introduce motions which are counter-productive for both
patient’s well-being and the image quality; (5) Finally the hygiene requirements
of hospital use have to be met.
Commercial surface scanners are available; however they are not compatible
with high resolution PET brain scanners as a tracking system for the following
reasons. They do not fit to the narrow scanner geometry, they are not fast
enough as a tracking system, or they use a visible light source. A visible light
source is uncomfortable for the patients and might introduce motion or in at
worst the scanning may be interrupted.
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The idea is to build a 3D surface scanner into the HRRT PET brain scanner
and use it to track patient motion during the PET scans. The principle of the
pipeline is as follows: at each tracking frame a point cloud of the patients’ head
is reconstructed in the tracker coordinate system and aligned to a reference
scan. The scan is obtained using a camera and a DLP projector. The point
clouds of the surfaces are obtained based on PSI as described in Section B.2.4.
This section only deals with finding correspondence between the image planes
of the camera and those of the projector. The system calibration parameters
from Section B.2.3 are used as the basis for converting the point correspondence
of the image planes found in Section B.2.4 into points in the world coordinate
system as described in Section B.2.5.
The tracking system should return the rigid transformations that align the re-
constructed surfaces to a reference scan. This is beyond the scope of this paper.
Here we demonstrate a proof-of-concept for the tracking setup and show pre-
liminary results of reconstructed point clouds.
B.2.1 System Setup
Recent progress in projector hardware has improved the accuracy of surface
scanners using PSI. To obtain the sub-millimeter accuracy made possible by
this method, we set up a vision system consisting of a DLP projector (DLP
Pico Projector, Texas Instruments) with HVGA resolution (480×320) and a
grayscale CCD camera (Chameleon, Point Grey Research) with a resolution of
1280×960. The system was set up on a 1:1 model of the gantry of the HRRT
PET scanner (Fig. B.2(a)). The image plane of the DLP projector consists of
small micro mirrors that are switched on and off to control every pixel of the
projected image. The size of this micro mirror device (DMD) is 2.42 mm times
3.63 mm and the size of the CCD chip is 3.60 mm times 4.80 mm. The camera
and projector are connected to a computer and synchronized through a custom
software setup. Patterns are projected onto the face of a mannequin head and
captured as images by the CCD. The region of interest is chosen to be between
the eyes where the facial motions are limited as illustrated in Fig. B.2(b).
The system was adjusted on the HRRT model to fit the narrow scanner geom-
etry. The system was optimized to have the camera positioned 10–20 cm from
the subject, the distance between the projector lens and the camera lens was 7
cm, which results in an angle of 25 degrees between the image axes of the cam-
era and the projector. A mounting plate and a moveable holder with the above
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distances were made for future experiments on the HRRT scanner (Fig. B.1).
Figure B.2: (a) The prototype of the tracking system on the HRRT PET scanner
model. (b) Zoom image of the system and a pattern projected onto the region
of interest of the mannequin head. Two cameras are seen on the images but
only one is used for the reconstructions in this study.
B.2.2 Experiments
Two sets of experiments were performed to achieve point clouds of surfaces
including: (1) reconstructions of a mannequin head to demonstrate the method’s
usability on faces and the efficiency of correction for the non-linear projector
output and (2) reconstructions of a plane to validate the scan accuracy. Four
patterns were captured for each point cloud reconstruction, assuming the object
was not moving during the capture. The four patterns were three shifted cosine
patterns and a center-line pattern where the latter was used to generate an
absolute phase-map.
To demonstrate the usability on objects with complicated geometry as the hu-
man face we used the mannequin head shown in Fig. B.2(b). The four patterns
for the reconstruction were captured with and without correction of the non-
linear projector to demonstrate the high impact on the reconstructions. The
pitch p of the projected cosine patterns (corresponds to wavelength) was 40
pixels.
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Finally, to demonstrate the quality of the scanning and its potential for tracking,
reconstructions were obtained of the calibration plane. Four images of projected
patterns for the phase-shift reconstruction were also captured at each calibration
position to estimate the scan error beside the captured calibration images. Point
clouds of the plane in eighteen calibration positions were reconstructed. The
pitch of the cosine patterns was 20 pixels and the correction of the non-linear
projector was applied on the projected patterns.
Evaluation of the scan error was based on root-mean-square errors (RMSE)
to a reference. The RMSE of the point cloud to a fitted plane was estimated
referred to as the relative RMSE. The planes were reconstructed where the
extrinsic calibration parameters were set to this particular position, thus the
plane should be at z = 0 in the world coordinate system. The RMSE was also
estimated from this reconstructed point cloud to the z plane referred to as the
absolute RMSE.
B.2.3 System Calibration
The components of the tracking system have to be calibrated to obtain points in
the world coordinate system (x, y, z). The system setup is sketched in Fig. B.3
with two image planes, one representing the CCD chip (uc, vc), and one rep-
resenting the DMD chip of the projector (up, vp). Stereo calibration between
the camera and the projector was obtained as a general stereo vision calibration
with two cameras by creating images that look as if they have been captured by
the projector (DMD image). The camera images of the calibration object were
warped from the camera’s CCD location to the projector’s DMD location using
a projected set of feature points on a calibration checkerboard. This method is
similar to [172] though in our method we find correspondence using a projected
grid of feature points whereas in [172] they use PSI as described in Section B.2.4.
The calibration procedure was as follows.
Calibration images of a checkerboard with square sizes of 4 mm were captured
in eighteen different positions with and without projected feature points on the
checkerboard. Fig B.4(a) shows an image with feature points projected by the
DLP. The checkerboard was white and gray coloured, and not black, so that
it was possible to identify the feature points on the checkerboard background.
Fig. B.4(b) shows a subtracted image at the same position with and without
projected feature points. The feature points were identified automatically by
blob detection indicated with the blue circles on Fig. B.2(b) [92]. The calibration
images (CCD image) were then warped into the location of the DMD chip (DMD
image) based on the coordinates of the projected feature points (red dots) and
the identified feature points on the CCD images (blue circles), as indicated in
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Figure B.3: Sketch of the relation between the world coordinate system (x, y, z)
and the image planes for the camera (uc, vc) and the projector (up, vp). The
camera and the projector are both considered using the pinhole model. Q is a
point in the world coordinate system and qc and qp are points in the CCD image
plane and the DMD image plane respectively.
Fig. B.5 [61]. The intrinsic and extrinsic calibration parameters were obtained
from the two sets of images: CCD images and DMD images at the eighteen
positions, as generally done using [18] based on [173]. Two sets of calibration
parameters were estimated based on nine positions each. The sets were obtained
on two different days.
The white horizontal and vertical lines in Fig. B.5 are centerlines of the DMD
image plane. These lines were also projected onto the checkerboard to validate
the warped DMD images, which is seen correctly in the center of the DMD
image in Fig. B.5(b).
The perspective camera model (pinhole model) was used for both the camera
and the projector (Fig. B.3). The positions of the camera and projector in the
coordinate system of the object world coordinate system (x, y, z) are described
by the extrinsic calibration parameters Mc and Mp respectively
Mc = [Rct
T
c ] and Mp = [Rpt
T
p ], (B.1)
where Rc and Rp are the rotation matrices and tc and tp are the translation
vectors. The complete models in homogeneous coordinates are
sc
 ucvc
1
 =
 fuc αcfuc ∆uc0 fvc ∆vc
0 0 1
Rc
 xy
z
+ tc (B.2)
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sp
 upvp
1
 =
 fup αpfup ∆up0 fvp ∆vp
0 0 1
Rp
 xy
z
+ tp, (B.3)
for the camera and the projector respectively. α is the skew coefficient (defining
the angle between the u and v pixel axes), fu and fv are the focal lengths, ∆u
and ∆v are the coordinates of the principal points in the image planes (u, v),
and s is a scalar [60]. For simplicity, the coordinates in the images’ planes
are expressed as qc and qc, Q is a point in the world coordinate system (Q =[
x y z 1
]T
), and Pc and Pp are the calibration parameters, including the
extrinsic and intrinsic parameters. Thus the camera and projector models are
qc = PcQ and qp = PpQ. (B.4)
Figure B.4: (a) Captured calibration image of a checkerboard with projected
feature points, nearly invisible to the human eye. (b) Subtracted image of two
calibration image with and without projected feature points. The blue circles
are indentified feature point using blob detection.
B.2.4 Phase-Shifting Interferometry
We use PSI to estimate the depth of a 3D object. This is a classic technique
from the sixties [142]. The method utilizes the theory of wave propagation and
interference of light. From a series of captured interferograms (2D images) the
wavefront phase is computed and converted to line positions on the DMD image
plane referred to as a phase-map. Thus the correspondence problem is solved
by a phase-map where the pixel values of the CCD image plane (uc, vc) are
associated with lines (up) on the DMD (see Fig. B.3).
In our case the wavefronts are generated as projected patterns. A series of three
cosine patterns Ik(up, vp) are considered as wavefronts of two planar light beams
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Figure B.5: Captured CCD image (a) and warped DMD image (b) with feature
points based on the locations in the DMD chip (red dots) and the indentified
ones on the CCD image (blue circles). The white lines are projected centerlines
of the DMD image plane.
(a test beam and a reference beam) where the reference beam is varying in time.
This time-shift is equivalent to a linear phase-shift sk so the projected patterns
can be expressed as
Ik(up, vp) = a
[
1 + cos
(
2pi
p
up + sk
)]
+ b,
sk =
[
2pi
3 0 − 2pi3
]
, and k = 1, 2, 3, (B.5)
where k is the pattern number, a is the amplitude, and b is the bias of the cosine
function. The resulting interferogram or intensity pattern which is captured by
the camera cIk(uc, vc) is then given by the fundamental PSI equation
cIk(uc, vc) = Iav + Imod cos [ϕ(uc, vc) + sk] , (B.6)
where ϕ(uc, vc) is the phase, Iav is the average of the intensity, Imod and is the
intensity modulation. The phase can be computed without knowing the average
intensity and the intensity modulation by the three captured images. Solving
the equations given by (B.6) simultaneously gives the phase ϕ(uc, vc)
ϕ(uc, vc) = tan
−1
(√
3
cI1(uc, vc)− cI3(uc, vc)
2cI2(uc, vc)− cI1(uc, vc)− cI3(uc, vc)
)
. (B.7)
This phase is more precisely the phase difference between the hypothetical test
beam and the reference beam generated by the projector. The computed phase
image (B.7) contains pixel values between 0 and 2pi. The phase is modular due
to the periodic cosine-pattern. Therefore the phase has to be unwrapped so that
a given phase corresponds to a given line of the DMD image plane. Figure B.6
shows an example of a phase image and its unwrapped phase.
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Several methods to perform phase unwrapping exist. A classic and very simple
method is based on path integration of each line. First, discontinuities are
found along the lines by edge detection and then a multiple of 2pi is added
or subtracted to the particular line interval. Two dimensional methods are
more robust and can be classified into either path-following algorithms or path-
independent algorithms. Experiments showed that the method described in [63]
perform well with our data. This method is a two-dimensional path-independent
algorithm where the image is divided into regions on the basis of the 2pi phase
jumps.
The captured image of the centerlines (center-line pattern) is used to identify
the period/Fringe in the middle of the DMD image plane from which the phase
is scaled to fit the horizontal size of the DMD. Thus the phase is converted to
represent a vertical location up on the DMD.
Figure B.6: Phase wrapped image (a) and phase unwrapped image (b) of the
mannequin head shown in Fig. B.2(b).
B.2.5 Conversion to World Coordinates
The identified positions of the CCD and DMD image planes can be converted
into points in the world coordinate system applying the system calibration pa-
rameters obtained from section B.2.3 [172]. The calibration matrices of the
camera Pc and the projector Pp are 3×4 matrices and from the perspective
camera model we have
qc = PcQ or s
 ucvc
1
 = Pc

x
y
z
1
 . (B.8)
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Extracting the first or the second equations together with the last equation of
(B.8) and isolating we get
uc =
Pc(1)Q
Pc(3)Q
and vc =
Pc(2)Q
Pc(3)Q
, (B.9)
where the number of the calibration matrix represents a row e.g. Pc(3) is the
third row of Pc. Similar equations are valid for the projector. A new set of
equations can be set up and solved with respect to coordinates in the world
coordinate system. The coordinates in the CCD image plane and the vertical
coordinate of the DMD image plane are expressed in three equations
uc ·Pc(3)−Pc(1) ·Q = 0 (B.10)
vc ·Pc(3)−Pc(2) ·Q = 0 (B.11)
uc ·Pp(3)−Pp(1) ·Q = 0 (B.12)
The new set of linear equations is then
 xy
z
 = A−1b (B.13)
where A is a matrix and b is a vector consisting of calibration parameters.
B.2.6 2.6 Grayscale Correction
The output of the projector is non-linear. The colors in the dark and bright
regions are flattened out, so the projector output corresponds to a gamma curve.
In the phase-shifting reconstruction it is assumed that the captured images
represent wavefronts of light with planar wave propagations. Thus the intensities
represent true cosine patterns and therefore the colors are assumed linear.
As a consequence the patterns were corrected for non-linearity of the projector
output prior to projection onto the object. A model of the projector output
(gamma curve) was mapped to a linear scale and the inverse map was then
applied on the patterns before they were projected.
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B.3 Results and Discussions
B.3.1 System Calibration
The intrinsic calibration parameters were estimated on the basis of data obtained
on two different days. The estimated errors in u and v of the image planes were
0.001 mm and 0.003 mm (SD) for the camera and the projector respectively
(pixel error of [0.24 0.30] and [1.3 1.3] respectively).
The translations of the extrinsic parameter matched the psychical location of
the camera and projector. The x-coordinates of the camera and the projector
positions are measured to be 3 mm. Psychically, the projector lens was 3 cm
above the camera lens (x direction) (the projector was turned upside down). The
reason for this difference between the measured and observed distances is that
the projector is designed to show images above the lens so it e.g. can be placed
on a table without projecting onto the table itself. The measured difference in
x was close to zero because we adjusted the visualized image planes of the CCD
and the DMD to be similar at a distance of 15 cm from the system.
B.3.2 Mannequin Head
Figure B.7 shows images of the region corresponding to the one shown in
Fig. B.2(b). The images are point clouds of the mannequin head’s surface recon-
structed without (left) and with (right) correction of the non-linear projector.
The top and bottom images are the same surface seen from two different views.
The ripples on the left images are artifacts due to the gamma-curve output of
the projector. The images to the right in Fig. B.7 are the same image with
grayscale correction and the ripples are virtually eliminated yielding a smooth
surface consistent with the scanned mannequin. The captured images were
thresholded to a value of 5% above the background. Thus dark regions as the
eyebrows and shadows are excluded and seen as white regions on the images.
Some of the exclude regions are due to occlusion which for example occurred
on the lower left part of the nose. Occlusion can be limited by expanding the
system to two cameras which also could improve the resolution further. Each
point on the surface represents an observation, and the seemingly smooth sur-
face is a result of a very low noise level of the system. This result is promising
for accurate tracking of the position between frames.
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Figure B.7: Point clouds of the mannequin head’s surface without (left) and
with (right) correction of the projector output. Top and bottom images are of
the same point cloud from two different views.
B.3.3 Plane
Figure B.8(a) shows an image of the eighteen reconstructed point clouds of
the plane at the different calibration positions. The sizes of the planes are
approximately 5×6 cm. The absolute RMSE and the relative RMSE of the
planes are seen as a function of the plane number in Fig. B.8(b) as the bold
curves. The means of the absolute and the relative errors are 0.40 mm and
0.06 mm respectively. Zhang and Huang made similar experiments in 2006
which are visualized in Fig. B.8(b) as the thin curve and seen to be between
0.10–0.22 mm [172]. That is 2.4 times higher than our results with respect
to the mean results. This result indicates improved accuracy of the scanner
when considering a relatively small measuring volume. It could be explained
by the differences in the hardware and the methods used. The main difference
compared to our method is the way the DMD images are created. Zhang and
Huang created the DMD images using correspondences between the CCD and
DMD image planes based on PSI, whereas we used feature points. Moreover the
size of the measuring volume is important for the accuracy. Our system focuses
on a small region due to motion seen in PET brain imaging of a few centimeters
and thereby gains a higher resolution of the final tracking system. It should be
noted that Zhang and Huang evaluated a larger measuring volume. They used
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a plane with a size of approximately 16×23 cm.
B.3.4 Challenges and Future Perspectives
The system was demonstrated on a mannequin head and not on human faces.
There are some challenges which have to be overcome in order to use it on
patients, including: facial motions, occlusions, and the interaction of light with
the human skin. A system with a visible light source is uncomfortable for the
patient and not suitable for face tracking. Thus the system should be modified
to use an invisible light source.
Further to using the system for tracking, it is obvious that the pose of the
frames has to be computed and the time has to be optimized. The challenges
are affordable and this preliminary study shows promising results for further
development of a tracking system.
Figure B.8: (a) Point clouds of reconstructed planes at the eighteen calibration
positions. The planes shown on the image are reconstructed using the extrinsic
parameters of the position of the top black plane where z = 0. (b) The absolute
RMSE and relative RMSE as a function of the number of the plane. The relative
error is the RMS distance to a fitted plane and the absolute error is the RMS
distance to the z plane where the plane is reconstructed using the actual position
for the extrinsic parameters. The bold curves are the same planes. The thin
curve is adapted results from Zhang and Huang of similar estimations of the
relative RMSE, 2006 [172]. Thus this curve represents 12 other planes.
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B.4 Conclusion
We have presented a first step toward an automatic and robust tracking system
for high resolution PET brain imaging. A 3D head tracking prototype was set
up and tested on a model of a high resolution PET scanner. The system was
positioned and adjusted to fit the narrow geometry of the scanner. A state-of-
the-art surface scanning technique was applied for reconstruction of 3D point
clouds and demonstrated on the setup. Results of the scanner accuracy were
shown to be accurate and reliable.
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Appendix C
Motion Tracking for Medical
Imaging: A Non-Visible
Structured Light Tracking
Approach
Oline V. Olesen, Rasmus R. Paulsen, Liselotte Højgaard, Bjarne Roed, and
Rasmus Larsen
Abstract
We present a system for head motion tracking in 3D brain imaging. The system
is based on facial surface reconstruction and tracking using a structured light
(SL) scanning principle. The system is designed to fit into narrow 3D medical
scanner geometries limiting the field-of-view. It is tested in a clinical setting on
the high resolution research tomograph (HRRT), Siemens PET scanner with a
head phantom and volunteers. The SL system is compared to a commercial op-
tical tracking system, the Polaris Vicra system, from NDI based on translatory
and rotary ground truth motions of the head phantom. The accuracy of the
systems was similar, with root-mean-square (RMS) errors of 0.09◦ for ±20◦ ax-
ial rotations, and RMS errors of 0.26 mm for ±25 mm translations. Tests were
made using 1) a light emitting diode (LED) based miniaturized video projector,
the Pico projector from Texas Instruments, and 2) a customized version of this
projector replacing a visible light LED with a 850 nm near infrared LED. The
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latter system does not provide additional discomfort by visible light projection
into the patient’s eyes. The main advantage over existing head motion tracking
devices, including the Polaris Vicra system, is that it is not necessary to place
markers on the patient. This provides a simpler workflow and eliminates uncer-
tainties related to marker attachment and stability. We show proof-of-concept of
a markerless tracking system especially designed for clinical use with promising
results.
C.1 Introduction
The tomographic reconstruction of 3D and time varying 3D medical images from
a series of scanning modalities including X-Ray, computed tomography (CT),
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and positron emission tomography (PET)
requires sequential data recording over time. Patient motion during acquisition
time will result in a lower image quality or even render the examination useless
for PET imaging [58]. Our focus is on the Siemens High Resolution Research
Tomograph (HRRT) PET scanner, which is a brain scanner with an isotropic
spatial resolution of 1.4 mm [115]. Motion induced image degradation increases
with increasing scanner resolution and thus head motion counteracts the techno-
logical advances of high resolution scanners. The probability of patient motion
occurring increases with acquisition time. For structural or anatomical imagery,
patient motion can sometimes be estimated and compensated directly from the
scan recordings, e.g. in cardiac MRI [152] and lung CT [36]. For functional 3D
scans such as PET and fMRI low contrast and spatially sparse events hampers
the direct estimation of motion from the recordings themselves, and external
motion detection and tracking is preferred [123, 129, 132, 167]. An optical real
time motion tracking system (Polaris System, Northern Digital Inc.) has been
preferred for human studies [93].
An alternative optical tracker demonstrated on animals includes [53,164]. These
systems register 3–6 infrared retro reflecting markers fixed in a position relative
to each other. They are either glued onto the animal directly or mounted onto a
tracking tool and then fixed to the subject. For human head tracking different
types of band-aid, helmets, wet-caps, or goggles have been implemented. In a
clinical setting attaching markers is an additional element in a busy work flow,
additional discomfort to the patient, and with some of the fixation solution listed
above the markers are likely to move independently of the patient’s head with
head motion giving rise to erroneous motion estimates. Experience also shows
that a marker based tracking system has problems registering the markers in
the narrow scanner geometry and the accuracy of the system affects the motion
correction results.
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Figure C.1: Photographs of a volunteer outside (top) and inside (bottom) the
HRRT PET scanner with the SL system in the front mounted on the gantry.
The purpose of our research is to develop a new 3D head tracking system that
(1) does not need any markers; (2) fits to the narrow geometry of the Siemens
HRRT PET scanner; (3) is comfortable for the patients; and (4) can potentially
be built into future PET scanners. Instead of tracking a geometrical object
attached to the patient’s head we propose to track the face itself. The human
face has a rich collection of texture and color variations including common fea-
tures, e.g. eyes, eyebrows, mouth, lips, and person specific features, e.g. moles.
However, as we want to infer brain motion we concentrate on geometrical fea-
tures that are less variant to facial expression, e.g. nose tip, the bridge of the
nose, and cheekbones. These features are almost featureless in color and texture
space and are characterized by their surface curvature and joint organization.
A stereo vision system using structured light is an ideal way of recovering the
surface of such color and texture less structures. By projecting a pattern onto
the surface of interest we obtain surface features that when observed in a cam-
era given proper geometrical calibration can be used to recover 3D surface point
clouds. Different structured light patterns have been suggested including binary
patterns, gray codes, phase shift gray scale patterns, stripe and grid indexing,
and hybrid methods. [48] provides a comprehensive survey. A competitive tech-
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nique providing a balance between the number of projections required and the
complexity of the computations as well as providing subpixel resolution is the
phase-shifting interferometry (PSI) method [43].
In order to track motion the recovered 3D point clouds must be aligned to
a reference position. The limited system field-of-view (FOV) composed of: the
camera projection FOV, facial geometry, and the size of rotation and translation
will result in a limited overlap between the acquired point clouds. Thus a
resistant and robust iterative closest point (ICP) alignment to an initial pre-
computed template surface can be used to estimate rigid body motion of the
head inside the scanner tunnel. The classical ICP algorithm [13] registers and
aligns two point clouds with no prior correspondence. Several efficient variants
of the ICP algorithm have been published [139].
In [111] we have shown first results using such a SL system based on projection
of visible light patterns. In Fig. C.1 this prototype system is shown mounted on
the Siemens HRRT scanner with a volunteer outside and inside the scanner. For
the purpose of illustration the system is shown with the visible light projector
such that the projected stripe pattern can be seen on the face of the volunteer.
The system consists of a central video projector and two laterally placed cam-
eras. The scanner imposes severe restrictions on the placement of cameras and
projector and the subjects face is viewed at an oblique angle. While this system
fulfills the requirements that it does not need markers, fits to the scanner geom-
etry, and can potentially be built into future PET scanners it will also provide
potential discomfort to the patient by shining light directly into the patients
eyes.
In this system the illuminated area is chosen to be large enough to cover rele-
vant parts of the facial geometry and small enough to primarily illuminate the
face. Restrictions are at the same time imposed by the scanner geometry. The
result can be seen in Fig. C.1. For large rotations and translations the overlap
between the illuminated areas may be as low as 50%. Due to this partial overlap
of point clouds a point rejection approach is applied with the ICP algorithm.
Points matched to the border of the reference point cloud are rejected. This is
non-trivial for raw point clouds. To overcome this, we represent our reference
as a triangulated template surface computed using a state-of-the-art surface
reconstruction algorithm [117]. Compared, to the popular Poisson surface re-
construction algorithm [82], the Markov Random Field surface reconstruction
algorithm [117] deals particularly well with human body scans.
In this paper we present a new NIR-SL system based on a near infrared (NIR)
video projector realized by customization of a Texas Instruments Pico projector.
The system fulfills the requirement of not providing additional discomfort to
the patient. We will review the PSI method and the point cloud alignment.
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Moreover, we will provide quantitative evaluations of the performance of the
SL and NIR-SL and compare these to the commercially available Polaris Vicra
system. We demonstrate the system on a volunteer inside the HRRT PET
scanner while not exposing the volunteer to any radioactivity.
C.2 System Requirements
The tracking system must satisfy a number of technical and clinical require-
ments: (1) The registration of the position must be estimated simultaneously
so that a detected PET event known as a line-of-response (LOR) can be repo-
sitioned before the PET image reconstruction; (2) The tracking volume must
cover the range of the possible head motion in the HRRT scanner; (3) The sys-
tem must fit the narrow geometry of the PET scanner; (4) The accuracy of the
tracking system has to be better than the spatial resolution of the PET scanner,
otherwise the motion correction will increase the blurring instead of reducing it;
(5) The system must not interfere with the PET acquisition; (6) The sample fre-
quency has to be at least twice as high as the frequency of head motion to avoid
aliasing, according to the Nyquist criterion. However, due to the relatively low
count rate in PET, a tracking frequency of 5–10 Hz is adequate [93] or even less
if applying the frame repositioning motion correction method [123]. The clinical
requirements are at least as important as the technical requirements. To be a
part of clinical routines the tracking system must be: (1) Simple to use with a
preference for a fully automated system; (2) The tracking system must have an
easy interface with the PET scanner; (3) It must be robust and have a flexible
design to be a part of the daily routine; (4) The system must be comfortable
for the patients, since an uncomfortable patient will introduce motion which is
counterproductive for both the patient’s well-being and the image quality; (5)
Finally the hygiene requirements of hospital use have to be met.
Commercial surface scanners are available. However they are not compatible
with high resolution PET brain scanners for the following reasons. They do not
fit the narrow scanner geometry, are not fast enough as a tracking system, and
do not use an invisible light source. A visible light source is uncomfortable for
the patients and might introduce motion or at worst may interrupt the scanning.
C.3 Materials and Methods
We intend to integrate a 3D surface scanner into the HRRT PET brain scanner
and use it to track patient motion during the PET scans. At each tracking frame
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a partial 3D point cloud of the patient’s head is processed in the tracker coor-
dinate system and aligned to an initial template surface reconstruction referred
to as the reference target.
C.3.1 Structured light tracking system
The SL system consists of a digital light processing (DLP) projector (DLP
Pico Projector, Texas Instruments) with HVGA resolution (480× 320) and two
gray scale charge coupled device (CCD) cameras (Point Grey Research) with
a resolution of 1288 × 964. The SL system is designed to match the narrow
scanner geometry of the HRRT PET scanner with a flexible design that is easy
to mount on the scanner gantry. The SL system mounted on the gantry of the
HRRT PET scanner is shown in Fig. C.2 just above the patient tunnel. The
image plane of the DLP projector consists of micro mirrors that are switched on
and off to control every pixel of the projected image. This recent technology has
improved the quality of the image projection and made it possible to achieve
submillimeter accuracy of surface measurements [43]. The size of this digital
micro mirror device (DMD) is 2.42 mm × 3.63 mm and the size of the CCD
chip is 3.60 mm × 4.80 mm. The cameras and projector are connected to
a computer and synchronized through a custom software setup. Patterns are
projected onto the patient’s face and captured as images by the CCDs. The
region of interest (ROI) is around the bridge of the nose, seen as the bright
region in Fig. C.1 bottom. This ROI is chosen due to limited facial motions at
the bridge of the nose and because of the high surface curvatures. The system
was optimized to have the camera positioned 10–20 cm from the subject and the
distance between the projector lens and the camera lens was 8.5 cm resulting in
an angle of 30 degrees between the image axis of the camera and the projector.
Figure C.2: Photographs of the mannequin head mounted to a rotary stage
inside the HRRT PET scanner in two positions; (a) 0 degrees and (b) -20 degrees.
The motor stage is seen in the bottom and the Polaris sensor in the back (the
tracking tool can just be discerned above the forehead).
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The SL system was modified with a NIR light emitting diode (LED) in order
to meet the clinical requirements for such a system. The system has to be
comfortable for the patients and shifting patterns of visible light projecting into
the eyes of the patients is not acceptable during long acquisitions. A prototype
of the NIR-SL system is seen in Fig. C.3 with a specially designed DLP projector
(DLP Pico Projector, modified). One of the original three LEDs was bypassed
by a NIR LED connected to a separate power supply allowing for adjustment
of the light intensity. The inserted LED was cooled by an external fan fixed to
the system.
Figure C.3: The NIR-SL system with a modified Pico DLP. In the top a cooling
fan is directed at the LED fixed to a copper plate.
C.3.2 Tracking experiments
1) Phantom study: The performance of the tracking approach was evaluated
by a set of experiments on the HRRT PET scanner with simultaneous tracking
using the Polaris Vicra system. A mannequin head was placed inside the patient
tunnel as seen in Fig. C.2. It was mounted onto a nanorotary motor stage from
Thorlabs. The stage made it possible to perform highly controllable rotations
of the head. The stage was programmed to rotate in steps of 5 degrees from -20
to 20 degrees. The movements were repeated nine times. At each stationary
position a set of four phase-shift images were captured with the SL systems.
Furthermore, the phantom was translated in the axial direction in steps of 10
mm across 6 positions repeated four times. Axial translation is often seen when
patients are moving their legs or relaxing neck and shoulders. The performed
translation steps were measured with a sliding canvas with an estimated accu-
racy of ±0.01 mm. At each experiment a 3D point cloud was reconstructed
using PSI as described in Section C.3.4. This study extends the experiment
described in [111].
We used the zero degrees position as the reference position and the pose of
the head is estimated relative to this position. The alignment method has also
been improved to handle greater motion compared to [111]. This was done by
increasing the partial overlap between the reference target and the 3D point
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clouds at each tracking frame. The reference target was based on 3D point
clouds captured outside the HRRT PET scanner just before the subject entered
the scanner. Thus a larger region of the face surface was represented in the
reference target compared to [111] where point clouds from the initial position
inside the HRRT PET scanner were reconstructed and used as the reference
target. The reference target was moved into the position at zero degrees before
the pose estimation of the 3D point clouds. The Polaris Vicra tracking tool was
fixed to the forehead of the mannequin head as for patients to track the head
motions during the PET acquisition [109]. While the Thorlabs stage provides
baseline rotation data, the Polaris Vicra system recorded the motions of the head
simultaneously with the image capturing of the SL system. Figure C.2 shows
the set up of the experiments where the SL system is seen in the front and
the Polaris sensor is seen in the back behind the patient tunnel. Figure C.2(a)
shows the head in the reference position at zero degrees and Fig. C.2(b) shows
the most extreme rotation of the head to the left at -20 degrees. The Polaris
Vicra system directly provides a 3 × 3 rotation matrix R (with elements Rij)
and a translation vector t with respect to a reference position. The SL systems
uses a software package Sumatra [118] for the ICP alignment returning R and
t. To be able to compare the rigid motion estimates from the SL systems and
the Polaris Vicra system with the baseline translations and baseline rotations
provided by the Thorlabs stage, the rotation angle θ, direction of rotation axis
v, and a point on the line c is determined from R and t [70]:
θ = arccos ((trace(R)− 1)/2) (C.1)
v =
1
2 sin(θ)
[
R32 −R23 R13 −R31 R21 −R12
]T
c = (I−R)−1t,
where I is the identity matrix.
2) Human study: We tested the system on a volunteer inside the HRRT PET
scanner combined with the Polaris Vicra tracking. The volunteer was positioned
as a patient would be and fixed using a vacuum bag as is normally done in the
clinical routine at Rigshospitalet, Copenhagen. A reference target was obtained
outside the HRRT PET scanner just before the subject entered the PET scan-
ner. The reference target was constructed by aligning 3D point clouds recorded
in four different SL system positions and reconstructing a triangulated surface
representation. In this way the reference target has full coverage of the face.
Inside the HRRT PET scanner the volunteer was asked to move the head into
fourteen different positions corresponding to movements often observed in PET
brain imaging; (1) sidewise rotation, (2) upward rotation, and (3) axial transla-
tion. The registered motions are evaluated by comparing the angle of rotation
relative to a mean position for each of the systems using Eq. (C.1). The mean
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rotation R is determined as [57]:
R = arg min
R
∑
i
θ2
(
R−1Ri
)
≈ arg min
R
∑
i
3− trace (R−1Ri)
= arg max
R
∑
i
trace
(
R−1Ri
)
= arg max
R
trace
(
R−1
∑
i
Ri
)
(C.2)
The solution to (C.2) is found by singular value decomposition (SVD)
∑
i Ri =
UDV. Introducing the matrix S = diag(1, 1,det(UV)) we have the mean
rotation given as
R = USV (C.3)
C.3.3 Pose estimation
We wanted to estimate the rigid body transformation from the current 3D scan
to the reference scan. The scans are unstructured point clouds where approxi-
mate estimates of the point normals exist. We are using a specialized version of
the ICP algorithm [13]. Initially, two surfaces for each camera respectively are
created based on 2–4 scan positions. Both cameras produce a 3D point cloud
representation of the part of the head in its FOV. Scans for each camera are
aligned and merged to create a reference target that covers the FOV of each
camera using the method described in [118]. In this method the surfaces are
created using the Markov Random Field surface reconstruction algorithm [117].
It is based on an implicit description of the surface combined with a regular-
ization step that makes it well suited for human body scans. Since the surface
reconstruction algorithm by default computes surfaces that extend beyond the
point cloud, a postprocessing step is needed where the surface is cropped to fit
the point cloud. This is done by removing parts of the surface that are not
supported by reliable input points. Support is defined as being within a dis-
tance d of an input point, where d is estimated as the average neighbor distance
in the input point cloud. The result is a polygonised surface patch, where the
edge vertices are defined as having only one adjacent triangle. For each point
in the current scan, the closest point on the triangulated surface is found using
a kD-tree based approach. If the point falls on an edge vertex, the point match
is discarded. The remaining point matches are used to compute the rigid body
transformation using the solution found in [70]. Using this method the trans-
formation bringing the current scan into alignment with the reference surface
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is computed. Prior to the alignment noisy points, non connected points, and
small isolated clusters of points were excluded from the point cloud, following
the approach from [117]. The alignment of the partial face surfaces into the ref-
erence target is computed twice. In the first round, the point clouds are aligned
to a target representing most of the face to generate a robust prealignment. In
the second alignment round the target is reduced to include the stable part of
the face reconstruction just around the nose bridge.
C.3.4 3D point cloud generation
We use PSI to determine the correspondence between the two image planes;
the projector image plane (up, vp) and the image plane of one of the cameras
(uc, vc) (see Fig. C.4). From a series of three captured interferograms (2D
images) the wave front phase is computed and converted to line positions on
the projector image plane [73]. Thus a given phase of cosine patterns Ik(up, vp)
on the captured images cIk(uc, vc) correspond to a position on the projector
image plane after phase unwrapping. The cosine patterns are generated by:
Ik(up, vp) = a
(
1 + cos(
2pi
p
up + sk)
)
+ b,
sk =
2pi
3
(k − 2) and k = 1, 2, 3,
were a is the amplitude, b is the bias, sk is the shift, and k is the pattern number
of the cosine function. This results in the three captured interferograms:
cIk(uc, vc) = Iav + Imod cos (ϕ(uc, vc) + sk) ,
with the three unknowns; the phase ϕ(uc, vc), the average of the intensity Iav,
and the modulation of the intensity Imod. Solving the above equation gives the
phase:
ϕ(uc, vc) = arctan
(√
3
cI1(uc, vc)− cI3(uc, vc)
2cI2(uc, vc)− cI1(uc, vc)− cI3(uc, vc)
)
Since the phase is periodic, the phase has to be unwrapped to achieve a contin-
uous phase image. Several methods to perform phase unwrapping exist. Exper-
iments showed that the method described in [63] performs well with our data.
This method is a two-dimensional path-independent algorithm where the image
is divided into regions based on the 2pi phase jumps.
The points on the image planes are converted into 3D coordinates using a simple
pinhole model for both the cameras and the projector and assuming the calibra-
tions parameters for all three components are known. The calibration matrices
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Figure C.4: Sketch of the relation between the world coordinate system (x, y, z)
and the image planes for one camera (uc, vc) and the projector (up, vp). Q is
a point in the tracker coordinate system and qc and qp are points in the CCD
image plane and the DMD image plane respectively.
of the cameras Pc1 and Pc2 and the projector Pp are 3 × 4 matrices and from
the perspective camera model we have for one camera:
qc = PcQ or
s[ uc vc 1 ]
T = Pc[ X Y Z 1 ]
T.
This can be combined into:
uc =
Pc(1)Q
Pc(3)Q
and vc =
Pc(2)Q
Pc(3)Q
,
where the number of the calibration matrix represents a row e.g. Pc(3) is the
third row of Pc. Similar equations are valid for the projector. A new set of
equations can be set up and solved with respect to coordinates in the tracker
coordinate system. The coordinates in the CCD image plane and the vertical
coordinate of the DMD:
uc ·Pc(3)−Pc(1) ·Q = 0
vc ·Pc(3)−Pc(2) ·Q = 0
up ·Pp(3)−Pp(1) ·Q = 0
The new set of linear equations yields a 3D point in the tracker coordinate
system:
s[ X Y Z ]T = A−1b,
where A is a matrix and b is a vector consisting of calibration parameters.
Further details of the system calibration and 3D coordinate computations can
be found in [108].
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C.4 Experimental Results
Figure C.5 (top) shows the 3D point clouds at the nine different positions from
-20 degrees to 20 degrees (left to right) for one of the nine experiments with the
mannequin head. The red and the blue point clouds represent the right and left
camera respectively. As seen, the point clouds are highly detailed with little
noise and outliers, demonstrating the high spatial resolution of the system. The
right camera has a more favorable angular position with respect to the surface
for the negative rotations, and the left camera for the positive rotations. Thus,
we have used point clouds for the camera with the largest angle between the
image axis and the surface as shown on Fig. C.5. The point clouds are aligned
into the reference target and two results of the ICP alignment are shown in
Fig. C.5 (bottom) at ±10 degrees from the right and left camera, respectively.
In Fig. C.5 (bottom), the color coding of the aligned scans represents the in-
dividual per-point alignment error. It is computed as the distance from the
point to the closest point on the reference target seen in the back. The errors
between the reference target and the aligned points are in the order of 0–0.2
mm with the largest errors around the eyes. The medians of the point errors in
Fig. C.5(bottom) are 0.10 mm and 0.09 mm.
Figure C.5: Results of the mannequin head experiment. Top: 3D point clouds
at the nine positions. Left to right from -20 degrees to 20 degrees. Blue images
represent the left camera and red images represent the right camera. Bottom:
ICP alignment at two positions ±10 degrees. Alignments into the reference
target are shown on top of the reference surfaces. The colors represent the
errors [mm] as the distance to target.
As previously mentioned, the motion of the Thorlabs stage is considered the
ground truth motion. The errors of the estimated motion are plotted as a
function of the ground truth motion in Fig. C.6. In Fig. C.6 (top) the results
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from variation in the rotation is shown. The blue and red points represent
estimates from the SL system’s left and right camera, respectively. The black
points are the simultaneously captured results from the Polaris Vicra system.
Figure C.6: Comparison of the SL system, NIR-SL system, and the Polaris Vi-
cra system; Rotation study: (top) differences between the estimated and the
performed rotations as a function of the performed rotation. Polaris Vicra ro-
tation experiment 3 has errors > 0.5 degrees and not represented in the plot.
Translation study: (middle) differences between the estimated and the per-
formed translations as a function of the performed translation. (bottom) The
estimated absolute rotations that ideally should be 0 degrees for the translation
study.
The errors of the SL system are less than 0.2 degrees from the performed rotation
when using the right camera (red) for negative rotations and the left camera
(blue) for the positive rotation with a RMS error of 0.089 degrees. This is
a similar result as the Polaris Vicra system, which has a RMS error of 0.086
degrees. One of the Polaris Vicra tracking (experiment no. 3) is treated as an
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outlier and not included in the RMS error. We can not operate the NIR-SL
system simultaneously with the Polaris Vicra system since both systems used
light at 850 nm and would influence each others estimates. The NIR-SL systems
has been used for the same experiment in a second run and the resulting errors
are plotted in light blue. The NIR-SL system has a RMS of 0.061 degrees.
In Fig. C.6 (middle) the results from varying the translation is shown. Here we
compare the NIR-SL system to the Polaris Vicra system. Again the experiment
is done in two runs, one for the NIR-SL system, and one for the Polaris Vicra
system in order to avoid interference. The light blue and magenta points repre-
sent estimates from the NIR-SL systems left and right camera, respectively. The
black points are the results from the Polaris Vicra system. The RMS for NIR-
SL (left) is 0.24 mm, for NIR-SL (right) is 0.28 mm, and for Polaris 0.18 mm.
In Fig. 6 (bottom) the estimated absolute rotations for the translation study
are shown. These should ideally be zero degrees. The light blue and magenta
points represent estimates from the NIR-SL systems left and right camera, re-
spectively. The black points are the results from the Polaris Vicra system. The
NIR-SL system deviations are below 0.2 degrees. The Polaris Vicra ranges up
to 1.7 degrees. The large deviation for the Polaris may be ascribed to the longer
distance between the sensor and the object for this system.
Furthermore, we have tested the SL system on a volunteer in the HRRT PET
scanner. The purpose is to demonstrate the clinical usability of the system. The
position of the volunteer was registered in fourteen poses and estimated relative
to the mean position. The subject had translated 5–43 mm and rotated 1–21
degrees compared to the mean position. Figure C.7 shows the results of the
relative rotation in the fourteen recorded head poses and compares the three
systems; the left SL system, the right SL system, and the Polaris Vicra system.
The standard deviation (SD) between the differences of the systems are; (1)
SD(Pol-SLleft) = 0.85
o, (2) SD(Pol-SLright) = 0.97
o, and (3) SD(SLleft-SLright)
= 0.41o. It is seen that the difference between the systems increases with the
angle of rotation from the centre, cf. Fig. C.7.
Figure C.8 shows the 3D point clouds before (left) and after (right) the ICP
alignment to the reference target for two head poses. These are pose 7 and pose
10 which are close to the head poses shown in Fig. C.1. These poses are moved
approximately 8 mm and 3 degrees for pose 7 and 35 mm and 19 degrees for
pose 10 compared to the reference position. As seen in Fig. C.8, parts of the
unaligned point clouds (left) are missing from the aligned point clouds (right).
These parts are excluded either due to detected errors or simply due to occlusion
and shadowing. The mean of the median values of these point errors is 0.19 mm
(±SD = 0.02 mm) for the two poses shown in Fig. C.8(right). It is noted that
the per point errors for the two poses are similar even though pose 10 is one of
the outlying poses.
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Figure C.7: Comparison of the left SL system, the right SL system, and the
Polaris Vicra system on a human test subject ; the estimated relative rotation
to a mean rotation for fourteen positions. No Polaris data for pose 12 due to
too few markers registered by the Polaris sensor.
Figure C.8: Human surface scans inside the HRRT PET scanner in pose 7 and
pose 10. These poses almost correspond to the positions shown in Fig. C.1. 3D
point clouds before (left images) and after (right images) the ICP alignment of
the left (blue) and right (red) system. The colors on the right images represent
the distance [mm] to the target.
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Finally, we demonstrate that the NIR illumination has the same performance
for surface registration as visual light illumination. Figure C.9 shows results
of the NIR-SL system for a human volunteer. This experiment was conducted
outside the HRRT PET scanner with the volunteer sitting upright in a chair with
support for the back and not for the head. The centroids of the reconstructed
3D point clouds from the four positions were 31–46 mm from the centroid of
the reference target. The main motions were axial/downward translation and
sidewise rotation which are typical motions seen in PET brain imaging. The
captured images are non-blurred and have high contrast (utilizing approximately
80% of the 8 bit colors). This supports the high quality of the captured images
using the NIR LED. The reconstructed 3D point clouds correspond to the regions
of the scanned surface. The errors of the ICP alignment are less than 0.5 mm
for the majority of regions. The mean of the median values of these point errors
are 0.29 mm (±SD = 0.09 mm)(compared to 0.19 mm (±SD = 0.02 mm) for
the visual light illumination). Small areas especially at the borders and the nose
have errors > 1 mm seen as the red areas (Fig. C.9).
Figure C.9: NIR-SL results. Left: Captured regions with the two cameras.
Right: Errors [mm] of the alignment on top of the triangulated reference target.
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C.5 Discussion
A structured light system developed to register 3D head motion was applied to
a clinical setting and shown to work given narrow scanner geometries such as
the HRRT PET scanner. The design is miniaturized, flexible, and does not need
any markers. These qualities make the system usable and valuable in a clinical
setting. A markerless system is also timesaving and hygienic in terms of hospital
use. Another important advance of not using markers is the elimination of the
major source of error when attaching markers onto the head. When using the
Polaris Vicra system there is potential risk that the tracking tool moves relative
to the skull either because of the attachment or movements not related to the
skull such as facial movements. Facial movements can obviously also introduce
tracking errors with the SL system. However, this system relies on thousands
of points thereby improving the robustness of the transformation estimation.
The structured light system was realized in both visible and NIR versions, SL
and NIR-SL, respectively. The two systems were compared to the Polaris Vicra
system on a phantom set up in order to get ground truth motions. The accuracy
of the SL system was equal to the Polaris Vicra system with a RMS error of
0.09 degrees for axial rotation from -20 to 20 degrees and a RMS error of 0.26
mm for translation over a range of 50 mm (Fig. C.6).
This result is supported by the accuracy found in [111] for a similar experiment.
Thus on a rigid object where the tool is fixed the accuracy of both systems are
in the order of a few tenths of a millimeter for the brain region, e.g. if a head is
rotating around the point of contact in the back head the displacement of the
frontal brain lobe 10 cm away for a 0.09 degrees rotation is tan(0.09◦) · 10 cm =
0.16 mm.
We believe this accuracy is representative of the achievable accuracy on humans
since some aspects can be improved such as facial movements, time of image
capturing, and combining the left and right systems as explained below. The
accuracy are an order of magnitude less than the current resolution of the HRRT
PET scanner.
A human volunteer study was performed inside the HRRT PET scanner to
demonstrate the SL and NIR-SL systems usability for the HRRT PET scanner
on humans. We have shown detailed 3D point clouds of the face surfaces which
are aligned to the target with a median of the per point error of around 0.2 mm
(Fig. C.8). These errors are due to reflectance of the light, noise, and motion.
The output transformations from the SL system are based on thousands of
points and thus the accuracy of the rigid body transformation is expected to
be << 1 mm. From the comparison of the systems in fourteen head poses we
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find twice as good agreement between the two SL systems (SD(SLleft-SLright)
= 0.41o) compared to the agreement between the Polaris Vicra system and one
of the SL systems (SD(Pol-SLleft) = 0.85
o and SD(Pol-SLright) = 0.97
o). Some
poses have significant larger difference with the Polaris Vicra system (Fig. C.7)
for which we have no unique explanation. It could be due to the calibration of
the SL system or motion of the Polaris tracking tool. We observed that the per
point alignment error (Fig. C.8) was not related to the size of the performed
motion. The difference between the left and right SL system is at the same level
as for the phantom experiment if we do not only consider the system with the
best angular position relative to the surface. Therefore, the accuracy of a total
SL system is improved by combining information from the left and right system
taking the angular distortion into account or simply excluding point clouds with
normals perpendicular to the image axis.
We have presented a miniaturized NIR-SL system for 3D head tracking. In
this system, the visible LED of the original Texas Instruments Pico DLP was
replaced with a NIR LED. We demonstrated the system on a human volunteer
for four different head poses. The 3D point clouds are highly detailed as for
the visible system. The median of the aligned per point errors is 50% larger
than for the human volunteer study with the visible SL system. This could be
explained by the differences between the experiments. In the NIR-SL case, the
volunteer was sitting in a chair without head support, whereas for the SL case
the volunteer was lying in the HRRT PET scanner with head support. This set
up might have introduced some motion during the image capturing of a set of
images of 3–4 seconds. The rate of the image capturing has not been optimized
for these prototypes of the SL system.
Based on the detailed point clouds, the results of the aligned point clouds, and
comparing the quality of the captured images we expect to obtain the same
accuracy of this system compared to the visible SL system. The results with
the NIR-SL system are representative for the experiments we have performed
inside the HRRT PET scanner. This error indicates that the system will be
able to accurately determine the pose changes for real humans in a clinical
environment with simultaneous PET acquisition. In order to realize motion
compensated HRRT PET imaging based on the NIR-SL system time synchro-
nization between the HRRT PET scanner and the NIR-SL must be established,
the HRRT PET and NIR-SL coordinate system must be aligned, the NIR-SL
must be configured to run continuously, and an algorithm for motion compen-
sated reconstruction must be in place. Basically, two approaches can be taken
for motion compensation depending on the nature of the motions of the study
subjects. The multiple acquisition frames method assumes that the subject lies
still for longer periods of time interrupted by short periods of motion [123]. The
motion tracking device is used to identify these periods of no motion. For each
such period a PET image (frame) is reconstructed using standard algorithm.
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The frames are then combined to a reconstructed PET image in a second step.
An alternative method does not make an assumption of the motion pattern but
requires continuous estimates of pose [22]. In this case each PET event (LOR)
is repositioned before using a standard reconstruction method.
C.6 Conclusion
We present a compact vision system based on a customized Texas Instruments
Pico DLP projector fitted with a NIR LED. The system is adapted for motion
correction in high resolution PET brain imaging. While the system’s accuracy is
comparable with the current state-of-the-art optical trackers, it is more flexible
and the system is fully automatic and does not rely on markers. Furthermore,
the NIR LED ensures a more comfortable experience for the patients. This is
a step toward a fully automatic tracking system designed for the HRRT PET
brain scanner, but with potential use in other scanners and imaging modalities
where an external tracking system is currently needed.
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3D Surface Realignment
Tracking for Medical Imaging:
A Phantom Study with PET
Motion Correction
Oline V. Olesen, Rasmus R. Paulsen, Rasmus R. Jensen, Sune H. Keller,
Merence Sibomana, Liselotte Højgaard, Bjarne Roed, and Rasmus Larsen.
Abstract
We present a complete system for motion correction in high resolution brain
positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. The system is based on a com-
pact structured light scanner mounted above the patient tunnel of the Siemens
High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT) PET brain scanner. The struc-
tured light system is equipped with a near infrared diode and uses phase-shift
interferometry (PSI) to compute 3D point clouds of the forehead of the patient.
These 3D point clouds are progressively aligned to a reference surface, thereby
giving the head pose changes. The estimated pose changes are used to reposition
a sequence of reconstructed PET frames. To align the structured light system
with the PET coordinate system, a novel registration algorithm based on the
PET transmission scan and an initial surface has been developed. The perfor-
mance of the complete setup has been evaluated using a custom-made phantom,
based on a plastic mannequin head equipped with two positron-emitting line
sources. Two experiments were performed. The first simulates rapid and short
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head movements, while the second simulates slow and continuous movements.
In both cases, the system was able to produce PET scans with focused PET
reconstructions. The system is nearly ready for clinical testing.
D.1 Introduction
Patient head movement during high resolution brain positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) scanning will cause blurring and ghosting [58]. The low count rate
and resulting low contrast makes it almost impossible to perform motion cor-
rection on raw PET data, and therefore most methods rely on external tracking
of the head movement [123, 129, 132, 167]. The Polaris Vicra (Northern Digital
Inc.) tracking system has been used as the reference on many PET installa-
tions [93]. While the Polaris system is well tested and accurate, it suffers from
problems related to attaching optical markers to the patient’s head. Experience
shows that in a clinical setting, the markers are difficult to attach such that
they stay in position during the entire scan. A markerless system that fits into
the narrow PET tunnel will improve the clinical acceptance and the diagnostic
value of PET brain scans.
We have previously described a structured light based system that is based on a
small projector and two small cameras [111] for tracking patient head pose. This
system has been modified as described below and it is referred to as Tracoline.
The Tracoline system has been designed to fit into the patient tunnel of the
Siemens High Resolution Research Tomograph (HRRT) PET brain scanner.
The HRRT PET scanner has a spatial resolution down to 1.4 mm [116] and is
therefore well suited for testing new motion correction methods. The Tracoline
system is based on the progressive reconstruction of 3D surfaces of the upper face
region of the patient in the scanner. The pose changes are found by computing
the rigid transformation between the current scan and the initial surface scan.
The system described in [111] was based on visible light and did not operate in
real time. Visible light scanners are not suited for repeated human facial scans.
Furthermore, to be functional the system needs to acquire frames sufficiently
fast to faithfully capture patient head movements. In this paper, we describe
a system using invisible light with a camera acquisition rate of 30 frames per
second.
While the previous paper focused on measuring the accuracy of the structured
light tracking system using a rotation stage as ground truth [111], the real
interest is the improvement of the PET scans. To be able to evaluate the
quality improvement of the PET scan, a scan using a radioactive tracer must be
performed. A common approach is to use a phantom and compare the resulting
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Figure D.1: Left: The patient tunnel of the HRRT PET scanner with the Tra-
coline system mounted. The phantom is mounted on a rotating stage rotated to
the right (-10 degrees). Right: The phantom including one of the two radioac-
tive line sources. It is placed in the head in the same angle as shown here to
simulate the brain.
PET scan with the known geometry of the phantom [116]. We have therefore
designed a customized phantom with a radioactive source and used this in the
evaluation of the Tracoline based motion correction. Our system setup with the
Tracoline system and the custom phantom can be seen in Fig. D.1. Compared
to other external tracking systems, where the geometric alignment between the
tracking system and the PET scanner can be problematic, we investigate a novel
alignment approach based on aligning the Tracoline system scan directly to the
PET transmission scan.
D.2 Experiments and Methods
The Tracoline system consists of two Point Grey Flea2 cameras (1288×964 pix-
els), each running at 30 frames per second. The Pico Digital Light Processing
(DLP) projector from Texas Instruments is used to project phase-modulated
patterns. One of the light diodes of the Pico projector has been replaced with a
near infrared (NIR) diode resulting in a non-visible projected pattern. The pro-
jector is controlled by a GFM Pico developer kit board that also sends trigger
pulses to the cameras, in order to synchronize the projected patterns and the
shutter of the cameras. A multi-threaded C++ program running on a standard
portable computer acquires the real time camera data and stores them as im-
age files. The 3D point cloud generation, surface reconstruction, and alignment
are done in a post-processing step. The Tracoline system and HRRT PET ac-
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quisition computer are synchronized through an internal network time protocol
(NTP) server.
The 3D point cloud generation is based on phase-shifting interferometry
(PSI) [73] where a set of 2D interferograms are projected and projector-camera
correspondence can be found using phase unwrapping. This is explained in
detail in [73, 111]. While three patterns are used in [111], the system is now
extended to use six patterns with varying wavelengths to make the phase un-
wrapping more robust to discontinuities in the surface. Since each point cloud
computation requires six frames, the effective tracking frequency is 5 Hz. A sur-
face is reconstructed using a modern algorithm [117] based on the point cloud
acquired in the initial position. The facial pose changes are then found by rigidly
aligning the following surface scans to this reference surface using an optimized,
iterative, closest point (ICP) algorithm [166].
To correct for motion, we need to know the transformation between the HRRT
PET scanner coordinate system and the Tracoline system. To estimate this
transformation, we use the transmission scan of the HRRT PET scanner, which
is also used for the attenuation and scatter correction within normal PET re-
construction. The transmission scan is a voxel volume similar to a computed
tomography (CT) scan. The initial reference surface scan is captured by the
Tracoline system during the transmission scan, thus creating correspondence.
The transformation is computed using a pseudo-ICP algorithm [139]. The sur-
face scan is scaled to fit the volume, and manually rotated and translated into
an initial position. To find correspondence between surface sample points and
the volume, the volume is sampled in the normal direction (both positive and
negative) of the surface scan to find the point with maximum gradient. Knowing
the general orientation of the patient in the PET scanner, we use the absolute
gradient in the x (left/right) and z (axial) direction and the negative gradient
for the y (anterior/posterior) direction:
∆f =
∣∣∣∣∂f∂x
∣∣∣∣− ∂f∂y +
∣∣∣∣∂f∂z
∣∣∣∣
With a point correspondence, a rigid transformation is found using the closed-
form loop to estimate the absolute transformation [70]. With an initialization,
transformation, this process is iterated until the transformation of the Tracoline
scan converges to the volume data.
In order to apply the motion correction to the PET data, we apply the multiple
acquisition frames (MAF) method [123]. In [116] the MAF method was demon-
strated on the Siemens HRRT PET scanner using the tracking input from the
Polaris Vicra system. We divide the PET emission list mode data into equal
time length intervals and, for each interval, a PET frame is reconstructed using
the 3D ordered subset expectation maximization (3D-OSEM) algorithm with
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resolution modeling and incorporating a spatially invariant point spread func-
tion [154]. These frames are then repositioned to a reference position using the
Tracoline tracking system.
A custom phantom with known geometry was designed. It consists of a hollow
plastic mannequin head with a very low attenuation coefficient. Two radioactive
line sources are inserted into the head to provide activity for the HRRT PET
scanner. The activities of the line sources are 2×7.8 MBq each, created by
a positron-emitting germanium-68/gallium-68 generator. As can be seen in
Fig. D.1, the line sources go through the head from the back of the skull to the
forehead. The phantom was mounted onto a rotation stage by Thorlabs and
placed in the patient tunnel of the HRRT PET scanner.
Two experiments where performed using the stage to rotate the head. In ex-
periment one, the head was rotated from -20 to 20 degrees in steps of 5 degrees.
At each position a 30 s frame was PET reconstructed and repositioned. Data
with motion was excluded from the reconstruction. In experiment two, the
head was rotated from -10 to 10 degrees in a continuous motion with a maxi-
mum speed of one degree per second. The PET data was reconstructed using
one second frames in experiment two. Experiment one simulates the clinical
situation where the patient is performing a rapid head motion followed by a
stationary period. State-of-the-art practise is to discard PET data during such
rapid motions. The second experiment simulates e.g. a patient falling asleep,
where the head is slowly drifting from side to side.
We evaluate the effect of the motion correction on the reconstructed PET im-
ages by calculating Dice’s coefficient (percent volume overlap) [33] between a
reference image recorded without phantom motion, the motion distorted image,
and the Tracoline based motion-corrected image. The number of voxels, N , in-
cluded in the calculation is set to a value corresponding to the number of voxels
inside the tubes 2.5 times the diameter of the PET sources used (outer diameter
3.2 mm and active length 168 mm) [116]. The extended volume is used in order
to compensate for partial volume effects. In each image to be studied, the set
of the N most intense voxels is extracted and used for the Dice’s coefficient
computation, presented as the percentage of overlapping voxels. In addition we
compute the normalized cross correlation between the reference image and each
image frame, either motion-corrected or uncorrected [56].
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D.3 Results and Discussion
The rigid transformation between the coordinate system of the Tracoline system
and the PET image frame is obtained from using the described surface-to-volume
alignment. Figure D.2(a) shows the reference surface aligned to maximum gra-
dient points in the transmission scan.
Figure D.2: Figure D.2(a) shows the alignment between maximum gradient
points in the transmission scan shown as red dots and the Tracoline face scan
shown as a blue surface. Figure D.2(b) shows quantitative results of the stepwise
experiment. Top: the percentage of overlapping points in the reference PET
image compared to the unaligned/aligned PET images based on either the right
or the left camera. Bottom: the cross correlation between the reference PET
image and the unaligned/aligned PET images.
Figure D.2(b) shows the results of the first experiment with stepwise rotation of
the phantom. The top figure shows the percentage overlap between PET frames
of the line sources in the reference position and a scan position as a function of
the performed rotation of the head. Similarly, the bottom plot of Fig. D.2(b)
shows the correlation coefficient between the reference image and a motion-
corrected/uncorrected image for the different scan positions. Results based on
tracking information from the left and right camera of the Tracoline system
are shown in green and blue colors respectively, while the red curve represents
the uncorrected image results. The overlap and the correlation measures are
in agreement. The results of the uncorrected frames decrease with the size
of performed rotation from an overlap of 100% down to 2% at ±20 degrees.
The overlap of the motion-corrected reconstruction is improved significantly
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for all positions with percentage overlap of 71–93%. The overlap is not 100%,
which is mainly due to the internal calibration of the Tracoline system, the ICP
alignment, and the geometrical alignment with the HRRT PET scanner. In
addition, the interpolation error, combined with the straight and narrow line
sources of the phantom (with a diameter similar to the voxel size of 1.2 mm),
induces partial volume effects and thereby decreases the overlap and correlation
measure. The differences between the left camera and the right camera could be
explained by the construction of the reference surface scan, where left camera
was chosen as the basis. The result is similar to [116], where the overlap was
65–85% for a 10 degrees corrected rotation. However, the two studies cannot be
directly compared since the phantom designs are different.
Figure D.3: The figure shows the summation of the PET images along 3 different
axes for a reference image (shown in green) and a target image (shown in red)
with a 20 degree rotation (overlap = 89%, shown in yellow). The uncorrected
image is shown as captured in the first row, while the second row shows the
image after motion correction.
A visual evaluation of the motion correction is shown in Fig. D.3 for the maxi-
mum rotation of 20 degrees. The PET images are summed along one dimension
and visualized on top of each other pairwise in the red and green color channels.
The overlapping pixels of the two PET images appear yellow. The top row of
the figure shows the reference image and the uncorrected image as two sets of
rods rotated approximately 2 cm at the end points. These correspond to the
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relevant brain regions: the frontal lobe and cerebellum. The bottom row shows
the reference image and the corrected image seen as two yellow rods, demon-
strating a near-perfect motion correction. This position has an overlap of 89%
in contrast to the rotation of -20 degrees with an overlap of 71%.
The results of the second experiment, with a continuous rotation of 20 degrees
demonstrating the realtime pose registration of the Tracoline system, are pre-
sented in Fig. D.4. The one second PET frames are summed and fused with
the transmission image of the phantom. The top of the figure shows a row of
uncorrected images, where the motion of the line sources is seen as blurred circle
parts. The bottom row shows the motion-corrected image, where the previously
blurred parts appear in focus and with high intensity. The cross section of the
line sources shows dots with a diameter of only a few pixels. Long drift mo-
tion is a very complex problem to overcome using image registration methods
for motion estimation, and this is why an external tracking system is of great
value. Our latest results show that continuous motion can be tracked in real
time and PET frames successfully corrected.
Figure D.4: Results of the dynamic PET scan. One-hundred, one-second frames
uncorrected (top) and MAF motion-corrected (bottom) are summed and fused
with a transmission scan. The frame repositioning is based on the left camera
alignment.
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D.4 Summary and Conclusions
This paper describes a complete system for motion correction in high resolution
PET brain imaging. It is based on a small and flexible structured light scanner
mounted above the patient tunnel of the PET scanner. The scanner is equipped
with a near infrared light source, making it suitable for future patient examina-
tions. Furthermore, the system tracks the head pose changes with a frequency
of 5 Hz, which is suitable for the head movement experienced during real clin-
ical PET scanning. In order to align the two systems, a novel algorithm using
the HRRT PET transmission scan and the initial surface scan was presented.
The performance of the system was evaluated using a custom-designed phantom
with two radioactive line sources mounted on a programmable rotation stage.
The results of the two experiments are very promising. The first experiment
simulates rapid but short head movements and the second experiment simulates
slow but longer head movements. Quantitative analysis shows that the com-
bined system is able to robustly reduce motion artifacts and greatly improve
PET scans for scenarios involving both slow and rapid movements. The system
is nearly ready for actual clinical testing.
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List-mode PET Motion
Correction Using Markerless
Head Tracking:
Proof-of-Concept with Scans
of Human Subject
Oline V. Olesen, Jenna M. Sullivan, Tim Mulnix, Rasmus R. Paulsen,
Liselotte Højgaard, Bjarne Roed, Richard E. Carson, Evan D. Morris, and
Rasmus Larsen.
Abstract
Purpose: Precise head motion registration is crucial for correct motion cor-
rection (MC) in positron emission tomography (PET) brain imaging. State-
of-the-art tracking systems applied with PET brain imaging rely on markers
attached to the patient’s head. The marker attachment is the main weakness
of these systems. Attachment failures cause loss of motion information and re-
quire dependence on software methods, which must be validated for each tracer.
The purpose of this study is to demonstrate a previously developed custom de-
signed markerless tracking system for improved motion correction on PET brain
images.
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Method: A healthy volunteer participating in a cigarette smoking study to im-
age dopamine release was scanned twice for two hours with 11C-racolopride on
the high resolution research tomograph (HRRT) dedicated brain scanner. Head
motion was independently measured, with 1) a commercial marker-based device
(Polaris Vicra, NDI), and 2) the proposed stereo vision-based system (Traco-
line). A list-mode event-by-event reconstruction algorithm using the detected
motion was applied. To investigate the tracking performance, the data were
evaluated based on similarity between frames using cross-correlation (XC), sim-
ilarity of time-activity-curves (TACs), and a two-class discrimination approach
quantified with the Mahalanobis distance (MD) measure. The tracking outputs
were directly compared with transformations of a test-point in the left striatal
region. A phantom study with similar procedures and with hand-controlled
continuous random motion was obtained.
Results: Motion of the left striatal region was time-varying in both scans with
long drift motions of up to 18 mm and regular step-wise motion of 1-6 mm.
Maximal tracked motions was 20–25 mm. Evaluating a test-point in the left
putamen, the standard deviations (SDs) of the 3D tracking differences between
the Tracoline and Polaris systems were 0.89 mm, 1.04 mm, and 0.90 mm for
the two human scans and the phantom scan respectively. All the evaluated
measures XCs, TACs of the putamen region, and MDs were significantly better
for motion-corrected images compared to no motion correction (no-MC). The
difference between no-MC and MC for the evaluated measures correlated with
the tracked motion. XC and TACs from the Tracoline-based motion correction
(TCL MC) and the Polaris-based motion correction (POL MC) agreed overall
during the two scans.
Conclusions: A markerless tracking system was demonstrated to be applica-
ble for PET brain imaging. The system agreed with a commercial integrated
system. The patient motion during the scans was shown to affect the TACs and
therefore must be corrected. Precise head motion estimation with list-mode
motion correction was shown to be important for ROI analysis of small brain
regions. Motion-corrected images were improved in contrast recovery of small
structures.
E.1 Introduction
Improved scanner technology and reconstruction algorithms have advanced PET
imaging significantly in recent decades. Time-of-flight and point spread mod-
eling of individual PET events have improved the spatial resolution of scan-
ners [26, 154], allowing identification of gray and white matter in the brain.
However, subject motion during the PET acquisition blurs PET images and
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undermines advances in high resolution scanning.
Motion correction (MC) algorithms for PET imaging date back to the 1980s [29,
100, 120, 123, 168]. Picard and Thompson proposed the Multiple Acquisition
Frames (MAF) method in 1997 in which frame timing was determined based
on motion information [123]. The MAF method has demonstrated its abilities
well in phantoms [45,116]. More advanced methods with line-of-response (LOR)
correction [14, 16, 22, 100] or correction of the system matrix have also been
suggested [130]. All of these methods assume that the patient’s motion during
the scan is known.
Image-based registration methods using the mutual information (MI) criterion
[97,153] and automated image registration (AIR) [168,169] are widely used for
registration between image modalities, and have also been used for motion cor-
rection between PET frames [27, 109]. These methods do not require external
measurement of patient motion. However, validation of software motion correc-
tion is required for each unique tracer distribution.
The patient’s motion can be estimated in two ways; from the PET events them-
selves, referred to as ”data-driven” motion tracking (MT), or by external MT
devices. External MT systems can correct for many types of motion, such as
intra-frame motion and long drift motion. It is also possible to measure motion
during the transmission (TX) scan. A second TX scan can be acquired if motion
is seen to corrupt the original TX. In contrast to data-driven MT, external MT
estimation is unaffected by the radiotracer distribution or the image noise level.
Data-driven MT operates on time-frames of data. Within a time-frame, it is
assumed that the radiotracer concentration is constant and the patient is mo-
tionless. Time-frames typically vary in length depending on the time from radio-
tracer injection and expected kinetics of the tracer. The time-frames can easily
be 10 min in duration late in the PET acquisition in order to get sufficient
image-statistics.
Further, dynamic 4D PET reconstruction techniques do not reconstruct the
emission (EM) time-frames independently but utilize information from multiple
EM frames to model the time-varying radiotracer distribution [124, 149]. Here,
patient motion can affect the parametric model in a manner that could be
confused with changes in the radiotracer distribution.
Uncorrected motion can be interpreted by the kinetic model as change in the
tracer distribution thereby leading to wrongly estimated physiological parame-
ters of interest such as tissue perfusion, blood volume, metabolic rate, receptor
density, receptor occupancy, or gene expression rate [65]. 4D PET reconstruc-
tion requires external MT to separate the patient’s motion from variation of the
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radiotracer distribution [81,133,162].
A few external MT systems have been demonstrated for PET brain imag-
ing [55, 93, 122]. A commercial Polaris tracking system from Northern Digital
Inc. (NDI, Waterloo, Canada) has been favored for human PET brain imag-
ing [93]. The Polaris system registers a rigid tracking tool of 3–6 spherical re-
flective markers. Alternative MT system that registers a checkerboard pattern
from camera visions has been used in animal studies [174].
The drawback of existing external MT systems is that they rely on markers
attached to the subject for tracking. Unfortunately, all markers to the head
(e.g, helmets, goggles, band-aids, or bite fixtures) can move relative to the
head [83]. Improper motion correction introduces image degeneration instead
of image improvement.
There is need for a markerless external tracking system that can be incorporated
into methods that reposition LORs to the patient’s position at the time of the
detected events. Moreover, a markerless system could improve the workflow of
the PET image acquisition by the eliminating marker attachment.
We have recently presented a markerless MT system for 3D head tracking [112].
This system (named Tracoline) is based on a structured light approach to create
face surface scans that are then aligned to a reference surface. The accuracy of
the system was shown to be similar to the Polaris Vicra tracking system [112].
Here we demonstrate use of the markerless Tracoline system for MC in human
PET brain imaging. To evaluate the system performance, a state-of-the-art
list-mode event-by-event MC reconstruction algorithm [22] was applied to high
resolution PET acquisition [165]. In the present ”proof-of-concept” study in
human and phantom scans, we show that Tracoline is able to perform dynamic
head position estimation for motion correction in PET brain imaging. All scans
were conducted with simultaneous Tracoline tracking and Polaris tracking and
the resulting MC PET images were compared to PET images without MC.
E.2 Material and Methods
E.2.1 Human PET
Data from a healthy female smoker (50 years old), recruited for an 11C-raclopride
study at the Yale University PET Center to examine the effect of smoking on
endogenous dopamine release, are included in this study. The study protocol
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was approved by the Yale University School of Medicine Human Investigation
Committee in accordance with the principles set forth in the Belmont Report.
Written informed consent was obtained from the subject before the scan after
complete explanation of the study procedures.
The subject was scanned twice (smoking and rest) on separate days. Each two-
hour scan was completed on the high resolution research tomograph (HRRT,
Siemens, Knoxville, TN, USA) [165] following a bolus plus constant infusion of
11C-raclopride (Kbol = 105 minutes). During the smoking scan, the subject was
asked to smoke two cigarettes in succession while supine in the scanner. Smoking
commenced, 45 minutes after tracer injection. A freestanding air exhaust and
filtration system was used to capture and filter cigarette smoke. A TX scan for
attenuation was acquired prior to each dynamic scan for attenuation correction.
Prior to PET imaging, the subject received a 3T structural MRI which was used
to define regions-of-interest (ROI).
Figure E.1: A: The gantry of the HRRT PET scanner with a mannequin phan-
tom head inside. The Tracoline system is mounted in the front above the patient
tunnel and the Polaris system is seen through the gantry at the rear of the HRRT
scanner. Beam of light on the mannequin face is from HRRT scanner positioning
laser. B: Diagram of the Tracoline system integrated with the HRRT scanner
separated into the hardware components (red) and software communications
(black).
Head motion was recorded during the scan by both the Tracoline system and
the Polaris Vicra system, as described in Section E.2.3. EM data were col-
lected in list-mode. Dynamic scan data were reconstructed by the MOLAR
algorithm [22] including motion correction using the information collected by
either Polaris or Tracoline systems, separately. Data were also reconstructed
by MOLAR without motion input. Thus, three reconstructions were studied:
Tracoline-based motion correction (TCL MC), Polaris based-motion correction
(POL MC), and reconstruction without motion correction (no-MC). Data were
binned into three different framing schemes during reconstruction: 1×120 min,
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12×10 min, and 240×30 s. These framings were used to evaluate image qual-
ity to demonstrate the effectiveness of the different motions tracking schemes
within list-mode reconstruction.
Figure E.1A shows the HRRT PET scanner equipped with the two tracking
systems. Both systems work with light of the same spectrum, so a visor was
worn by the subject to prevent light from the Polaris system (projected from
behind the scanner) from interfering with the Tracoline system.
E.2.2 Phantom PET
A phantom study was conducted to demonstrate the tracking performance of
the Tracoline system on PET images with high count statistics. The phantom
consisted of a hollow mannequin head equipped with two 68Ge-line sources of
17.8 MBq and 2.2 MBq, respectively. The line sources penetrated the mannequin
head and were fixed at the forehead and the back of the head to represent a
large part of the brain (from the frontal lobes to the cerebellum). The Polaris
tracking tool was fixed to the top of the mannequin head.
A five minute PET acquisition of the phantom was obtained with simultaneous
Tracoline tracking and Polaris tracking (Fig. E.1A). The phantom was manu-
ally rotated and translated across a range of directions during the scan. The
amplitudes of the translations and rotations were on the order of ±3 cm and
±15 degrees around the center of the head to represent motion consistent with
human motion during scanning. The phantom was stationary for the first 1 12
minutes of the acquisition. The first minute of data was used as a reference
period.
The PET data were reconstructed in frames of 1 min using the MOLAR re-
construction with three different motion inputs as was done with the human
subject: TCL MC, POL MC, and no-MC.
E.2.3 Motion tracking
Motion during PET scans was registered with two systems; the recently devel-
oped 3D head tracking system Tracoline (TCL) [112] and the commercial Polaris
Vicra (POL) system from Northern Digital Inc. (NDI, Waterloo, Canada).
The Polaris system is an optical tracking system that registers a rigid tool with
4 reflective markers at a rate of 20 Hz. The tool is mounted on the top of a
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swim cap using velcro. The swim cap is then placed on the subject. In these
studies, to further fix the tool in place, CobanTM (a self-adherent elastic wrap)
was wrapped around the head, cap, and tool without obscuring the markers.
The functionality of the Polaris system is based on the assumption that the tool
mounting provides a stiff coupling between the tool and the brain.
The Tracoline system is a markerless tracking system based on stereo vision.
It registers motion between surface frames recovered through structured light
scanning. The tracking accuracy depends on the presence of significant surface
curvatures. For human head tracking, the face region around the bridge of
the nose exhibits high curvatures in all directions and facial movements in this
region are limited. Therefore, the middle face region is ideal for head tracking
in PET brain imaging. The Tracoline system is mounted onto the front of the
HRRT gantry just outside the PET field-of-view (FOV) via one or two flexible
arms (Fig. E.1A).
Tracoline consists of two CCD cameras (Flea2, Point Grey Research Inc, Rich-
mond, Canada.) and one Pico projector (Texas Instruments, Dallas, USA)
modified to operate in the infrared domain to avoid subject discomfort [112].
3D face surfaces are archived from stereo vision of one camera and the pro-
jector. Correspondence between the two image planes (projector and camera)
is found by fringe projection of cosine-patterns. This method requires capture
by the cameras of three patterns projected onto the subject’s face. However,
to achieve robust correspondence we use three cosine-patterns at two different
spatial frequencies. The resulting tracking frequency is 5 Hz with an image
capture rate of 30 frames-per-second for each camera. The projector is con-
trolled through a controller board (GFMesstechnik, Teltow, Germany) which
sends trigger impulses to the cameras as seen in Fig. E.1B. The controller board
is connected to a PC where the raw image data are stored and the tracking
estimate is obtained from post-processing. Partial face surfaces are created for
each tracking frame (set of six captured images) and aligned to a reference sur-
face using a fast iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [166]. We select the
reference surface to minimize facial movements (e.g. the eyes and mouth are
excluded in order to estimate the overall 3D head motion and limit noise from
facial movements). A tracking estimate is not returned if the root-mean-square
(RMS) distance between the reference surface and a surface frame is > 0.6 mm.
Time synchronization: The time synchronization between the HRRT scanner
and the two tracking systems was done via a network time protocol with accu-
racy estimated to be within half a second. This accuracy is generally adequate
for human scans with poor image statistics during half a second and without reg-
ularly occurring fast motions. However, for the phantom study with constant
motion faster than the accuracy of the time synchronization, the timing was
more important. To overcome this, tracking inputs with different time-shifts (in
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steps of 50 ms) were tested with the motion-corrected reconstruction. Tracking
inputs resulting in the least blurred PET images were retained.
Motion tracking comparison: The motion estimations were compared based
on a test-point in the putamen region transformed into the HRRT image frame.
The 3D Euclidian distance ”travelled” by the test-point was calculated rela-
tive to the mean during the TX position (or to scan start for the phantom
study) [102]. The tracked positions of the test-point were resampled to achieve
matching sample-points for the two tracking systems. The absolute 3D distances
of the Tracoline system were subtracted from the Polaris system for comparison.
Evaluation of a transformed test-point represents both rotation and translation.
A travelled 3D distance can readily be related to the movement of a brain region
while inspection of the translation and rotation separately is less transparent.
E.2.4 Geometric calibration
PET motion correction must be completed in the coordinate system of the
HRRT scanner. The motion is recorded in the coordinate systems of the Tra-
coline and Polaris, respectively. Therefore, the geometrical transformations be-
tween the HRRT scanner and the tracker systems must be determined.
The Polaris system is implemented and routinely used with the HRRT scanner
at the Yale PET Center. The Polaris sensor is placed behind the HRRT scanner
and registers a reference tool permanently fixed to the scanner in addition to the
tool atop the subject’s head. Use of a reference tool removes the restriction that
the Polaris tracker is spatially fixed relative to the HRRT scanner; patient head
tool tracking data are computed relative to the reference tool via appropriate
quaternion arithmetic. Periodically, a Polaris system calibration is performed
in order to determine the rigid body transformation between the HRRT image
coordinate system and the Polaris reference tool coordinate system. This cali-
bration procedure utilizes a simple radioactive line source phantom with rigidly
attached Polaris head tool. Multiple EM scans with varied phantom location and
orientation allow a fitting procedure to determine the reference tool-to-HRRT
transformation matrix. Knowledge of this matrix allows the patient head tool
Polaris tracking transformations to be expressed relative to the HRRT image
coordinate system.
The Tracoline system is mobile and not permanently fixed to the HRRT scanner.
The system is assumed only to be fixed during the scanning period. The TX
scan of the subject is used for the geometrical calibration with the assumption
that the subject was not moving significantly during the 6 min TX scan. The
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accuracy of the geometrical calibration is much less important for the PET
motion correction compared to the tracking accuracy [116]. The tracking output
of Tracoline is the relative transformation to a reconstructed reference surface
of the subject. This reference surface is also used for the geometrical calibration
with the HRRT scanner.
Figure E.2: TX surface points (blue) and Tracoline reference surface (red) for
the smoking scan. (A) Separated view of the surfaces. (B) Principle of the point
correspondence procedure; black lines represent projection along point normals
and the light blue dots are the corresponding points. (C) Result of the final
alignment. (D) Illustration of the test-point (pink) location used to compare
Tracoline and Polaris trackings. The test-point is seen in the left putamen
region. The mask used for the Mahalanobis distance measure is seen as the two
red striatal regions. X, Y and Z represent the coordinate system of the HRRT
scanner.
Figure E.2 shows human data used for the geometrical calibration: (blue) surface
point from the TX image, and (red) corresponding Tracoline surface recorded
during the TX scan. The affine transformation between the Tracoline surface
and the TX surface points represents the geometric calibration denoted Aalign.
Iterative closest point (ICP) [13, 139] where closest paired assignment is sub-
stituted by projection along normals for robustness and efficiency were used to
obtain the calibration. The procedure was as follows; the TX surface points are
extracted from the gradients of the TX image. Then the Tracoline reference
surface is initially transformed into the TX surface followed by an iterative fit-
ting procedure; (a) Point correspondence is found by searching for the closest
TX point along the point normals of the Tracoline surface (Fig. E.2B), (b) the
closed loop transformation between the two corresponding point sets is esti-
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mated [70], (c) the Tracoline surface is transformed into a new position with the
newly obtained transformation and the process is repeated until convergence
(Fig. E.2C).
E.2.5 Motion correction
The MOLAR reconstruction [22] is used as a basis for this study. The algorithm
is a motion-compensation OSEM list-mode algorithm for resolution-recovery
reconstruction developed for the HRRT scanner. MOLAR assumes that motion
is known and the end points of each LOR are repositioned based on the motion
input. The motion input is a time-series of rigid transformations that describe
the transformation back to a reference position (the average position during
the transmission scan) in the HRRT scanner frame at every time point. A
rigid transformation in the Euclidian space is represented by a 4×4 matrix that
consists of a rotation matrix R and a translation vector t:
A =
[
R t
0 1
]
(E.1)
The MOLAR motion input is multiple such linear sub-transformations consid-
ering the brain as a rigid mass fixed to the skull. Let [ xi yi zi 1 ]
T be an
image point in homogenous coordinates in the HRRT coordinate system and
[ xn yn zn 1 ]
T be the same point in the tracker coordinate system. The
points are transformed from the tracker coordinates to the HRRT coordinates
with the transformation from Section E.2.4:
xi
yi
zi
1
 = Aalign

xn
yn
zn
1
 (E.2)
The motion is registered in the tracker coordinate system and the output
of the tracking system is the transformation A(t) that transforms the ori-
gin of the tracker coordinate system into the tracked position (e.g. Po-
laris tracking tool). The registered motion between a reference position
[ x∗n(t) y
∗
n(t) z
∗
n(t) 1 ]
T and a position at a given time in the tracker coor-
dinate system [ xn(t) yn(t) zn(t) 1 ]
T is then:
x∗n(t)
y∗n(t)
z∗n(t)
1
 = ArefA(t)−1

xn(t)
yn(t)
zn(t)
1
 (E.3)
where Aref and A(t) are the output of the tracking system and the subscript
ref refers to the transformation at the reference position. The motion of a point
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i to its reference position in the HRRT coordinate system at a given time can
be derived from (E.2) and (E.3):

x∗i (t)
y∗i (t)
z∗i (t)
1
 = AalignArefA(t)−1A−1align

xi(t)
yi(t)
zi(t)
1
 (E.4)
The MOLAR motion input is the product of the four sub-transformations
in (E.4). The Tracoline system estimates the transformation between a ref-
erence surface and a surface frame. Thus choosing the position of the reference
surface as the reference position for the PET motion correction gives ArefA(t)
−1
directly from the ICP alignment.
In the MOLAR reconstruction [22], the end points of each LOR are repositioned
based on the current motion information. Since data are mapped back to the
transmission scan position, a fixed attenuation map is used. However, normal-
ization and randoms estimates are based on the actual detectors involved in each
coincidence. Further, since the LOR sampling, i.e., the system matrix, differs
from frame to frame, a unique algorithm normalization term is calculated for
each frame based on the motion data.
E.2.6 Cross-correlation
In order to quantify the effects of motion correction on the reconstructed images,
a similarity measure to a reference image frame was estimated. The cross-
correlation (XC) of reconstructed 30 s image frames in 3D to the image frame
from a reference period was calculated [56] within a brain mask. The brain
mask was generated by thresholding, hole-filling, and dilation of a PET frame
for the entire two-hour sequences with no-MC.
For each of no-MC, TCL MC, and POL MC reconstruction the correlation
reference is the mean of the set of 30 s frames of the individual reconstructions
during the same period with limited motion. The reference period was chosen
based on the tracking estimate and a visual inspection of the raw image stream
captured by the Tracoline system. The XC measure quantifies the similarity
between frames including the changes from the tracer-variation.
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E.2.7 Mahalanobis distance
The quality of the reconstructed PET images as a function of motion correction
procedure was quantified by a second measure. We used a simple model of two
populations to show the improvement in image quality due to motion correction.
The populations were tissue with high radiotracer uptake and tissue with low or
no radiotracer uptake. We focused only on a brain region with high uptake dur-
ing a prolonged period of time (10–60 min); the caudate nucleus and putamen,
including surrounding areas (at early times, there are other regions with high
uptake). The PET images were masked to a ROI where the volumes of the high
uptake and low uptake regions were approximately equal. We modeled the PET
response as being of uniform intensity inside each region. The emission events
of PET imaging are in their nature Poisson distributed. Due to the reconstruc-
tion process of PET images the response is typically a right-skewed distribution
with a significant over-dispersion relative to the Poisson distribution. In order
to compensate for the right-skewed distribution a square root transformation is
applied. For true Poisson data this would to first order transform the data to
a Gaussian distribution. We use a simple two population mixture-of-Gaussian
model to examine the effect of motion correction. If motion is present then
we expect that blurring occurs in the spatial interface between the two popu-
lations. This will pull the mean values of the Mixture-of-Gaussians fit to the
overall mean. Therefore the Mahalanobis distance (MD) between the means of
the two fitted Gaussians will be smaller for the no-MC case under motion than
for the motion-corrected images.
The Mahalanobis distance gives high values for well separated means with small
variances. The model was fitted to the histogram using the maximum-likelihood
expectation maximization algorithm [32]. The MD measure is calculated as
MD =
(µˆ1 − µˆ2)2
1
2 (σˆ
2
1 + σˆ
2
2)
, (E.5)
where µˆ and σˆ2 and are the estimated mean and estimated variance for a given
two normal distribution.
E.2.8 ROI analysis
The XC and Mahalanobis analyses are data driven and do not make strong
assumption on biological variation in specific compartments. However, the prior
acquisition of structural MRI allows for inspection of the image reconstruction
of segmented anatomical regions. Caudate, putamen, and cerebellum ROIs
were taken from the AAL (Anatomical Automatic Labeling) template. Dorsal
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caudate, dorsal putamen, and ventral striatum ROIs were defined based on
guidelines from Mawlawi et al. [98]. Summed PET images from 0–10 minutes
were registered to the subject’s T1-weight MR image, which was registered to an
MR template using a 12-parameter affine transformation. TACs were extracted
from the 240×30 s reconstructions. TACs were filtered with a local least squares
regression (loess) method [25] to smooth the dense sampled TACs.
E.3 Results
In the human subject scans, injected activity and mass were 654 MBq and 1.52
µg, respectively, for the smoking scan and 758 MBq and 3.02 µg for the rest scan.
Figure E.3 shows PET images from the three reconstructions of the two-hour
smoking scan.
Figure E.3: PET images of two-hour acquisition (smoking scan); left-to-right
axial, coronal, and sagittal images. Top: reconstruction without motion cor-
rection. Middle: Tracoline-based motion correction. Bottom: Polaris-based
motion correction. The color scale is the same on all images. Compared to the
motion-corrected frames, the top row with no-MC exhibits blurring and lack of
detail in the high uptake region around the caudate nucleus and putamen.
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There is a high uptake in the caudate nucleus and the putamen, as would be
expected with 11C-raclopride (a D2/D3 receptor antagonist). The half-moon
shape of the caudate and putamen is most easily visible on the sagittal slices of
the MC images. Separation of the caudate head and putamen is noticeable on
the coronal MC images but less so on the no-MC images due to blurring. There
is better contrast in the motion-corrected images and less blurring than in the
non-corrected images.
Motion tracking comparison. Figure E.4 shows the motion of the test-point
in the HRRT coordinate system tracked with the Tracoline system (green) and
the Polaris system (red), respectively. The two test-points, one for each scan,
are within the left striatum region as seen in Fig. E.2D for the smoking scan.
Figure E.4: Top: Tracked 3D motion of the test-point within the left striatum as
seen in Fig. E.2D during the PET acquisition. Green and red represent Tracoline
and Polaris trackings, respectively. The tracking information is shown in the
coordinate system of the HRRT scanner. The mean and SD of the tracked
motion (as plotted) during the EM acquisition were; µTCL = 6.03 mm, µPOL
= 4.91 mm, SDTCL = 3.51 mm, and SDPOL = 3.35 mm for the smoking scan
and µTCL = 19.3 mm, µPOL = 18.7 mm, SDTCL = 2.60 mm, and SDPOL =
2.80 mm for the baseline scan.
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The test-point moves 10–15 mm during the smoking period (45 min after time
of injection). There is also significant motion (> 4 mm) unrelated to smoking at
21–31 min and after 77 min (Fig. E.4A). The motion during the baseline scan is
mainly drift (of 15–18 mm) which occurs at the beginning (first 15 min) of the
EM scan (Fig. E.4B). Besides this, there are only a few peak motions (4–6 mm)
which occur at 38 min and 43 min after time of injection. There is only limited
motion during the EM scan while there is a large motion of 1.5–2.5 cm between
the TX and EM acquisitions. The standard deviations (SDs) of the 3D tracking
differences of Tracoline and Polaris are 0.89 mm and 1.04 mm for the smoking
and the baseline scans, respectively. The Polaris tracking tool failed to register
data at 105–110 min. The Polaris system reported ’too few markers’ indicating
that one or more markers were obscured from the Polaris sensor during this
time. This could be due to slipping of either the visor or the cap.
Figure E.5: Cross-correlation(XC) measure of the 30 s frame images for the
smoking (top) and baseline scans (bottom). The reconstructed frames are cor-
related with the mean of a sequence of frames from the scan itself referred to as
the reference period. The reference periods are frames 29–37 (14–18.5 min) and
frames 44–64 (21.5–32 min) for the smoking and baseline scans, respectively.
These periods were chosen as references because tracked motion was low. At
times with large motion (cf. Fig. E.4) the reconstructed images with no-MC
(blue) exhibit smaller correlation. The general shape of the curve reflects the
TACs in Fig. E.6.
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Cross-correlation. The XC as a function of time is shown in Fig. E.5 for the
smoking scan (top) and the baseline scan (bottom). The overall shape of the
XC curves reflects the time-dependent tracer activity and noise level. The XC
coefficient for no-MC is lower or similar to the MC XCs. The XC coefficient
for no-MC decreases when the tracked motion increases and vice versa for both
scans (Fig. E.4 and Fig. E.5) e.g. in the baseline scan there are dips at 38
min and 43 min in the no-MC curve which correspond to the peak motions in
Fig. E.4B. This suggests that there is a correlation with the head motion and
thus the XC measure and the blurriness of the images.
ROI analysis. Figure E.6 shows the TACs of the left putamen for the three
reconstruction schemes applied. The no-MC sequence exhibits irregular patterns
during periods of non-exogenous stimuli. Furthermore, the TAC for no-MC has
a consistently lower value than the motion-corrected TACs, except for two peaks
at 38 min and 43 min where there was registered motion of 4–6 mm.
Figure E.6: Time-activity-curves from the left putamen for the 30 s frame re-
construction of the smoking scan (top) and baseline scan (bottom). Blue, green
and red curves represent the three reconstructions based on no motion input,
the Tracoline system, and the Polaris system, respectively. The solid lines are
smoothed curves from the filtering explained in Section E.2.8.
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The motion-corrected TACs are significantly different from no-MC (paired t-
test, p < 10−38 for both TCL and POL tested against no-MC in either smoking
or baseline scans).
Overall, there is no significant difference between the TCL MC and POL MC
TACs in either scans (paired t-test, p = 0.28 and p = 0.88 for smoking and
baseline scans, respectively). The mean and SD of the percentage TCL and
POL difference were: µ = 0.47% and SD 10.6% for the smoking scan and µ
= 0.64% and SD 10.5% for the baseline scan estimated from the dense sample
points (SDs with respect to the filtered curve were 4.96% and 5.80% for the
smoking and baseline scans, respectively).
Mahalonobis distance. The assumed Poisson type distributions were approx-
imated to normal distributions by computing the square-root of the image values
of the 10 min PET images.
Figure E.7: Left: Histograms from PET image volumes of a 10 min frame at
40–50 min for the smoking scan. A square-root transformation was applied to
the data. In this way, the histograms can be approximated by a mixture of
Gaussians. The image volumes were masked to a volume containing the high
uptake region. The red curves show the results of separation into two Gaussian
populations. The black curve is the sum of the two red curves. In the motion-
corrected cases better separation of the high uptake and surrounding regions is
achieved in comparison to the no motion correction case. Right: PET images of
the 10 min frame at 40–50 min for the smoking scan. The contrast is enhanced
on the motion-corrected images (row 2–3) compared to the no-MC in row 1.
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The images were masked and two normal distributions fitted to the total image
distribution. The Gaussian mixture model was fitted using the expectation-
maximization algorithm [99]. An example where there is significant motion due
to the smoking can be seen in Fig. E.7 (red curves) for a 10 min frame at 40–
50 min. The sum of the two separated distributions (black curve) also fits the
original image histogram (gray) on the frames not shown. The associated PET
images are shown to the right in Fig. E.7. The contrast differences are less
expressed on the no-MC images while the caudate nucleus and the putamen
regions appear clearer on the motion-corrected PET images (row 2 and 3).
The MD is plotted as a function of time in 10 min frames from 10–60 min
(2×5 frames) in Fig. E.8. The first and last frames of the two-hour acquisitions
are excluded from the MD measure. This was done due to the high uptake
of also non-striatal regions just after tracer injection while the later frames
were excluded due to poor image-statistics. The MD for no-MC is lower overall
than for the motion-corrected MDs for the smoking scan with major intra-frame
motion cf. Fig. E.4A.
Figure E.8: The Mahalonobis distance (MD) of the PET images with 10 min
framing. Top: smoking scan. Bottom: baseline scan. No-MC is significantly
lower than TCL MC and POL MC (cf. two-sided ANOVA analysis, p = 4·10−13)
and TCL MC is significantly higher than POL MC (cf. paired t-test, p = 0.044)
in both scans.
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E.3.1 Phantom
The Tracoline and Polaris systems were each used to record motion during a 5
min PET scan of a mannequin head. A test-point 150 mm along the image axes
from the center of the image volume was transformed with the MOLAR motion
inputs, (x, y, z) = (150, 150, 150). Figure E.9A shows the magnitude of the
motion of the test-point, and the bottom plot shows the 3D distances between
the two tracking systems. The test-point was moved up to 40 mm including
rotation around the center up to 15 degrees (not shown). The mean and SD
for the detected 3D motion during the moving period were: µTCL = 19.5 mm
and SDTCL = 7.18 mm for Tracoline and µPOL = 19.6 mm and SDPOL = 7.11
mm for Polaris (Fig. E.9A). The SDs of the tracked 3D difference in Fig. E.9B
during stationary and moving periods were 0.13 mm and 0.90 mm, respectively.
Figure E.9: Comparison of motion registered by the Tracoline (green) and Po-
laris (red) systems. Top: Estimated motion of a test-point at (x,y,z) = (150,
150, 150) mm in the HRRT coordinate system (Mean and SD of the 3D mo-
tion during active period: the µTCL = 19.5 mm, SDTCL = 7.18 mm, µPOL =
19.6 mm, and SDPOL = 7.11 mm). Bottom: The difference of the 3D distance
between the tracked point of Tracoline and Polaris. The mean and SD dur-
ing stationary and moving periods were µ = 0.30 mm and SD = 0.13 for the
stationary period and µ = 1.16 mm and SD = 0.90 mm for the moving period.
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MC Evaluation. The reconstructed 1 min frames were compared to the first
frame of the reconstruction where the mannequin did not move. A visualization
of the motion correction for the frame with the largest motion is shown in
Fig. E.10. Each row represents a reconstruction method. The reference frame
is red and the compared frame is green, thus overlapping regions appear yellow.
The last two rows in Fig. E.10 show the results of the MC. Both the TCL MC
and POL MC corrected the LORs to the reference position so that the line-
sources appear yellow everywhere. All frames were evaluated quantitatively
(Fig. E.11) by examining the mutual information (MI) [97, 153] coefficient and
the XC with the reference frame.
Figure E.10: PET images of frame five from 4–5 min of the phantom study.
Display represents image of the line sources embedded in the mannequin head.
One of the line sources is hardly seen due to much lower activity then of the
other line source (2.2 MBq vs. 17.8 MBq). Each row represents one recon-
struction: (1) no-MC, (2) PC, and (3) POL MC. One row of images show the
line sources summed along the three image axes: (left) z: axial axis (center) y:
anterior/posterior (right) x: left/right. All three axes are 208 mm. The refer-
ence frame (frame 1, red) is shown together with the compared frame (frame 5,
green). Overlapping pixels are seen as yellow.
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Figure E.11: Similarity results between a reference frame (frame 1, motionless)
and a later frame for the phantom study. Tracoline in green and Polaris in red,
and no MC in blue. Top plot shows the mutual information (MI) as a function
of frame and the bottom plot shows the cross-correlation (XC) measure as a
function of frame.
E.4 Discussion
We have presented the first markerless tracking system for motion correction
in PET brain imaging. The proposed Tracoline system was tested against a
commercial optical tracking system popular for head tracking in PET brain
imaging. In previous studies, external tracking systems have not been evaluated
against other external tracking devices. This has left the question of whether
or not these systems work in human studies, where no ground truth exists,
unanswered. We showed highly similar results using the two tracking methods
on two human scans and one phantom study.
Concept: The evaluation of the motion correction schemes was based on three
measures, purposely leaving out kinetic modeling of the tracer to focus on the
effect of motion. Two of the measures, XC and TAC evaluations, showed the
time-varying effect of motion on short 30 s time-frames while the third measure,
MD, evaluated the effect of MC within the frames (10 min). The XC and TAC
measures analyzed a mean motion during the 30 s time-frame. In contrast, the
MD measure evaluated the effect of motion correction, under the assumption
that the image could be described by 2 activity levels, without discretizing the
data into time-frames representing one motion.
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Short frames can be problematic for iterative reconstructions but the results
shown here support that they can be used for MC evaluation. Cross-correlation
was shown previously to be a useful MC evaluation method for 18F-FDG stud-
ies [83]. We applied the XC method on short 30 s frames from 11C-racolopride
scans. Such short frame durations are normally not recommended since the
iterative reconstruction process can converge toward a bias [17], although this
effect has not been seen with MOLAR [124]. However, in this study the goal was
to evaluate recorded subject motion and its influence on PET reconstruction,
so short time-frames were necessary to investigate time-variations despite the
potential for introducing small quantitative biases.
Tracoline-based MC: The phantom study demonstrates that the MC scheme
based on the Tracoline system functions successfully.
In the phantom experiment, tracking conditions were optimal for both the Tra-
coline and the Polaris systems since 1) there were no facial movements of the
mannequin head AND 2) the Polaris reference tool was firmly fixed. Further-
more, the time-variation in radiotracer distribution was eliminated. The PET
images were of high quality, and the degeneration due to motion was quantifi-
able. We demonstrated that the Tracoline system performed as well or better
than the Polaris system (Fig. E.11). An important observation is that the track-
ing frequency of 5 Hz is adequate for measuring continuous motion, at least for
motions as fast as those generally seen in PET brain imaging.
Based on the phantom study, we can conclude that the PET images are improved
if correct head motions are given as input to the correction algorithm.
The Tracoline and Polaris systems also agreed overall for the human scans: (1)
the SDs of the 3D distance between tracked striatal motions were 0.89 mm and
1.04 mm for the smoking scan and baseline scans, respectively (Fig. E.4); (2)
A difference between the TACs of Fig. E.6 for TCL MC and POL MC could
not be demonstrated (paired t-test, p = 0.28 for smoking scan and p = 0.88 for
baseline scan). The SD of percentage difference of TCL and POL TAC were
limited to 5–11% for the two scans; and (3) the XC coefficients for TCL MC
and POL MC were similar. We have demonstrated that the Tracoline MC can
be used for human PET studies, the processing and acquisition pipeline works
in practice, and the tracking results do not deviate from the state-of-the-art
Polaris results.
Reliability of the presented MC schemes: A very powerful innovation
of this work is the use of an established external tracking device (Polaris) to
evaluate a new external tracking method (Tracoline). Previous studies have used
a single external MT method to compare motion correction strategies e.g. [35,
102]. However, in human PET studies evaluation of the tracking performance
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requires alternative methods. Evaluation against data-driven methods is not
optimal as they cannot be considered as ground truth. Data-driven methods
are not independent of the time-varying radiotracer distribution. Hence, motion
could be confounded with changes in tracer distribution.
The only major difference between reconstructions with motion data from the
Tracoline and Polaris systems is late in the smoking scan (i.e., 105 min after
time of injection). At this time data were not registered by the Polaris camera
system due to obscuration of marker(s). Overall, data loss such as this is an
unusual event. Over the last 100 subjects, ∼0.3% of data is lost with the Polaris.
Advantages of external tracking (and effect of motion on ROI analy-
sis): In this study we present the results of two scans of the same subject with
the same protocol except for a smoking period starting at 45 min after time
of injection. Thus, the pharmacokinetic model can be assumed to be the same
during the first part of each scan (before the smoking period), day-to-day un-
certainties notwithstanding. However, visually there is no substantial effect of
smoking on the TACs since the motion-corrected TACs of the baseline scan and
the smoking scan have similar paths. Thus, the difference we see between TACs
of no-MC and motion-corrected TACs is presumed to be mainly due to motion.
This is supported by the strong correlation between the registered motion (Fig.
E.4A and E.4B) within the left putamen and the uncorrected TACs for the
left putamen (Fig. E.6A and E.6B). Note: to detect effects of smoking-induced
dopamine release on the 11C-raclopride TAC more advanced kinetic modeling
beyond the scope of this study is required.
Proper motion compensation is important for dynamic analysis, as seen in the
TACs in Fig. E.6 (where a large difference can be seen between no-MC TACs and
motion-corrected TACs). The TAC of no-MC for the baseline scan is dominated
by an overall bias compared to the motion-corrected reconstructions. This is
mainly expected to be due to the fact that the ROI is placed based on the
early images. In addition, a large motion (15–25 mm) between the TX and EM
acquisitions which can lead to incorrect scatter and attenuation correction [7].
It is assumed that the patient does not move during the 6 min TX scan. Using
an external Tracking system it is, however, possible to record the head motion
during the TX scan and discard the scan if too much motion has occurred.
Tracoline versus Polaris: We proposed a method to compare the effect of MC
frame-by-frame based on how well striatal ROIs were separated from background
using the Mahalonobis distance (MD). The two-population model fit nicely to
the image histograms as seen in Fig. E.7. The MD result supports the XC
and TAC results. Disagreement of the MD measure between the reconstruction
methods was found in frames with large intra-frame motion e.g. the baseline-
scan at 30–40 min and 40–50 min.
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The MD for TCL MC is just significantly higher than POL MC (paired t-test, p
= 0.044) suggesting that the Tracoline system performs better than the Polaris
system during the 100 min period used for testing. However no broad conclusion
can be drawn from only two scans.
This is a proof-of-concept study with a complex design, including two simulta-
neously running tracking devices. The results are promising and it is presumed
that a vision system in-built to a scanner system could provide more features
than tracking to the PET acquisition e.g. positioning and visual monitoring of
the patients.
Facial movement can potentially reduce the accuracy of the head position esti-
mation with the Tracoline system. This might also be the case for a marker-
based tracking system where motion not related to the skull can displace the
markers. The camera-based Tracoline system provides information of the facial
motion from the raw image-video stream. From the Tracoline video stream the
facial motion can be extracted from the overall rigid 3D head motion e.g. from
feature extraction or using a template model of the head [104].
E.5 Conclusion
A structured light 3D surface tracking system was demonstrated for markerless
head tracking in PET brain imaging. The custom built system was tested
against a commercial marker-based system integrated with the HRRT PET
scanner both running simultaneously during the PET acquisitions. The tracking
recordings of the two systems agreed and the motion correction significantly
affected the ROI analysis of the dynamic PET studies and visually improved in
contrast recovery of small structures.
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Appendix F
Technical Report
Evaluation of eye safety issues regarding a near infrared structured light
projector system for head pose estimation during PET scanning. By
M.Sc.(Eng.) in medicine and technology Oline V. Olesen
F.1 Eye Safety Guidelines
The near infrared (NIR) structured light (SL) system should comply with the
lamp safety standard (IEC-62471) [2] or the laser standard (IEC-60825) [3] from
the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The Application Note
entitled: ”Eye Safety of IREDs used in Lamp Applications” from OSRAM [5] is
based on the lamp standard IEC-62471, and this covers most light emitting diode
(LED) applications. The ”American National Standards for Safe Use of Lasers”
from the Laser Institute of America (ANSI) provide guidance for the safe use of
laser systems [1]. The following limits for exposure are based on the mentioned
OSRAM note and ANSI guidance, assuming the IEC standards are similar. The
risk assessment and classification is to be done with the final product and not
the built-in components. In this case the combined near infrared emitting diode
(NIRED) and the pico projector. Figure F.1 show the NIR SL system, which
consists of two CCD cameras and a modified miniaturized light projector. One
of the original LEDs of the projector has been replaced with a NIRED working
as the irradiating part of the NIR SL system, Tracoline.
When irradiating the human body there are three hazard exposure limits to
consider: (1) for the cornea, (2) thermal hazard exposure limit for skin (t < 10
s), and (3) thermal hazard exposure limit for the retina. In our case the time
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Figure F.1: The NIR SL system consists of two CCD cameras and a modified
nonvisible light projector located in the center. Right: The application of the
NIR SL system where it is seen attached to the Siemens HRRT PET scanner
for head pose registration during the PET acquisition.
for exposure is above 10 s and in this case the thermal exposure limit for skin
is always obeyed if the thermal hazard exposure limit for the retina is obeyed.
The maximum permissible exposure (MPE) or irradiance limit for the cornea
is fixed when the exposure duration exceeds 1000 s [5] as shown in Eq. (F.1)
which refers to the IEC-62471 standard [5].
MPEcornea =
3000∑
λ=850
Eλ∆λ ≤ 100 W
m2
for t > 1000 s (F.1)
where Eλ [W/(m
2nm)] is the spectral irradiance, ∆λ [nm] is the spectral band-
width.
The exposure limit for the retina is estimated from the ANSI guidance for
extended sources (non-point sources) with wavelengths from 750 nm to 1050
nm and exposure duration up to 500 minutes (8.3 hours) [1, p. 62, 75, and
Tb. 5b]. The MPE for the retina was calculated as:
MPEretina = 1.8CACET
−0.25
2 10
−3 [
W
cm2
] (F.2)
where the correction factors CA, CE , and T2 are given as listed in Table F.1 [1,
p. 76 Tb. 6].
The angular subtense α (see Fig. F.2) varies as a function of the distance to
the projector d, as does the time parameter T2, as shown in Fig. F.3(a) and
Fig. F.3(b) respectively. Figure F.3(c) shows the MPE for the retina as a func-
tion of d based on Eq. (F.2) with the parameters given in Table F.1. E.g. the
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Table F.1: Parameters used in Eq. (F.2). All wavelengths must be in µm and
all angles in mrad for the calculations.
Parameters Estimation Criteria
α [rad] Apparent angle subtended by ∗α = arctan(r/d) λ =[750 1050] nm
a source at the location of the
viewer
CA Wavelength correction factor
∗∗CA = 102(λ−0.700) λ =[750 1050] nm
CE Extended source correction factor
∗∗∗CE = α/αmin αmin < α < αmax
T2 [s] Exposure duration beyond which 10 · 10(α−1.5)/98.5 αmin < α < αmax
the thermal MPE is constant in
terms of irradiance 100 s α > 100 mrad
∗d:distance from the viewer to the LED. r: source size of the active field-of-view of the
projector (See Fig. F.2).
∗∗λ: central wavelength of the NIR LED [µm].
∗∗∗αmin = 1.5 mrad and αmax = 100 mrad for λ = [400 1400] nm.
MPE for the retina at 100 mm is calculated as:
MPEretina = 1.8 · 102(0.850µm−0.700)
arctan( 7mm100mm )10
3
15mrad
...
·
(
10 · 10
arctan( 7mm
100mm
)103−1.5
98.5
)−0.25
10−3 · 104 cm
2
m2
= 631
W
m2
Figure F.2: Drawing of the apparent visual angle α as calculated from the source
size r of the illuminating region of the projector and the distance from the viewer
d.
F.2 Characterization of the NIR SL System
The NIR SL system’s illumination is uniformly distributed over the area covered
by the projector, thus the intensity is given by power/area as a function of the
distance to the projector. The area covered by the projector as a function of
distance is presented in Fig. F.4(a) The exposure is highest closest to the DLP
and for the NIR SL system this is at a distance of 100 mm from the lens. The
exposed area at 100 mm is 38 mm × 56 mm = 2128 mm2.
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Figure F.3: (a) The angular subtense. (b) The exposure duration beyond which
the thermal MPE is constant in terms of irradiance. (c) The maximum per-
missible exposure (MPE) for the retina. All three parameters are shown as a
function of the distance to the projector d.
Figure F.4: (a) Measuring volume of the NIR SL system [mm]. (b) Measurement
of the NIRED beam power through the optics of the projector with a photodiode
placed in front of the projector lens.
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The beam power of the NIR SL system has been measured by PhD student
MSc (Physics) Otto Nielsen. The power output was measured as a function
of the NIRED’s input current from 0–1 A with a power meter using a CCD
detector. The detector was placed as close as possible to the projector lens, less
than 1 cm from the lens. The current of the NIRED was manually set on the
power supply. Figure F.5 shows the power dependence that was measured twice
during the characterization of the combined diode and projector. The projector
was projecting an 8-bit white image (B/W value = 255) with 60 Hz which
produced maximum output intensity and thus worked as a worse-case estimate.
The maximum measured power of the combined NIRED and projector was 6.2
mW at 1 A.
The light source in the NIR SL system is an 850 nm NIRED with a spectral
band of 775–900 nm. The maximum specified radiation flux of the NIRED is
440 mW for exposure pulses of 100 µs and a maximum input current of 1 A. The
actual power of NIR SL systems was around 70 times less than the specification
of the NIRED, which was expected since the optics of the projector are not
optimized for NIR use. Further, the NIR SL system is non-pulsed and pulsed
irradiation increases the maximum power.
The power-time profile was measured with a photodiode using an InGaAs detec-
tor (DET10C, Thorlabs) (see Fig. F.4(b)). Figure F.6 shows the time structure
of the projector output beam for three images with different 8-bit gray-scaled
values of 32, 128, and 255 respectively. The beam is periodic with 16.7 ms (60
Hz) for the two nonwhite images (blue and green profiles). The profiles show
how the DMDs (micro mirror devices) are switched on and off during a cycle of
16.7 ms. When the DMDs are on, the beam power is positive and goes up to
5.3 V. It should be noted that the amplitude is a relative measure in volts that
could be converted to watts using a calibration coefficient. The time the DMDs
are switched on increases with the gray value of the projected image, and for
the white image the power is constant.
It is important to notice that there is no high peaks exceeding the mean beam
power when projecting a white image. Thus the measured mean power as a
function of the current of a white image is the maximum power of the NIR SL
system, as shown in Fig. F.5.
The actual exposure Eactual is power P per area A and the maximum exposure
for the NIR SL system within the measuring volume shown in Fig. F.4(a) is at
d =100 mm with a max exposure of:
Eactual =
P
A
=
6.2 · 10−8W
2.13 · 10−8m2 = 2.9
W
m2
(F.3)
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Figure F.7(a) shows the actual exposure as a function of the distance to the
projector and Fig. F.7(b) shows the two MPE for the cornea and the retina and
the actual exposure of the NIR SL system. The actual exposure is below the
MPEs for all distances within the measuring volume of the NIR SL system. A
quantitative visualization of how much the actual exposure is lower than the
MPEs is shown in Fig. F.7(c) where the ratio between the actual exposure and
the MPEs are seen as a function of d. The ratio is smallest closest to the
projector and the actual exposure is a factor of 34 less than the MPE for the
cornea and a factor of 217 less than the MPE for the retina at d = 100 mm
(Fig. F.7(c) blue and red curves at d = 100 mm).
Figure F.5: Measured beam power as a function of the current when projecting
a white image (B/W level = 255) repeated twice indicated by blue and red
markers.
Figure F.6: Beam power as a function of time with a constant current of 0.7 A.
Three different 8-bit gray scaled images were projected: (Blue) dark gray image
with B/W level of 32. (Green) gray image with intensity of 128. (Red) white
image with B/W level of 255.
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Figure F.7: (a) The actual exposure Eactual of the NIR SL system. (b) The
maximum permissible exposure (MPE) for the retina and the cornea and Eactual.
(c) The ratio between the MPEs and Eactual. All three plots are shown as a
function of the distance to the projector d.
F.3 Conclusion
The maximum exposure of the NIR SL system is 2.9 W/m2 at the minimum
measuring distance at 100 mm. That is 34 and 217 times below the MPE of the
cornea (100 W/m2) and the retina (631 W/m2) respectively. The NIR SL system
does not exceed the MPE for the eyes in the worst-case scenario when projecting
a constant white image 10 cm away for up to 8 hours according to the OSRAM
note based on the IEC-62471 standard and the American National Standards
for safe use of lasers. The worst-case scenario is above the actual application of
the NIR SL system where the projected images are phase-shifted cosine patterns
with intensities lower than a white image and also varying between dark and
light intensities. Furthermore, the distance to the eyes is more likely to be 15
cm and the eyes will normally be closed during the scanning. I consider the NIR
SL system to be safe to use for research for the tracking application with the
HRRT PET scanner described earlier. The evaluation is based on the American
National Standards and it is assumed that international standards are in line
with these. If the system is to be used in the clinical routine and be commercially
available, the system should be classified by an external company.
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System Classification
Classification of the optics of the Tracoline system from an external company:
Dansk Fundamental Metrologi A/S, Denmark by PhD Jan C. Petersen
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